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ABSTRACT 
The Role of Robert Alexander Hardie in the Korean Great Revival 
  and the Subsequent Development of Korean Protestant Christianity 
 
This dissertation investigates one of the most important missionaries in Korea, 
Robert Alexander Hardie (1865–1949) who is very famous for Korea’s Wonsan revival. 
However, his early life is unrecognized; his role in the Korean great revival is 
undervalued; and his late contribution is forgotten. Hardie’s early years (1865–1897), up 
until he was an independent missionary to Korea are hidden. As an independent medical 
missionary from Toronto University who influenced from the Student Volunteer 
Movement for Foreign Missions, Hardie came to Korea in 1890 and had faced 
denominational, financial, political, social, and physical hardships during his first term in 
Korea. 
Hardie’s seminal roles between 1898–1907 in the inception and development of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church South’s mission to Korea and the early Korean revival 
(1903–1907) have been underrated. In particular, when dealing with the early Korean 
revivals, many Korean and Western scholars have not only separated the Wonsan revival 
(1903–1906) and the Pyongyang revival (1907), but also regarded the Wonsan as a 
“general” revival and the Pyongyang as a “great” revival. With this argument, many 
people have misunderstood that while Hardie contributed only to the Wonsan general 
revival, the Pyongyang great revival happened in connection with foreign revivals in 
Wales, the United Kingdom (1904–1905) and in the Khasi Hills, India (1905–1906). 
However, the Wonsan revival was a great revival, because it influenced to various people 
and many places. In addition, the two Korean revivals (i.e., the Wonsan and Pyongyang 
  
 
 
revivals) were one continual great revival starting in Wonsan in 1903 and culminating in 
Pyongyang in 1907. 
Likewise, his work post-revival until his retirement (1908–1935) has faded from 
the collective memory of historians and missiologists. After the revival until his 
retirement in 1935 Hardie had played a most important role for the development of 
various fields (e.g., theological education, Christian publishing, rural mission, Bible 
translation, and personal evangelism) for the maturity of the Korean Churches, but his 
contributions have been forgotten. Therefore, although Hardie was one of the most 
influential missionaries God used, he was an “unrecognized, undervalued, and forgotten” 
missionary in Korea.  
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INTRODUCTION 
When I was in high school, I attended a youth retreat where it hit me hard to 
realize that my sin had resulted in Christ’s death on the cross. Tears would not stop 
flowing, and I could not stop crying out to God for forgiveness. I prayed a prayer of 
confession, and suddenly I felt refreshed as I never had before, and I received a spiritual 
gift (speaking in tongues). I realized this was the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, or revival. 
This experience inflamed within me a passion that gave birth to a devoted prayer life. 
Every night from around 10 p.m. to midnight at my church, I would pray with friends 
who had also received the Spirit. 
Later, in college, a conversation with one of those friends led me to rethink my 
revival experience. He said he no longer desired to attend church. I asked him “Why? 
Were all of the things we experienced together in high school in vain?” He replied, 
“Those were not experiences of the Holy Spirit (revival); they were merely emotional 
incidences. Just as people do when shamans beat their drums and sound their gongs; I got 
caught up in the moment.” My friend’s statement shocked and challenged me. It led me 
to reflect: if the spiritual experience I had with God was merely an excitement of the 
heart, my calling to become a pastor and endless hours of studying since then had been a 
huge waste of my time. I resolved my inner conflict, but ever since then, I have wanted to 
study revival.  
Thus, my personal journey led me backward to when the early revivals in Korea 
began. Naturally, Robert Alexander Hardie, God’s primary instrument in the early Korean 
revival, was my foremost issue. Through dividing his life span into three parts: (1) early 
life to independent missionary (1865–1897), (2) Methodist missionary to Korean great 
  
xii 
 
revival (1898–1907), and (3) seminary president to retirement (1908–1935), I investigate 
Hardie’s formative contribution and its lasting significance for the church in Korea in this 
dissertation. 
  
 1 
PART I 
UNRECOGNIZED MISSIONARY (1865–1897) 
 
CHAPTER 1 
BACKGROUND OF ROBERT A. HARDIE 
Studying the article “Orphans Lead the World” by Dr. Pierre Rentchnick of 
Geneva, Paul Tournier (1898–1986, a Christian medical doctor in Switzerland who 
worked to combine medical, psychosocial, and spiritual cares for patients) insisted that 
orphans historically led the world. As an orphan himself, Tournier asserted that no matter 
whether their effects were positive or negative, many of the greatest figures in the world 
were orphans (e.g., George Washington, Napoleon, Queen Victoria, Hitler, Lenin, and 
Stalin).1 However, life as an orphan is not the only requirement for becoming leaders of 
the world. Rather, it is those orphans who transform their privation into creative energy 
that become such leaders. Hardie was a good example of an orphan who overcame his 
suffering by succeeding creatively. 
 
Early Life 
Robert Alexander Hardie (1865–1949, Korean Name—하리영, Ha Ri Young, 
???) was born in the Township of Seneca, Haldimand County, Ontario, Canada, on 
June 11, 1865, as the first child of six children: Eva Maria (1866–1942), Thomas 
Wellington (1868–1888), Herbert James (1896–1933), Elgin Shaw (1870–1940), and
                                                 
1
 Paul Tournier, Creative Suffering, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 
1982), 1-2. 
2 
 
  
William John (1875–?)2 from his father James Hardie (who was born in Elgin, Scotland, 
1824–1875) and his mother Abigail Shaw (who was born in Glanford, Ontario, Canada, 
1838–1875).3 Hardie’s parents were married on May 25, 1864, but his mother and father 
passed away on January 23 and May 28, 1875, respectively, when Hardie was ten years 
old.4 Because Hardie’s father was an affluent farmer who left inheritances, the children 
received good educations by being sent separately to the homes of uncles and aunts.5 
Thomas and Fannie Shaw cared for Hardie.6 Even though he was reared by the care of his 
uncle and aunt, Hardie probably felt loneliness and isolation. Nevertheless, Hardie was 
well educated and became a teacher, medical physician, and significant missionary.  
 
American, Canadian, or Englishman 
Among Hardie’s siblings, Elgin Shaw (his third younger brother) and Eva Maria 
(his only sister) were significant. Shaw first sent apple seedlings to Hardie in Wonsan, 
Korea in 1892, when he was working as a “well-known dental surgeon” in Toronto.7 In 
addition, Eva Maria was a missionary in the Methodist Episcopal Church (North), 
                                                 
2
 Young-Sik Yoo, “The Impact of Canadian Missionaries in Korea: A Historical Survey of Early 
Canadian Mission Work, 1888-1898,” Ph.D. Dissertation (Toronto University, 1996), 499. Source from 
Robert Hardie Warner (R. A. Hardie’s grandson and his daughter Sarah Grace’s son, hereafter, R. H. 
Warner’s Source). 
 
3
 R. A. Hardie’s Certificate of Death (Local File No. 553, Ingham County, Michigan Department 
of Health). His mother’s name was misprinted as “Agigail Shaw” on this certificate, but according to R. H. 
Warner’s Source, her name was Abigail Shaw. 
 
4
 R. H. Warner’s Source. 
 
5
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928)” in the Mission Biographical 
Reference File on Robert A. Hardie and Family in the General Commission on Archives and History of the 
United Methodist Church, Drew University. (hereafter, Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC). 
 
6
 Young-Sik Yoo, “The Impact of Canadian Missionaries in Korea,” 265. 
 
7
 Obituary Notice for Elgin Shaw on April 4, 1940, source from University of Toronto Archives 
(hereafter, UTA) (Ref. # B1975-0026/137(97)). 
 
3 
 
  
(hereafter, MEC) in Lucknow regarded as the head-quarters of the Methodist missions, in 
the northern part of India from 1895.8 On his January 25, 1896 report, Hardie wrote about 
his receiving “a letter from my sister, who at the time of writing was in the Mediterranean 
on her way to India (Lucknow), under the auspices of the Methodist Episcopal Board 
(North) [MEC].”9 
According to a source from the United Methodist Archives at Drew University, 
Eva Hardie, who received nurse and business trainings, not only worked “as secretary 
and school nurse at Isabella Thoburn College and later as business manager at Clara 
Swain Hospital, Bareilly,” but also devoted herself to evangelism for “the populous 
districts of North India—Naina Tal, Dwarahat, Bareilly, Moradabad.”10 After finishing 
missionary work for about forty-one years in India, Eva retired in 1936 and died in 
Alhambra, California, on June 21, 1942.11 
Interestingly enough, an obituary for Herbert J. Hardie on May 12, 1933 
identified both R. A. Hardie and his sister Eva as missionaries of the United Church of 
Canada. 12  However, in 1898 Hardie joined an American mission board, Methodist 
                                                 
8
 Mrs. C. B. Burkham, “Cincinnati Branch Quarterly,” in Woman’s Missionary Friend, Vol. 
XXXVIII No. 4, ed. Louise Manning Hodgkins (Boston: Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society of 
Methodist Episcopal Church, April 1906), 146, 151. Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, Following the Great Command: Being the Jubilee Number Forty-ninth Annual Report of 
the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Boston: Woman’s Foreign 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1918), 251. 
 
9
 R. A. Hardie, “From Our Missionary (Gensan, Jan. 25, 1896),” in The Canadian College 
Missionary: Devoted to the Interests of Missionary Work in Canadian Colleges—Evangelical and Medical, 
[Toronto, Canada] Vol. 6, No. 3 (March 1896), 39. (hereafter, CCM). 
 
10
 Eva Maria Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC. 
 
11
 Eva Maria Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC. 
 
12
 Obituary Notice for Herbert J. Hardie on May 12, 1933, source from UTA (Ref. # A1973–
0026/137(99)). 
 
4 
 
  
Episcopal Church South (hereafter, MECS), while Eva was a missionary of MEC. When 
a Canadian journalist, Archibald Lampman, interviewed Hardie in 1932, Lampman 
wanted Hardie to identify his nationality as a Canadian. An article in The Toronto Stat on 
September 22, 1932 reported: 
The doctor [Hardie] told us he was connected with the South Methodist 
church [MECS]. This was the Methodist church of the United States, 
which is divided into north and south, a relic of the civil war. “But you’re 
a Canadian worker, doctor?—not a U.S.?” we asked, surprised, “Oh, we’re 
Canadian workers [” Dr. Hardie answered].13 
 
Apparently, most Canadians preferred any significant Canadians to identify themselves as 
Canadians rather than Americans. For example, when an early Canadian missionary 
named William John McKenzie experienced financial hardship from the Canadian 
Presbyterian Church when starting Korea missions, despite an alternative way that he 
could apply to the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America (North, hereafter, 
PCUSA) that already commenced Korea missions, Rev. McKenzie decided to remain as 
an independent missionary. It is because “as a Canadian he believed that he should 
represent Canada wherever he might go as God’s ambassador, and that the money for his 
support should not come from another than his native land.”14 Ironically, however, Hardie 
often identified himself as a British man in his writings such as on the last page of his 
books.15 
                                                 
13
 Archibald Lampman, “Apple Trees from Toronto Basis of Korean Industry: Dr. R. A. Hardie, 
Medical Missionary, Planted Saplings 41 Years Ago is Now an Exporter,” in The Toronto Star (September 
22, 1932), 4. 
 
14
 Elizabeth A. McCully, A Corn of Wheat or The Life of Rev. W. J. McKenzie of Korea, 2nd ed. 
(Toronto: The Westminster Co., 1904), 55. 
 
15
 R. A. Hardie, Kuyak Chongnon Sang [구약총론 샹, An Introduction to the Books of the Old 
Testament, Part 1] ([Seoul]: The Christian Literature Society of Korea, 1921). R. A. Hardie, Shinyak 
Junsuh Chongnon [??????, 신약전서총론, Introduction to the New Testament] ([Seoul]: The 
Christian Literature Society of Korea, 1929). 
5 
 
  
Education 
Hardie received elementary education in his hometown of Seneca, and left his 
uncle’s house to enter high school in Caledonia, Ontario, Canada in 1880 when he was 
fifteen,16 which implies that Hardie started living alone from that time. After graduating 
from high school and receiving a teacher’s certificate in 1884, Hardie taught school for 
two years. 17  In 1886, he entered the Medical College of Toronto University, 18  and 
received a Bachelor degree in Medicine in 1890.19 Although he was usually called “Dr. 
Hardie” by many Koreans, foreign missionaries in Korea, and his Toronto supporters, he 
did not have any doctoral degrees in either medical or divinity fields. The main reason for 
being called Doctor Hardie was because he was a medical physician who possessed a 
bachelor’s degree in medicine (M.B.). 
 
Original Methodist 
 Hardie was a Methodist from birth to death. Hardie confessed, “I was born of 
Methodist parents,” 20  and the Unity Methodist Church (now, Unity United Church 
Cemetery) in Seneca, Ontario, Canada was the first church Hardie attended.21 The graves 
                                                 
16
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928),” in Hardie’s File from GCAH-
UMC, 1-2. 
 
17
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928),” in Hardie’s File from GCAH-
UMC, 2. 
 
18
 J. [James] Earnest Fisher, Pioneers of Modern Korea (Seoul: Sam Sung Printing, 1977), 109. 
 
19
 Source from UTA (Ref. # A2003–0005/071). 
 
20
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928),” in Hardie’s File from GCAH-
UMC, 1. 
 
21
 The Unity Methodist Church was changed into the Unity United Church when some Methodist, 
Presbyterian and Congregational churches joined to make the United Church of Canada in 1926 and then 
the Unity Church was closed in 1948. Source from Marie Salmon (1947–the present, her parents and 
6 
 
  
of Hardie’s parents and his brother (Thomas Wellington, 1858–1888) are located at the 
Unity United Church Cemetery (21 Unity Side Road West, Seneca).22 Also, his fiancée 
(Margaret) and he were “members of the Caledonia Methodist Church,”23  (now, the 
Grace United Church at 174 Caithness Street East, Caledonia, Ontario, Canada) when 
they lived in Caledonia. Moreover, from entering the Toronto University until departing 
Canada for Korea (1886–1890), the Hardies were members of the Sherbourne Street 
Methodist Church24 (now, the Saint Luke’s United Church at 353 Sherbourne Street, 
Toronto, Canada). After finishing about eight years of mission work in Korea as an 
independent missionary, Hardie joined the MECS mission in 1898, and then retired as a 
Methodist missionary in 1935. 
 
Marriage 
In terms of his relationship with his wife, Margaret Matilda Kelly25 (1862–1946), 
Hardie said that they were “schoolmates from childhood,” and they became engaged 
                                                                                                                                                 
grandparents were church members of the Unity Methodist Church. She is now a member of the Unity 
United Church Cemetery Board and of the Grace United Church). 
 
22
 According to Marie Salmon, Dr. and Mrs. Hardie gave an offering plate to the Unity Auxiliary 
of Women’s Missionary Society on December 1, 1913. This implies that the Unity Methodist Church had 
been supporting the Hardies for a long time. The offering plate was made of brass and decorated with some 
Korean style shapes. The Grace United Church currently possesses it.  
 
23
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928),” in Hardie’s File from GCAH-
UMC, 2. 
 
24
 N.n., “Secretary’s Report,” in The Medical Missionary: Devoted to the Interests of Medical 
Missions and the Toronto Medical Students’ Mission in Korea, Vol. I, No. 1 (Toronto, March 1891), 4. 
(hereafter, MM). 
 
25
 Fisher called Mrs. Hardie Matilda Kelly in his book. J. Earnest Fisher, Pioneers of Modern 
Korea, 110. According to her Certificate of Death, her full name is Margaret Hardie and some sources say 
Margaret M. Hardie. Matilda is her middle name. (Local File No. 558, Ingham County, Michigan 
Department of Health). 
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while he was teaching at the school of Caledonia.26 After entering the Medical College of 
Toronto University in 1886, Hardie married Margaret on December 27, 1886.27 Margaret 
was born in Seneca, Ontario, on March 23, 1862, to John Kelly (1843–1877) and 
Elizabeth Richardson. Mrs. Hardie died in Lansing, Michigan on July 16, 1946.28 J. L. 
Gerdine, who was an MECS missionary and leading figure for both missions and the 
great revival in Korea, recalled Mrs. Hardie as follows: 
Mrs. Hardie then as now was a superb house-keeper. A few days after I 
arrived Mrs. Hardie had coolies store away in her cellar for winter use 
about 2,000 heads of as fine celery as I ever saw. Fancy having hearts of 
celery for breakfast as well as for lunch and dinner every day, and jams, 
jellies and canned goods all produced from her garden. A little later and 
there was a hog killing, with all that it provided. But all of us know of Mrs. 
Hardie’s hospitality and the wonders of her larder. I shall always be 
grateful for the comfort and happiness of my first years in Korea when I 
lived with the Hardies.29 
 
Mrs. Hardie helped missions work especially for children’s education. For instance, she 
taught singing for Korean boys at the Mildred Ross Boys’ Day School in Wonsan in 1907. 
One MECS female missionary (Mattie M. Ivey) reported: 
Each Friday evening when possible Mrs. Hardie has the boys [at the 
Mildred Ross Boys’ Day School in Wonsan] to come to her home to 
practise [sic] singing. They combine something of a social time with this 
practise [sic] and always seem glad to be on hand. Mrs. Hardie also 
                                                 
26
 R. A. Hardie, “Letter to Rev. O. E. Goddard (April 16, 1928),” in Hardie’s File from GCAH-
UMC, 2. 
 
27
 Young-Sik Yoo, “The Impact of Canadian Missionaries in Korea,” 269, 497.  
 
28
 Fisher and Yoo report Margaret’s death year as 1945, but this is incorrect. J. Earnest Fisher, 
Pioneers of Modern Korea, 123. Young-Sik Yoo, “The Impact of Canadian Missionaries in Korea,” 294. 
She died in 1946. Margaret Hardie’s Certificate of Death (Local File No. 558, Ingham County, Michigan 
Department of Health). 
 
29
 J. L. Gerdine, “More Pioneers of Korea,” in Within the Gate: Comprising the Addresses  
delivered at the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Korean Methodism, ed. Charles A. Sauer (Seoul: The Korea 
Methodist News Service, 1934), 51. 
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rendered valuable assistance in practicing the songs with the boys for the 
Christmas entertainment.30 
 
Furthermore, Mrs. Hardie contributed for spiritual life and evangelization for Korean 
women through leading “cottage prayer meetings,” and doing “a great deal of house to 
house visiting with her Bible Women.” 31  Mrs. Hardie also provided food for the 
attendants of the MECS Annual meeting at the Gamble Memorial Building in the Union 
Methodist Theological Seminary on September 13–14, 1928. One female missionary 
explained as follows: 
Thanks were expressed to Mrs. R. A. Hardie for saving much time of those 
attending the meetings by serving the noon meals in the building where 
the meetings were held. Meals were served cafeteria style and we were 
freed from long walks or rides across the city to our respective hostesses at 
noon. Eating together in this way became a real social feature of the 
meetings.32 
 
Notwithstanding her missionary works, Margaret wanted to be presented as a housewife. 
For this reason, when she died, her daughter Bessie reported Mrs. Hardie’s usual 
occupation as “housewife” instead of either missionary or missionary wife.33 J. Earnest 
Fisher mentioned the following of her: “Mrs. Hardie often said that her principal work on 
the mission field was to keep a good house and to supply her husband with plenty of 
wholesome food so he could keep in good health and carry on the work that he had come 
                                                 
30
 Mattie M. Ivey, “Report of Miss Ivey,” in Minutes of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Korea 
Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South ([Seoul]: n.p., 1907), 59. (hereafter, MKM-MECS). 
 
31
 Reubie Lilly Hitch, “Report of Mrs. J. W. Hitch,” in MKM-MECS (1909), 74. 
 
32
 Miss Euline Smith, “The Southern Methodist Annual Meeting,” in The Korea Mission Field, Vol. 
XXIV, No. 12 (December 1928), 272. (hereafter, KMF). 
 
33
 Margaret Hardie’s Certificate of Death (Local File No. 558, Ingham County, Michigan 
Department of Health). 
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to Korea to do.” 34  Due to her devoted support, as she mentioned, Hardie could 
successfully accomplish his mission work for forty-five years (1890–1935) in Korea.  
 
Children 
Including one Korean adopted daughter (Chuponia), the Hardies had nine children: 
Arthur Sidney (1888–1888), Eva Lillian (1889–?), Annie Elizabeth (1890–1974), Marie 
Mabel (1893–1893), Gertrude Abigail (1894–?), Sarah Grace (1896–?), Robert Wilson 
(1901–1912), and Margaret Joy (1903–1909). Among them, the Hardies lost four when 
they were still young (Arthur Sidney, Marie Mabel, Robert Wilson, and Margaret Joy), 
but two of them became missionaries in Korea.  
Hardie’s first son, Arthur Sidney, lived for about eight months, being born in 
Toronto, Ontario, on January 10, 1888 and dying on August 31, 1888. His death might 
have been a shock to Dr. and Mrs. Hardie, because they had already experienced losing 
loved ones such as their parents, when they were young. Nevertheless, Dr. and Mrs. 
Hardie probably overcame this sadness through their belief that God’s love and grace 
prevail in this world. 
Hardie’s next two daughters (Eva Lillian and Annie Elizabeth) became 
missionaries to Korea after receiving education and training in the United Sates. Eva 
Lillian was born on March 14, 1889 in Toronto, Canada, whereas Annie Elizabeth 
(known as Bessie) was born in Seoul, Korea on December 12, 1890.35 When Eva was 
fourteen and Bessie thirteen in 1903, Mrs. Hardie headed for the United States 
                                                 
34
 J. Earnest Fisher, Pioneers of Modern Korea, 112. 
 
35
 R. H. Warner’s Source. 
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accompanied by all the children to obtain an American education, especially for the 
oldest girls. For this event, Dr. Hardie went as far as Japan to send Mrs. Hardie and the 
children to the United States in 1903. 36  Eva and Bessie entered the preparatory 
department (i.e., high school) of Davenport College, Lenoir, North Carolina, and after 
two years, in 1905, they entered the Millersburg Female College, Millersburg, 
Kentucky,37 whose name was changed into Millersburg College in 1915 and which was 
owned by the Millersburg Military Institute in 1931.38 James Earnest Fisher, who later 
became Hardie’s son-in-law (Bessie’s husband) and missionary in Korea and in the 
Philippines, illustrated how he met Hardie’s family in Millersburg, Kentucky as follows: 
I first met Dr. Hardie and his family in 1905 when they came to 
Millersburg, Kentucky, and put their daughters, Eva and Bessie, in my 
father’s [Rev. Charles Crockett Fisher’s] school, Millersburg [Female] 
College, where they remained till they graduated in 1911. The Hardies 
were on furlough and they rented a house across the street from the 
college. They lived there during the fall of 1905 and the spring of 1906.39  
 
While in Millersburg, Kentucky, Eva and Bessie were involved in various Christian 
activities. “For the last four years of my College life, I was Chairman of the Music 
Department of the College Y.W.C.A. At Sunday school I first had a class of boys and later 
two years I had the primary class” Eva wrote, and she continued, “During my six years 
there I was a member of the Epworth league, holding the office of Fourth Vice President 
                                                 
36
 R. A. Hardie, “R. A. Hardie’s Report,” in MKM-MECS (1904), 25. 
 
37
 Eva L. Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (February 26, 1913),” and Annie 
Elizabeth Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (March 1, 1913),” in Hardie’s File from 
GCAH-UMC. 
 
38
 John E. Kleber, ed., The Kentucky Encyclopedia (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 
1992), 638. 
 
39
 J. Earnest Fisher, Pioneers of Modern Korea, 112. 
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for four years.”40  Bessie stated, “During my last two years at [Millersburg] college I held 
the office of President of our Young Women’s Christian Association. I also taught a 
Primary class of boys and girls. During my whole stay in the town I was a member of the 
Epworth League, once serving as its President.”41 
After graduating from the Millersburg Female College in 1911, Eva and Bessie 
went to New York in order to study at Dr. White’s Bible Teachers’ Training School (now, 
New York Theological Seminary, New York City) and then they entered the Scarritt Bible 
and Training School, Kansas City, Missouri, in the fall of 1912.42 The Scarritt Bible and 
Training School started training female missionaries and workers from the year of 1892 
under the guidance of the Woman’s Board of Missions of the MECS by offering various 
subjects such as “the Bible, evidences of Christianity, church history, mission field, 
missionary methods, nursing, physiology and medicine.”43 Bessie explained: 
Last fall [in 1912], I entered the Scarritt Bible and Training School, and 
hope to be able to graduate from here in May [1913]. I will always be 
most thankful that it has been my privilege to spend this year here. Jesus 
Christ has become more real to me than ever before, and the hope of 
entering definitely into His service, more precious. While here I have had 
a class of little boys in the Sunday School of the Melrose Methodist 
Church, and have assisted with the church visiting.44 
                                                 
40
 Eva L. Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (February 26, 1913),” in 
Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC. 
 
41Annie Elizabeth Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (March 1, 1913),” in 
Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC. 
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 Eva L. Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (February 26, 1913),” and Annie 
Elizabeth Hardie, “Letter to Women’s Missionary Council, MECS (March 1, 1913),” in Hardie’s File from 
GCAH-UMC. 
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 Howard L. Conard, ed., Encyclopedia of the History of Missouri: A Compendium of History and 
Biography for Ready Reference (New York, Louisville, St. Louis: The Southern History Company, 1901), 
497-498. 
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Hardie’s File from GCAH-UMC. 
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Eva and Bessie became missionaries in Korea in August 1913. 45  Eva was a 
missionary “under the Woman’s Council [MECS] in educational work at Carolina 
Institute [Girls’ School in Seoul, later Baewha Hakdang] and at Lucy Cuninggim [Girls’ 
School in Wonsan],” but she resigned her missionary position to marry Clarence P. 
Wilson (a worker for Standard Oil Company) living in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1919.46   
Bessie explained the reason why she decided to become a missionary in Korea as 
follows: 
I believe I became a missionary in answer to the prayers of my father and 
mother, and because of their expressed desire and expectation that I should 
choose this as my life work. My parents are missionaries in Korea, and I 
was born on the mission field. The earlier years of my life were spent here 
and I learned then to love the people and to look upon this country as 
home. When I went to the United States to receive my education, I went 
hoping and expecting to return, and during the nine years of my life in 
America this hope and expectation remained unchanged. I am very 
thankful that I have been permitted to return here, for it is my desire to so 
use my life that it may count most effectively for God.47 
 
After her first term of missionary work in Seoul and in Choon Chun in charge of Day 
Schools,48 Bessie married James Earnest Fisher on November 9, 1918.49 Fisher discussed 
their courtship as follows: 
                                                 
45
 J. S. Ryang, ed., Southern Methodism in Korea: Thirtieth Anniversary (Seoul: Board of 
Missions, Korea Annual Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1929), 11. 
 
46
 Ellasue Wagner, “The Workers of the Woman’s Department Board of Missions in Korea,” in 
Southern Methodism in Korea: Thirtieth Anniversary, 11, 89. 
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 Bessie Hardie, “The Preparation of the worker, or Why I became a Missionary,” in KMF, Vol. X, 
Vol. 1, (January 1914), 8. 
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 Ellasue Wagner, “The Workers of the Woman’s Department Board of Missions in Korea,” in 
Southern Methodism in Korea: Thirtieth Anniversary, 89. 
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Southern Methodism in Korea: Thirtieth Anniversary, 11. Fisher mentioned that his wedding date with 
Bessie was November 9, 1918. J. Earnest Fisher, Pioneers of Modern Korea, 116. 
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While I was teaching in Japan, before I married Bess [Bessie], the Hardies 
came over to Japan and spent the summers of 1915 and 1916 vacationing 
in Karuizawa, the popular mountain resort where many missionaries of 
Japan and other parts of the Orient spent their summer months. Eva and 
Bess [Bessie], who were engaged in missionary work in Korea, joined 
their parents for these trips.50 
 
After their marriage Fisher, who was in the Navy during World War I, and Bessie lived in 
New York City until he finished an M.A. degree at Columbia University in June 1919. 
They went to Korea in October 1919, where Fisher worked as a faculty member for 
Chosen Christian College (now, Yonsei University) in Seoul.51 Unfortunately, they were 
divorced in 1935, and Bessie died in a nursing home near Eaton Rapids, Michigan on 
June 28, 1974.52 Bessie was buried beside her parents, Margaret and Robert Hardie in 
Deepdale Memorial Park, Lansing, Michigan. 
 In Wonsan, Korea, the next two daughters were born in 1893 and 1894. The third 
daughter (Marie) was born on August 9, 1893 but died soon after on August 10, 1893. 
The fourth daughter (Gertrude Abigail) was born on November 27, 1894, and she later 
married Clifford Barnum who was an executive of the Western Electric Company. They 
lived in New Jersey and had seven children.53 
 The fifth daughter (Sarah Grace) was born in Toronto, Ontario, during Hardie’s 
first furlough on December 18, 1896. She married Harold Herrick Warner who was a 
prominent lawyer in Lansing, Michigan. They had three children, Bruce Herrick Warner 
(1929–1951), Dorothy (?), and Robert Hardie Warner (1937–present). This family is 
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more connected with Korea than other Hardie’s descendants. Probably under the 
influence of his grandfather, their first son, Bruce, was a United States marine who 
participated in the Korean War (1950–1953). During the war, Bruce sent the following 
letter to his family: 
Dear All: 
No sacrifice is too great to make for what you believe in and I have a 
belief which cannot be shaken, a philosophy which no situation or test is 
too great. 
I do hope all of you will spend a lot of time at the cottage this summer. I 
really would like to think of you up there and know that someday I’ll be 
up with you again. 
I certainly am going to miss the cottage this summer and fishing. I 
certainly would like to come home and catch you a mess of fish, but I 
guess there will be time for that. 
I can’t think of any place in the world I love more than the lake, and please 
don’t let just my not being there stop you from going. This is worth 
fighting for to know you can go there when you feel like it, and no one is 
going to tell you that you can’t. 
I know why I am over here now. It is for you Skuff [mother’s nick name, 
Sarah Grace], and Dad and Bob [Robert Warner] and Dorothy and Bessie, 
and a clear and distinct idea of God. 
No, I have not lost my Bible. When the chips are down, it’s a good thing 
to have. 
I consider it a privilege to be able to fight for an idea I believe in, and die 
for if I am called upon to do so.               
                                                                                    Love Bruce54 
 
Bruce was killed on the battle-field on December 20, 1951 in the nation where his 
grandparents and two aunts had served. Bruce was buried in the same cemetery where his 
grandparents (R. A. and Margaret Hardie) and his aunt (Bessie) were buried at Deepdale 
Memorial Park.  
Bruce’s younger sister, Dorothy, married James M. Trebilcock in Ludington, 
Michigan, and she visited Korea to research her family’s footsteps. She reported this 
story to The Toronto Star (newspaper) on December 17, 1989, entitled “How grandfather 
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created Korea’s apple trade.” A lawyer, R. H. Warner married Jean Warner. They had 
three children and now live in Eaton Rapid, Michigan. When the author met with them, R. 
H. and Jean Warner provided various primary sources and materials on the life and work 
of Dr. Hardie. 
Unfortunately, Hardie’s second son and seventh child (Robert Wilson), who was 
born in Wonsan, Korea on June 7, 1901, died of a sarcoma on August 15, 1912,55 in 
Michigan,56 during Hardie’s furlough, which started in the spring of 1911.57  “Robert 
Wilson Hardie with his bright and sunny life was given to Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Hardie for a 
few short years, wherein he filled well his mission on earth in giving joy and gladness to 
his parents, sisters, and a host of friends who knew and loved him,” two MECS 
committee members for memoirs noted, and then they continually wrote, “How gladly we 
would have kept him! But God saw it was best that he should be taken from this world of 
sorrow and suffering to that happy land of peace and rest where pain and tears are never 
known.”58 
Their last daughter (Margaret Joy) was born in Wonsan, Korea on September 1, 
1903, but she died on February 10, 1909. Marie and Joy were buried at Yangwhajin, the 
burial place for foreigners, mostly missionaries as well as their families from around 
1890 in Seoul, Korea. In memory of Joy’s death, a Bible school for training Korean 
female workers founded in Songdo, Korea in 1907 changed its name to the “Joy Hardie 
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Bible Institute.”59 In addition, Hardie delivered a sermon for its 1913 commencement, “It 
was especially fitting that this the third class should have Dr. Hardy [Hardie] deliver the 
Commencement sermon, as the school was named in memory of his little daughter, Joy, 
who died some years ago [1909].”60 On the fourth page of his or her Bible, either R. A. or 
Margaret Hardie attached a small piece of paper on which was written: “SACRED TO 
THE MEMORY OF MARG[A]RET JOY HARDIE SEP. 1, 1903–FEB. 10, ’09 AND 
HER BABY SISTER “MARIE” AUG. 9–10, 1893 –– Luke 18:16” and on the fifth page 
he or she expressed his or her deprivation as follows: 
Oh “Joy” you are gone, you will never return,  
to gladden our hearts as of you. 
We will find you awaiting us some happy morn. 
When we drift to eternity’s shore  
your dear eyes will meet our own in days that are past. 
We will thrill at the touch of your hand. 
Oh “Joy” you are gone, we will find you at last.  
On the shores of that wonderful land.61 
 
Through having hope of meeting their lost daughters (Marie and Joy) and believing the 
words of Jesus who said, “Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not 
for to such belongeth the kingdom of God” (Luke 18:16), Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Hardie tried 
to transform their suffering into creative energy. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 INDEPENDENT MISSIONARY62  
Hardie’s motivation for foreign missions was originally derived from his religious 
and altruistic mind-set, and was strongly influenced by the Student Volunteer Movement 
for Foreign Missions. However, when he went to Korea as an independent missionary, 
Hardie first faced the climate of stressing denominational emphasis in Korea. 
 
Student Volunteer Movement 
His basic motivation to become a medical missionary stemmed from his 
philanthropic leanings, and Hardie explained why he was determined to study medicine: 
Soon after our engagement [my] wife and I were walking home from 
church talking of what my life work should be. We had both been born in 
godly homes and although both our fathers and my mother had died when 
we were children, their influence had had its effect, and our main 
consideration was how we could be most useful to the world. We decided 
that few men [sic] had more opportunities and influence for good than 
Christian physicians, and it was decided that night that I should study 
medicine.63 
 
Hardie, with the agreement of his fiancée, Margaret, decided that in order to contribute to 
the world, he should become a Christian medical doctor instead of keeping his first job as 
a school teacher.  
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Along with his religious and humanitarian mindset, Hardie was directly 
influenced by the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions. Many collegiate 
students began to be motivated and involved in foreign missions as a result of a Bible 
conference in 1886, which resulted in the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign 
Missions (hereafter, SVM). 64  This movement strongly predominated during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (1886–1920) and was inaugurated by a request of 
Luther D. Wishard (the first national collegiate secretary of the Young Men’s Christian 
Association, hereafter, YMCA) in April 1886 to Dwight L. Moody (1837–1899), a well-
known American evangelist who was holding a Bible conference at Mount Hermon 
School in Northfield, Massachusetts (Moody’s hometown), specifically for collegians.65 
Wishard’s request was accepted by Moody, and “two hundred and fifty-one students from 
eighty-six colleges” attended the one-month conference in July 1886. 66  Timothy C. 
Wallstrom described the atmosphere of the conference as follows: 
Moody’s emphasis was on training the students in personal evangelism, 
and he did not aggressively advocate foreign missions, nor was he 
particularly knowledgeable on the subject. Preaching and singing were 
given key roles in the presentations, because Moody regarded these as the 
two most effective means to communicate the gospel. Each morning he 
would give a Bible study, and students were invited to interrupt with their 
questions.67  
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Experiencing the conference of “the Inter-Seminary Missionary Alliance” in 
Hartford, Connecticut, in the fall of 1883 as a non-seminary student,68 Robert Wilder 
(1863–1938), who was one of the five starting members for “the Princeton Foreign 
Mission Society,” played a significant role for mission movement in Moody’s Bible 
conference. Because the conference had no formal specific sessions on missions, Wilder 
gathered some students who were interested in missions (twenty-one total), and under the 
tentative schedule planned by the two secretaries of the college YMCA (Luther Wishard 
and Charles Ober), they requested that Arthur T. Pierson (1837–1911, future editor of The 
Missionary Review of the World) give a lecture on missions. Pierson spoke on the topic, 
“All Should Go and Go to All,” on July 16 and his address impressed many students.69 
Moreover, Wilder requested “The Meeting of the Ten Nations,” and it was held on July 
24 with the Moody’s permission. In this meeting, ten students each made a three-minute 
presentation about foreign missions within ten different nations (i.e., Japan by Kotaro M. 
Shimomura, Persia by Benjamin Labaree, Native American by James W. Garvie, Siam by 
Boon Itt, Germany by Herman Schwab, Armenia by Paul Iskiyan, Denmark by Julius A. 
Piehl, Norway by Carl M. Jacobsen, China by G. E. Talmadge, India by Robert P. Wilder), 
stirring a number of students for foreign missions. 70  Furthermore, an uninvited 
missionary named William Ashmore (an American Baptist missionary to China) visited 
the conference, and on July 27 he insisted that people “look no longer upon missions as a 
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mere wrecking expedition, but as a war of conquest.”71 As a result of these lectures and 
meetings, the number of volunteers for foreign missions was increased from twenty one 
to one hundred, while the conference lasted.72 
The four volunteers included Robert Wilder of Princeton, John R. Mott of Cornell 
who later led and developed this movement with the watchword (The Evangelization of 
the World in This Generation),73 William P. Taylor of DePauw, and L. Riley of Yale. They 
were chosen to spread the fevered passion for missions in Northfield to other colleges and 
institutes.74 However, due to various reasons, only Wilder remained in this college circuit. 
Wilder recalled that moment in the following description: 
With great joy I went home and told my sister [Grace] that our prayers had 
been answered. One hundred had volunteered and the Princeton 
beginnings had become intercollegiate. Moreover, four volunteers had 
been chosen to carry the missionary message through the colleges of 
Canada and the United States. Then came blow after blow! The Cornell 
representative decided that it was his duty to work for the Y.M.C.A. in the 
university during the next year, and the Yale and De Pauw representatives 
withdrew. Luther Wishard wrote on September 11, “I confess I am 
surprised, disappointed, and pained at the action…. I find it utterly 
impossible to comprehend and sympathize with the ‘reasons,’ the 
‘obstacles,’ the ‘difficulties’ which the fellows present. … I greatly fear 
the effect upon the one hundred if the announcement is made that ‘the 
mission band is dissolved.’” My father’s [Royal Wilder, one of the early 
missionaries to India for thirty years from 1846] health was so poor that 
the doctor said he might not live six months, and he was counting on me to 
help him in his editorial work on the Missionary Review. However, my 
sister encouraged me by saying, “Nothing worth while is ever 
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accomplished without surmounting great obstacles.” For two days my 
father said nothing. Then he called me into his study and said, “Son, let 
the dead bury their dead. Go thou and preach the kingdom.” Then I 
decided to go alone.75 
 
Fortunately, John Forman, who did not attend the conference but was a member of the 
Princeton Foreign Missionary Society, and a first-year seminary student of Union 
Theological Seminary, joined this circuit. As a result, under the support of D. W. 
McWilliams (secretary and treasurer of the Manhattan Elevated Railways Co.), Robert 
Wilder and John Forman not only visited 162 institutions either together or separately, but 
also gained 2,106 men and women (about 500 were female) volunteers for foreign 
missions during the academic year of 1886–1887.76  
Among the 162 campuses and institutions was Toronto University, which Hardie 
entered in 1886. The YMCA had several collegiate organizations in Toronto, including 
the University College’s Young Men’s Christian Association (hereafter, UC-YMCA) 
mostly consisting of liberal arts students in the University of Toronto, and the Medical 
Students’ Young Men’s Christian Association (hereafter, MS-YMCA) consisting of 
students from two medical schools (Toronto and Trinity Medical Colleges). More 
importantly, according to Dr. Oliver R. Avison (1860–1956), “Robert A. Hardie suggested 
that the two Medical schools should unite in organizing a Y.M.C.A. with the aim of 
developing a Christian fellowship.”77 In regards to the visit of Forman and Wilder in the 
fall of 1886, Hardie described, “While John Foreman [Forman] spoke to Medical 
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Students [MS-YMCA], Robert Wilder spoke to the Arts Students [UC-YMCA] of 
Toronto University.”78 Also, Hardie professed, “The first year I was in medical college 
the Rev. John Foreman [sic]79 made a visit to our college Y. M. C. A. in behalf of the 
Student Volunteer Movement,” and Hardie also described how he decided to become a 
medical missionary by saying:  
As he [Forman] pointed out how much greater was the need for medical 
men [sic] in the foreign mission field than at home, it was perfectly plain 
to me that if I were going to practice medicine where “we could be most 
useful” it must be in the foreign field. I volunteered that night, and when 
the matter was presented to my sweetheart [Margaret], the logic of the 
situation appealed to her as it had to me.80   
 
Therefore, strictly speaking, whereas his motivation for the medical study was derived 
from his religious and altruistic mindset, Hardie’s direct motive to becoming a medical 
missionary came from the SVM. 
Even though Hardie and James Scarth Gale (1863–1937) were influenced for 
foreign missions at the same time when John Forman and Robert Wilder came to the 
Toronto University in the fall of 1886, Gale was sent to Korea as the first foreign 
missionary of the UC-YMCA in 1888, because Gale graduated before Hardie. Gale 
arrived at Busan, Korea on December 12, 1888 and finally left Korea on June 22, 1927.81 
Over approximately forty years of mission work in Korea, Gale successfully 
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accomplished various works, such as evangelizing non-believing Koreans, and translating 
the Bible into Korean. Furthermore, as an interpreter between Western and Korean people, 
Gale introduced the culture, customs, literature and history of each party to the other. For 
instance, Gale wrote two books, Korean Sketches82 published in 1898, and Korea in 
Transition83  in 1909, both of which not only deal with the land, people, situations, 
religions, and some missionaries at that time, but also contain historically significant 
photographs. 
 
Medical Missionary to Korea 
 After the UC-YMCA sent Gale to Korea, the MS-YMCA was eager to send a 
medical missionary to Korea, and Hardie volunteered for that project. William Scott (a 
Canadian missionary in Korea from 1914 to 1956) and Young-Sik Yoo (now, a professor 
at the University of Toronto) emphasized Hardie’s appointment was done by Gale’s 
request to the MS-YMCA.84 However, Hardie explained the main reason why he chose 
Korea as follows: 
Before I had finished my course in medicine, we learned through the 
Missionary Review of the World of the recent opening to missionary effort 
of the Hermit Kingdom [Korea], and feeling that the need for medical 
work could not be greater in any other field than in this newly opened one, 
my wife and I decided to volunteer for this field.85 
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In other words, unlike almost all other missionary volunteers who wanted to go to the so-
called “popular” mission fields (e.g., India, China, and Japan), Hardie determined to go 
to the “Hermit Kingdom,” because Korea was recently opened, meaning an insufficient 
number of missionaries existed in Korea.86 
 
Debate for the First Authentic Protestant Missionary in Korea 
Knowing the background of the Protestant missions in Korea is helpful for 
understanding Hardie’s stance in Korea. The first step will be looking at the debate for 
the first authentic Protestant missionary and martyr. In considering the origin of 
Protestant missions in Korea, two early figures, Charles Gutzlaff (Karl Friedrich August 
Gützlaff, 1803–1851) and Robert Jermain Thomas (1840–1866) are often regarded as the 
initial Protestant missionaries. In his grand work using a variety of primary sources, 
Lark-June George Paik (1895–1985), who first wrote the Protestant mission history of 
Korea for his Ph.D. dissertation at Yale in 1927, (the first edition was published in 
Pyongyang in 1927 and the second edition was published in Seoul in 1971) depicted 
Charles Gutzlaff, who was a German missionary supported by the Netherlands 
Missionary Society, visiting Korea in 1832, as the first Protestant missionary. Also, Paik 
described Robert J. Thomas in 1865 and 1866, who was a Scottish missionary first for 
China under the London Missionary Society and later for Korea under the National Bible 
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Society of Scotland, as both the second Protestant missionary and the first Protestant 
martyr in Korea.87  
Although their trips to Korea are undeniable, in order to meet the criteria that they 
were authentic missionary pioneers, requires at the very least that one reassess their 
prioritized mission intention. Paik stated that Charles Gutzlaff (translator and physician) 
and H. H. Lindsay (supercargoes) were sent to ports of Northern China in 1832, by the 
East India Company by boarding the ship, Lord Amherst, with the main purpose for 
“British commerce.”88 Notwithstanding this fact, Paik still conceived of Gutzlaff as the 
first Protestant missionary in Korea perhaps due to Gutzlaff’s testimonies:  
At all events, it [his visit] is the work of God, which I frequently 
commended in my prayers to his gracious care. Can the divine truth, 
disseminated in Korea, be lost? This I believe not: there will be some 
fruits in the appointed time of the Lord…. In the great plan of the eternal 
God, there will be a time of merciful visitation for them. While we look 
for this, we ought to be very anxious to hasten its approach, by diffusing 
the glorious doctrines of the cross by all means and power… The scripture 
teaches us to believe that God can bless even these feeble beginnings. Let 
us hope that better days will soon dawn for Corea [Korea].”89 
 
The first visit of Robert J. Thomas to Korea was on September 13, 1865, and 
lasted two and half months. In his book, A History of the Church in Korea, Allen D. Clark, 
son of a Presbyterian missionary Charles Allen Clark (1878–1961) who came to Korea in 
1902, wrote that Moon-Whan Oh (a teacher of Soong-eui Girls School in Pyongyang and 
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writer of the book Life of Rev. Thomas90) found the place that Robert J. Thomas had first 
stayed was Bakryoungdo on the west coast of Korea.91  During this period, Thomas 
learned the Korean language and distributed books of the Gospel in Chinese that Koreans 
received “at the risk of decapitation.”92 Similarly, Thomas not only boarded an American 
colonial commercial ship, General Sherman, but also was killed with its crews on his 
second visit to Korea. William Newton Blair (1876–1970), who was one of the 
eyewitness Presbyterian missionaries at the Pyongyang revival of 1907 in the Central 
Presbyterian Church (Jangdaehyun Church), described the situation of Thomas at that 
time as follows: 
Unable to reach the mainland of Korea, Mr Thomas returned to China 
only to make a second attempt one year later when he found that an 
American owned ship called The General Sherman planned to make a 
voyage of exploration to Korea. No doubt the officers of the ship hesitated 
to permit a missionary to accompany them on such a dangerous journey, 
but somehow they were persuaded to receive Mr Thomas and his cargo of 
Gospel tracts and Bibles. On board the ship were five Occidentals: Mr 
Preston, the owner; Mr Page, the Master; Mr Wilson, the Mate; an 
Englishman named Hogart and Mr Thomas and a crew of 24 Chinese and 
Malays…. Nearing Pyengyang [Pyongyang] the officers of the ship went 
ashore and met the governor of Pyengyang [sic] and the commander of the 
garrison who seemed disposed to be friendly. Unfortunately the crew of 
the General Sherman detained five Koreans on board ship when they 
resumed the journey toward Pyengyang [sic]. This greatly frightened the 
captured men and enraged the Korean people, especially when two of the 
captured men were drowned trying to escape from the foreign vessel. … 
Thousands of Koreans lined the banks on both sides of the [Daedong] 
river, shouting and discharging their flintlock guns at the unwelcome 
visitors…. During this time at least twenty Korean[s] were killed and 
many more injured…. [W]hen the tide was running swiftly towards the 
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ocean, they [Koreans] set the boats all on fire and let them drift like 
outstretched arms of flame down the river to encircle The General 
Sherman…. All of the foreigners were killed, but there was a difference… 
This man [Thomas] staggered out of the water with his arms full of books 
which he thrust into the hands of the Koreans as they clubbed him down.93 
 
Indeed, when Samuel A. Moffett (a Presbyterian missions pioneer in Pyongyang) 
organized a class of twenty-two catechumens in Pyongyang in October 1893, he found 
that one of the catechumens received a Chinese New Testament from Thomas. 94 
Interestingly, Moffett identified Thomas as not an early missionary or martyr but instead 
as “the colporteur of the Scottish Bible Society who was killed and burned with the crew 
of the “General Sherman” in 1866.”95 In addition, Samuel Hugh Moffett (son of Samuel 
A. Moffett, and now an emeritus professor at Princeton Theological Seminary) pointed 
out that although the story that Thomas was killed by a soldier and gave Koreans the 
Bibles on the shore was accepted by many people, some eyewitnesses claimed that 
Thomas died in the flames on the ship.96  
In his address for the fiftieth anniversary of the Korean Methodist Church in 1934 
as the first Korean general superintendent, Rev. Ju-Sam Ryang affirmed that they were 
not the first Protestant missionaries: 
I understand that some people say that Charles (Carl) Gutzlaff and Robert 
J. Thomas were the first Protestant missionaries to Korea, because they 
visited some Korean ports and distributed some copies of scriptures in 
early years, but I think they misunderstand the meaning of the word 
“missionary.” The word “missionary” means “one who is sent to a place 
with a mission.” Gutzlaff and Thomas, so far as I have been informed, 
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were not sent to Korea to establish a Mission. They had some other 
“business.” They were only “visitors.”97 
 
In the strict sense, it is hard to define whether Gutzlaff and Thomas were Protestant 
missionaries and even if the latter was the first Protestant martyr in Korea or not, because 
they not only were accompanied by Western colonialists, but also came as physicians 
and/or interpreters for them when they came to Korea. Nevertheless, it is fortunate that 
their missional attempts were a failure in Korea for the future of Korean churches in that 
their works were performed under Western imperialism or colonialism.  
 
Methodist and Presbyterian 
Some regarded Dr. Horace N. Allen, who was a PCUSA physician that transferred 
from China to Korea arriving in Incheon, Korea on September 20, 1884, as the first 
resident Protestant missionary in Korea. 98  Nevertheless, generally Henry Gerhard 
Appenzeller (1858–1902) and Horace Grant Underwood (1859–1916) are considered as 
“the first Protestant missionaries” 99  in Korea simultaneously arriving at Jaemulpo 
(Incheon) on Easter Sunday, April 5, 1885. They were ordained by two different 
denominations: Appenzeller by MEC and Underwood by PCUSA. Thus, the Protestant 
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missions in Korea were initiated under the strong influence of these two denominations 
from the United States. As Rev. Underwood professed, because the two started missions 
and shared the work in many areas, “the history of the one cannot be told without the 
history of the other.”100 In the long run, nevertheless, the dominated mission by the two 
American denominations resulted in denominationalism and sectarianism among Korean 
churches. 
 
Comity Agreement among Denominations 
In order to avoid friction between the different denominations as well as 
duplication of mission funds and personnel within the same mission field, both Churches 
(MEC and PCUSA) made comity agreements especially for territorial division to the 
virgin mission place of Korea. Strictly speaking, whereas several attempts for comity 
agreements had been tried since 1888, initially only between MEC and PCUSA, those 
agreements were officially finalized and agreed upon in 1909101 among two American 
Methodist Churches (MEC and MECS) and PCUSA, and three other Presbyterian 
Churches, the Presbyterian Church in the United States (hereafter, PCUS), the 
Presbyterian Church of Victoria, Australia (hereafter, PCV), and the Canadian 
Presbyterian Church (hereafter, CPC).102  
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Nevertheless, from the beginning of Protestant missions the comity agreements 
strongly affected the mission field of Korea, not only by dividing the territory among the 
two and then six denominational Churches, but also by excluding other denominations 
that were relatively small in Korea (e.g., the Ella Thing Memorial Baptist Mission from 
Boston since 1895, the Plymouth Brethren since 1896,103 the Church of England (High 
Anglican Mission) since 1889, the Seventh Day Adventists since 1904, the Oriental 
Missionary Society (Holiness Church)  since 1907, and the Salvation Army since 1908104) 
and independent missionaries who did not belong to any denominational affiliations like 
Hardie.105 
 
Arrival in Korea 
After graduating from the Medical School at the University of Toronto in 1890, 
Hardie was appointed as a medical missionary to Korea by the MS-YMCA. Hardie, 
Margaret––who was pregnant with their second daughter (Annie Elizabeth)––and their 
first daughter Eva Lillian (one year old) left Toronto on August 13, 1890 and arrived in 
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Korea on September 30, 1890.106 Hardie’s first aim was working together with James S. 
Gale who had arrived in Busan earlier on December 12, 1888107 sent by the UC-YMCA. 
One mission journal reported on the event: 
The Toronto medical students’ Y.M.C.A., which has 179 members, has just 
sent one of their number, Dr. Hardie and his wife, as a missionary to Korea, 
and have agreed to supporting him “for a period of at least eight years.” 
His destination is “Fusan [Busan], where he is to cooperate with Mr. Gale, 
of University College Y.M.C.A.”108 
 
However, Hardie could not join Gale in Busan because by May 1890 Gale had already 
left Busan for Seoul at the suggestion of Dr. John W. Heron (1858–1890), who was the 
“most intimate friend” 109  of Gale and worked in Jaejungwon (???, Universal 
Helpfulness House, Korean government hospital)110 from June 1886 until his death on 
July 26, 1890.111 More significantly to Hardie, after the death of Dr. Heron, no doctors 
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were left in Jaejungwon, because Dr. Allen (the founder and first doctor of Jaejungwon) 
had already resigned his position to become the U. S. secretary of Legation in Seoul on 
July 23, 1890. Harry A. Rhodes (a Presbyterian missionary and historian in Korea from 
1908 to 1946112) explained: 
Dr. Allen resigned from the [PCUSA] Mission in 1887 to become 
secretary of the Korean legation at Washington, leaving Dr. Heron in 
charge of the hospital which at this time was moved to the Kurigai (Tong 
Hyun) site. Dr. Allen, who rejoined the Mission in 1889, again took charge 
of the hospital for a brief period until his resignation on July 9 [23], 1890, 
to become secretary of the United States Legation at Seoul, later Charge d’ 
Affaires (ad interim), and in 1897, Minister Resident and Consul-General 
which position he held until 1905.113  
 
From November 1890 to April 1891, Hardie worked at Jaejungwon in Seoul until the 
arrival of Dr. Cadwallader C. Vinton (1856–1936) in April 1891.114  
It seems that Dr. Hardie was not a skillful and gentle doctor at that time period. 
“The Hospital I gave over to that Dr. Hardie, but he was a poor excuse, has not graduated 
and didn’t know how to tie the cord of his own baby,” Dr. Allen evaluated in his letter on 
February 23, 1891, and he stated, “The Koreans absolutely refused to have him after a 
month.”115 While Hardie was working at Jaejungwon in Seoul, Mrs. Hardie delivered 
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Annie Elizabeth (Bessie) on December 12, 1890, and he was probably awkward in 
Obstetrics, even if Hardie had studied medicine for four years which was more than the 
two years medical study of Dr. Allen.116  
 
The First Mission Field (Busan) 
When Dr. Vinton replaced him, Hardie went back to Busan arriving on April 14, 
1891, with only his Korean language teacher. He left Mrs. Hardie and their two infant 
daughters (who joined Hardie in Busan in August 1891), because there were no 
missionaries, who could work for missions and help them in Busan. 117  Along with 
mission works for Korean natives, the Hardies helped other missionaries in Busan 
regardless of their origin or denomination. For instance, the Hardies aided an American 
Presbyterian missionary (PCUSA), William M. Baird (1861–1931), who worked for 
evangelism as well as education in several areas: Busan from 1891 to 1895; Taeku in 
1895 (e.g., Keisung Hakdang); Seoul in 1896 (e.g., Kyungshin Hakdang); and Pyongyang 
from 1897 to 1931 (e.g., Soongsil Hakdang in Pyongyang, now Soongsil University in 
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Seoul).118 Edith A. Kerr and George Anderson illustrated how the Hardies helped provide 
housing for Mr. and Mrs. Baird as follows: 
At that time [September], 1891, the only Westerners in Pusan [Busan] 
were the families of Mr. J. H. Hunt, English Commissioner of Customs, 
and Dr. R. A. Hardie who had gone to Pusan [sic] the year before partly to 
be physician to the Customs Staff. The Hardies were living temporarily on 
Deer Island (Yung Do) in a small house erected as an isolation unit for any 
foreigners arriving and needing quarantine. They invited Mr. Baird to 
share their quarters and later when they secured a house in the Japanese 
settlement he and Mrs. Baird [she arrived in November, 1891] stayed with 
them until they were able to have their own home.119  
 
 The Hardies assisted a group of Australian Presbyterian missionaries to Korea. 
After the tragic death of their first missionary, Joseph Henry Davies (1857–1890) from 
small-pox, the mission group consisted of Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Mackay, Miss. Perry, Miss. 
Fawcett, and Miss. Menzies,120 who arrived in Busan in October 1891, and received the 
help of the Hardies.121 According to Rev. Rhodes, “After Christmas [in 1891] the Hardies 
took in the whole Australian party to live with themselves and the Bairds.”122  
Unfortunately, some denominational conflict existed between PCV and PCUSA. 
When the group of the Australian missionaries (PCV) arrived in Busan, William M. Baird 
(PCUSA) wanted the party to start their missions not in Busan but in “some other open 
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port, where no mission was yet at work.” 123 Nonetheless, the Australian missionaries 
remained in Busan where their first missionary (J. H. Davies) had died and was buried. 
Finally, PCV’s and PCUSA’s denominational missionaries decided to cooperate for 
missions in Busan and its nearby areas (e.g., Kyongsang province) under the comity 
agreements and their territorial divisions.  
 Hardie also welcomed an MEC medical missionary, Dr. William James Hall 
(1860–1894).124 Dr. Sherwood Hall (son of Drs. William J. Hall and Rosetta Sherwood 
who were Methodist mission pioneers in Korea) described the event as follows: 
On December 15, 1891 Dr. [William James] Hall’s ship touched at Fusan 
[Busan] and here he was cordially welcomed by a fellow Canadian, Dr. R. 
A. Hardie, who had moved to Fusan [sic] that year as physician to the 
Custom’s staff. Dr. Hardie also provided a medical mission to the 
fishermen of that port.125 
 
Indeed, although they experienced a hard time in settling their new mission work in a 
strange area, while sustaining their family life with two little daughters in a small 
house,126 the Hardies helped the early missionaries without considering their country of 
origin or their denomination, only regarding them as all workers of God’s Kingdom. 
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The Second Mission Field (Wonsan) 
The more missionaries came to Busan, the more Hardie thought that he ought to 
leave. When many missionaries began to do medical, evangelistic, and missional works 
in the Southern parts of Korea, they preferred Busan due to its warm weather, and travel 
convenience to Japan and China via regular steamships. Hardie explained: 
There are a number of considerations which, I am convinced, rendered our 
removal farther north advisable, the first and most important being, that 
Fusan [Busan] is at present better supplied with workers than Gensan 
[Wonsan], and gives promise not only of maintaining, but of increasing 
that advantage…. The American Presbyterian Mission North… already 
occupies Fusan [sic]. A few weeks ago two physicians [Dr. Hugh Brown 
and Mrs. Brown], a gentleman and lady, were added to their force there, 
which will doubtless be further increased during the ensuing year. The 
Victorian Presbyterian Church of Australia also occupies Fusan [sic]…. 
They have already one experienced hospital nurse, and expect a medical 
man in the near future. The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel 
[Anglican Church] intends opening a station at Fusan [sic], and will, if its 
plan is not changed, also send a medical missionary there. 127 
 
Hardie realized that Wonsan128 (the only eastern open port at that time, now in part of 
North Korea) was the suitable place for his medical and evangelistic works, because two 
Canadian colleagues (James S. Gale and Malcolm C. Fenwick) had settled for missionary 
work in Wonsan and it had fewer missionaries, specifically medical missionaries, overall 
than in Busan. Hardie described the missional situation of Wonsan at that time as follows: 
There is at present no one here but Messrs. Gale and Fenwick, but the 
American Methodist Mission North [MEC] intends opening a station at 
Gensan [Wonsan], and Dr. [William B.] McGill is under appointment to 
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come here next spring. It is unlikely that the American Presbyterians 
[PCUSA] will send a medical man to Gensan [Wonsan], as Mr. Gale, their 
representative here, is not in favor of their doing so.129 
 
Not only as some major denominational Churches divided the mission territories 
regardless of relatively small denominations and independent missionaries, but also as 
Busan become crowded with various missionaries, Hardie headed for Wonsan on 
November 11, 1892 and arrived there November 19, 1892.130 
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CHAPTER 3 
MISSIONARY HARDSHIPS 
As an independent missionary, Hardie overcame various financial, political, 
psychological, and physical hardships. These situations are best understood in the context 
of the lifestyle of American denominational missionaries in Korea at that time. 
 
Luxury Life in Korea 
In general, most American denominational missionaries in Korea were very 
affluent. The average annual salary for an American MEC and PCUSA single male 
missionary was between $700 and $800, excluding housing, but PCUSA increased its 
amount to $1,000 in 1888, because they found that a male missionary could not live on 
$800 per annum in Korea.131 In his missionary letter of March 5, 1888, Rev. Underwood 
stated: 
My salary is less than the lowest “tide-waiter” in the customs service 
which they say they can hardly live on. I cannot nor do I think the Board 
would as me to, live as these men do [sic]. I do not want you to simply 
take my statement of the matter but would suggest that you enquire (next 
line virtually impossible to read) [sic] all tell you that it is impossible for a 
man to live out here on $800.00 a year. I do not ask for the Salaries that 
there [they] are getting. I do not ask for a Salary that will allow me to lay 
up money but I do ask for Salary that will enable me to meet expenses. I 
know your rule about unmarried men’s Salaries being two thirds that of a 
married man & the only way that I can see to remedy the difficulty is to 
make an exception to the rule. I think that were my Salary $1,000.00 a 
year I could live on it but I cannot live on less.132 
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Moreover, American married missionaries annually received $1,100–1,200 for their 
salary and extra money for their children, which indicated that they made about $2,000 
every year.133  American missionaries in Korea received much more than the average 
salary of their colleagues in the United States. According to the first religious statistic 
“special reports” for the year 1906, the average salary of American national ministers was 
$663.134 
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Table 3.1. The Average Salary per Minister of the Unites States in 1906135 
 
Denomination 
(Selected) 
Total 
*AS 
(†NO) 
AS in 
Cities of 
300,000 
and over 
(NO) 
AS in 
Cities of 
100,00 to 
300,000 
(NO) 
AS in 
Cities of 
50,000 to 
100,000 
(NO) 
AS in 
Cities of 
25,000 
to 
50,000  
(NO) 
AS outside 
of 
Principal 
Cities     
(NO) 
Baptist 
NBC $833 (6,027) 
$1,580 
(319) 
$1,420 
(232) 
$1,381 
(200) 
$1,248 
(186) 
$683  
(5,090) 
SBC $367 (14,819) 
$1,793 
(32) 
$1,490 
(58) 
$1,505 
(62) 
$1,358 
(81) 
$334  
(14,586) 
Lutheran 
GCELC $850 (1,866) 
$1,203 
(159) 
$1,057 
(85) 
$1,014 
(73) 
$966    
(85) 
$745  
(1,464) 
ELSCA $559 (3,051) 
$817 
(150) 
$734   
(100) 
$705  
(29) 
$663    
(68) 
$518  
(2,704) 
Methodist 
MEC $812 (28,958) 
$1,422 
(694) 
$1,275 
(472) 
$1,207 
(336) 
$1,187 
(433) 
$741 
(27,023) 
MECS $714 (17,695) 
$1,642 
(24) 
$1,248 
(66) 
$1,416 
(71) 
$1,387 
(104) 
$681 
(17,430) 
Presbyterian 
PCUSA $1,177 (6,418) 
$2,169 
(416) 
$1,896 
(252) 
$1,711 
(168) 
$1,524 
(201) 
$977  
(5,381) 
PCUS $956 (2,259) 
$2,450 
(8) 
$1,756 
(38) 
$1,758 
(41) 
$1,667 
(53) 
$857  
(2,119) 
Salvation Army $228    (682) 
$210 
(101) 
$254    
(49) 
$259  
(52) 
$251    
(70) 
$221     
(410) 
Roman Catholic $703 (9,427) 
$684 
(766) 
$668  
(368) 
$647 
(280) 
$650  
(322) 
$724  
(7,691) 
Total $663 (164,229) 
$1,223 
(4,848) 
$1,110 
(3,307) 
$1,063 
(2,573) 
$972 
(3,228) 
$573 
(150,273) 
*AS - Average Salary of American Ministers 
†NO- Number of Organizations 
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As stated, the amount of $663 for 1906 was less than that of a single American 
missionary in the early period of Korea missions (the 1880s–1890s). The missionary 
affluence could make possible luxurious lives for missionaries in Korea. A missionary 
wife once confessed: 
Simplicity of living is of course entirely a relative matter. Compared with 
the Vanderbilts we live in a humble, not to say mean, way. Compared with 
the bulk of our constituents at home we live in, to say the least, the 
greatest ease and comfort. Compared with the [Korean] people whom we 
have come to serve and to save, we live like princes and millionaires.136  
 
Unlike most local pastors in America and the populace in Korea, the American 
missionaries hired several servants with low wages for their private households.137 In 
general, around the year 1892, missionaries monthly paid about twelve to fifteen dollars 
for a Chinese male servant, and about fifteen dollars for a Japanese cook along with his 
wife in Korea. However, paying just four to six dollars per month was enough to hire a 
Korean male servant, so that American missionaries had several servants who played 
major roles in missionaries’ households.138 
In addition to servants, many American missionaries either built Westernized 
houses or renovated Korean houses, which were once occupied by “the better class.”139 
All expenses for their construction and renovation were paid through funds from 
American mission boards. If American missionaries rented houses, the mission board 
made the payments. Angus Hamilton pointed out, “Houses and servants are provided free, 
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or grants are made for house rent; there is a provision for the education of the children 
and an annual capitation payment is made for each child.”140 Furthermore, when some 
American missionaries built their own houses, they received rent from the mission 
board.141 
In addition to the free houses, American missionaries filled their houses with 
imported goods, such as “[c]arpets, rugs, hangings of various sorts, beds and bedding, 
stoves and kitchen furniture and various kinds of crockery.”142 In his biographical writing 
about Rev. Henry G. Appenzeller, William Elliot Griffis (1843–1928, an educational 
missionary in Japan) explained:  
Sufficient area being gained for rugs, rocking chairs, tables and bookcases 
in the living room; for bedsteads, bureau, cradle, stools and lams in the 
sleeping chamber; or for range, dish closet, place for pots and pans, 
refrigerators, tubs and basins, apparatus for fuel and lighting in the kitchen, 
in a word, facilities for storage, illumination, food, sleep, and existence, 
according to civilisation [civilization], it is possible to eat, sleep and live 
comfortably, even in Korea and the rest of the business is easy.143 
 
To get everything they need, including food, American missionaries sent “large orders to 
San Francisco and to London.”144 An early missionary explained how they provided food 
in Korea saying, “In the matter of food, we can buy certain meats and some fruits and 
vegetables on the [Korean] field, but we live for the most part out of tin cans and barrels, 
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shipped perhaps twice a year from America.” 145 Indeed, as Dr. Allen once pointed out, 
they were “Rich Missionaries” who were well provided with “this world’s goods.”146 
 
Entertainment in Korea 
More surprisingly, American missionaries also often enjoyed various 
entertainments each season. For instance, in the spring and autumn seasons, American 
missionaries enjoyed horseback riding and picnics. During the winter season they went to 
the mountains and fields for hunting.147 One of the most popular amusements among 
missionaries was playing tennis. They often built tennis courts on the spacious grounds of 
transformed old Korean houses. Gilmore described: 
Many of the compounds have excellent tennis-courts, and the ladies acting 
as hostesses invite as guests their friends to join and make the afternoon 
enjoyable. As business ceases at from four to five, and some are able to get 
away much earlier, the afternoons pass without much monotony. Generally 
there is such a spirit of friendly rivalry between pairs and teams that to the 
mere sport of the game there is added the spice of a real contest for 
supremacy. Such weather for tennis as the weeks from September 1st to 
about December 1st afford can surely be found nowhere else.148 
 
Moreover, Gilmore confessed that he played tennis “from March 15th till December 16th, 
when the ground froze and the racquet was laid away,”149 and other missionaries and their 
spouses spent much time playing tennis. Within this atmosphere, some American 
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missionaries were not actively involved in mission works, so that in his missionary letter 
to New York (January 4, 1894), Rev. Underwood reported: 
Moore & Swallen hunt for work, Miller has his hands full with school & 
Treasury work but when you find missionaries sitting down in their homes 
6 days a week & doing no active work on the Sunday except attending one 
native service & that too when souls are dying around us do you wonder 
that the world scoffs at Missions.150 
 
As a matter of fact, under abundant financial support, many American missionaries in 
Korea could not only acquire almost everything they wanted for living in Westernized, 
luxury houses, but also enjoy their lives with a variety of pleasurable activities. For the 
inauguration of Korea missions, PCUSA believed that they needed at least $6,000151 and 
the foreign mission board of MEC budgeted $8,100 in 1884,152 and then increased the 
amount from $9,311 in 1885–1886153 to $17,022 in 1886–1887.154 According to Rev. 
Appenzeller, MEC supported their missionaries in Korea for a total of $253,767 from 
1884 to 1900, which reveals an annual average of $14,927.155 Although the American 
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mission boards had more missionaries than other mission groups, their financial support 
was enough to provide for both missionary lives and mission works. 
 
Poor Missionary 
In comparison with the American denominational missionaries, Hardie’s situation 
was different. When the MS-YMCA appointed Hardie as their first missionary to 
Korea,156  they guaranteed “$750 a year for eight years” for Hardie’s field salary.157 
However, after Hardie left for Korea, the MS-YMCA could not support even this low 
salary. Based on available data, during the approximate seven years from 1890 to 1896, 
Hardie received an annual average amount of about $700.12 which included his salary, 
building expenses, and even medical, evangelical expenses for the missions (refer to 
Table 3.2.), although Hardie required at least $1,200 per annum exclusive of housing and 
medical expenses.158  
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Table 3.2. Mission Account of Dr. Hardie159 
 
Year Date Amount Remarks Subtotal 
1890 
October $126.30  $175.30 
December $49.00  
1891 
February 2 $106.00  
$706.98 February 18 $181.00  
September 5 $21.25  
December 2 $398.73  
1892 (April) – 1893 (April) - $460.31 (Deficit) (-$460.31) 
1892 December 5 $3.60 Insurance $3.60 
1893 
January 6 $50.00 Goods 
$1,154.73 
February 1 $90.00  
March 1 $117.00  
March 1 $9.60 Insurance 
1893(April) –1893(November) $888.13  
1893(November)-1894(March) $330.89  $330.89 
 
 
1894 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1894 
April 16 $175.00  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$863.64 
April 16 $10.00 Building Fund 
April 28 $54.36  
May 28 $105.90  
June 1 $75.00  
June 22 $75.00  
June 29 $3.60 Insurance 
August 23 $21.48  
August 29 $3.60 Insurance 
October 5 $9.75  
October 6 $20.00  
October 10 $16.50  
October 26 $84.00 Draft 
October 31 $3.60 Insurance 
November 7 $8.00  
November 12 $64.25 Draft 
December 15 $50.00  
December 27 $80.00  
December 28 $3.60 Insurance 
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Table 3.2. Mission Account of Dr. Hardie, continued 
Year Date Amount Remarks Subtotal 
 
1895 
 
February 9 $56.50  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
$1,049.64 
February 16 $75.00  
February 21 $10.00  
February 26 $9.60 Insurance 
March 11 $10.20  
March 20 $100.00 Draft 
March 30 $123.00 Draft 
April 9 $1.70  
April 29 $3.60 Insurance 
May 3 $40.16  
May 16 $70.25 Draft 
June 8 $101.33  
June 27 $3.60 Insurance 
July 23 $215.50 Draft 
August 14 $7.94  
August 24 
$6.80 Surgical Instruments 
$17.91 Drugs 
August 28 $3.60 Insurance 
October 31 $3.60 Insurance 
December 7 $3.60 Insurance 
December 20 $185.75  
1896 
January 2 $100.00  
$616.04 
January 30 $150.35 Draft 
March 2 $9.60 Insurance 
April 30 $3.60 Insurance 
May 18 $100.00  
June 23 $3.60 Insurance 
July 9 $21.69  
July 11 $100.00  
August 21 $3.60 Insurance 
September 5 $30.00  
October 14 $40.00  
October 23 $3.60 Insurance 
November 7 $25.00  
November 21 $25.00  
 
Total 
 
$4,900.82 
Average of the Years (1890–1896) 
 
$700.12  
(Including his salary, housing and all expenses 
for missions work) 
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House of Hardie 
In terms of his houses, when Hardie left Seoul alone on April 11, 1891 and arrived 
in Busan on April 14, 1891, Hardie paid $6 per month to rent two Korean rooms, in 
which he lived and saw patients. These rooms were insufficient for both living in and 
seeing patients. Hardie reported: 
At present I am forced to receive and attend to all patients in the little open 
court of the Corean [sic] house in which I am staying, my room being too 
small and too dark for the purpose. Into this court, which is little larger 
than a room of decent size, and in one end of which are the slop-drain, 
horse-stable, etc., the sun’s rays pour down with a force unknown at home 
and even now (May) although protected by an umbrella, the heat is most 
depressing.160 
 
As Mrs. Hardie and their two little daughters arrived in Busan in August 1891, Hardie 
rented “a quarantine house of Deer Island” (now Youngdo, Busan), which was 18 by 18 
feet in size, from the Commissioner of Customs,161 and after six weeks moved to a house 
in the Japanese settlement of Busan.162 Considering the cost of rent, Hardie was eager to 
have his own house. He persuaded his supporters in Toronto as follows: 
I trust that ere another year is past we may have a home of our own. By 
the time this reaches Toronto the Board will in all probability have not less 
than $450 or $500 on hand for building. Even this amount is sufficient to 
supply us with a place in which we can live until the remainder of what is 
required is raised. If the Board is willing to accept the advance proffered 
in our last communication, it added to what is now on hand, will suffice to 
erect the body of a substantial dwelling, and the attachments, out-houses, 
and fencing, etc., can be added when our building fund in complete.163 
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However, this project was accomplished not in Busan, but in his second mission field, 
Wonsan.  
From his arrival in Wonsan on November 19, 1892, Hardie stayed and started 
medical works at Fenwick’s Korean house and the Methodist (MEC) dispensary. As soon 
as he settled in Wonsan, Hardie not only purchased a site for the building of his 
dispensary and house (paid off in January 1893), but also planned for the building to be 
completed in March 1893. While the exterior of the building was begun in March and 
finished in August, its interior was not completed until October 1893, and was simply 
divided into a “bed-room, dining-room, kitchen and store room, the latter being also the 
entrance to a cellar which extends under more than half the house.”164 The main reason 
for the delay in construction was due to the meager building fund. Comparing this fund to 
that of other American missionaries, Hardie stated, “The building fund we will estimate 
at $1,000 less than the sum granted by the American Presbyterians, worth i.e. $2,500 – 
$1,000 = $1,500.”165  
Whereas most American missionaries built their new buildings in a Western style, 
Hardie initially wanted to build the building “resembling a native house in so far as that is 
consistent with health and durability.”166 Nevertheless, due to the expenditure issue, and 
the need for many timbers for the Korean style, he decided to construct a brick building 
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and give up the Korean style. In addition, this building had multiple uses: housing, 
dispensary and even for worship places. In his report on November 30, 1893, Hardie 
wrote: 
I had hoped to send you a photograph with this [building], but shall have 
to wait until we have more money. Instead I send you a rough sketch 
which will give you an idea of the plan. What we now use as a bedroom 
can be used for women’s work. The kitchen and pantry will make a very 
convenient dispensary, and the dining-room and veranda is well adapted 
for the reception of men. The two large rooms are divided by Japanese 
sliding-doors, which, like folding-doors at home, can be conveniently 
removed, and so make a large room for public service.167 
 
 
A Sketch of Hardie’s Building in Wonsan168 
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Naturally, Hardie was too busy to enjoy life on the mission field. He was always focused 
on studying the Korean language and the Bible, practicing medicine for patients, and 
evangelizing non-believing people through teaching the Bible and itinerant mission trips. 
In Busan, Hardie once wrote, “A portion of each day will be set apart for medical work, 
and the remainder devoted to teaching and study.”169  
During the construction of the building in Wonsan, Hardie would supervise the 
work of the Japanese laborers who laid stone with mortar, but who were working only for 
profit. Hardie explained his reason for staying with them by writing, “If absent for a time 
an examination of the work on my return invariably revealed gross negligence, and 
several times the work of hours had to be taken down and rebuilt.”170 While the building 
was being constructed, Hardie tried to improve his Korean language ability instead of 
doing direct mission works. In his mission report of June 14, 1894, Hardie noted: 
I have, this last winter [1893] and spring [1894], had a better opportunity 
for work and study than heretofore. I engaged a teacher in December. He 
did not prove a success, but I kept him until May, and, during the five 
months he was with me, made more progress in the language than in any 
twelve months before. I have now a young man, aged 22, a teacher. He is a 
much better teacher than the man who was with me during the winter, and 
I am looking forward to a pleasant and profitable autumn’s work. 171 
 
As the building neared completion, Hardie revealed his desire for mission work by 
writing, “When this is done I shall be able to spend all my time in direct mission work, a 
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privilege I have not had for several months.”172 Indeed, unlike most affluent American 
missionaries, Hardie not only experienced financial hardships in living and in doing 
mission works, but also had no time for additional entertainments. 
 
Sincere Missionary 
Hardie had some choices as to how to overcome financial difficulties, but he 
rejeted them in order to keep faithfulness to God and sincerity to his Canadian supporters. 
First of all, as a medical doctor he was able to work for Customs. Although the Korean 
Maritime Customs in the three open ports (i.e., Incheon [Jaemulpo], Busan, and Wonsan) 
started in 1882 under the control of Chinese Maritime Customs, only foreigners (e.g., 
Americans, the Dutch, the French, the British, and the Danish) occupied all three 
Customs offices by excluding Korean and Chinese people from 1886 to 1894,173 thus, all 
Customs offices required foreign medical doctors. In fact, while in Busan, Hardie worked 
part-time for the Customs office since he was the only foreign physician but he did not 
want to retain this position because it was not helpful to his missions work. One of the 
most important reasons for not wanting to retain this job was that Korean women could 
not come to the Japanese settlement where the Customs office and Hardie’s house were. 
Therefore, Hardie insisted, “In answer to your question regarding the advisability of 
retaining the customs serve, I have already replied, that it is not only no help, but a 
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hinderance to our work.”174 For Hardie, medical work was not for his livelyhood but for 
God’s Mission. 
Second, Hardie could choose to join a certain denomination as his Canadian 
colleague, James Gale, did. When Gale was appointed as a missionary to Korea by the 
UC-YMCA (which had 220 members in 1887),175 the association guaranteed $500 per 
year for eight years.176 However, not only was this amount insuffcient for Gale, but they 
also had trouble with providing that amount of money. Although the UC-YMCA tried to 
persuade Gale to remain in their missionary socity by sending several letters to Gale,177 
such financial destitution determined Gale to join PCUSA on August 31, 1891. Rutt 
explained Gale’s circumstance as follows: 
The principal reason for the transfer was financial. The [UC-] YMCA in 
Toronto was facing a crisis, and Gale was likely to lose his support. He 
was in any case underpaid, and his lack of expertise with money was 
handicapping him further; he doubtless also felt the need of belonging to 
an historic church rather than continuing as a freelance worker.178 
 
In addition, another Canadian colleague (Malcolm C. Fenwick) considered joining the 
Australian Church. In his February 24, 1894 mission report, Hardie regrettably wrote: 
The last mail brought a letter from Mr. Fenwick in which he stated that he 
had received a cable message from Australia which he believed was the 
forerunner of a favorable answer to his application to the Board of the 
Victorian Church [PCV]. I trust an addition to the mission has been 
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formally considered. I do not wish to dictate to any one, yet I must say that 
I believe greater liberality on the part of many professedly interested in 
our Corean [sic] missions is not impracticable. It would surely be less of a 
trial to lack luxuries and to live from hand to mouth in one’s native land 
than in a foreign country surrounded by unsympathetic and suspecting 
heathen. How many live and labor in order that they may minister to the 
cause of Christ? Few, alas!179 
 
Among three Canadian independent missionaries who had no theological study or 
ministerial ordination, Hardie had more advantages than Gale and Fenwick, because he 
was a medical doctor. Because the Korean government limited the work of missionaries 
to only education and medicine, medical doctors were indispensable for initial missionary 
works in Korea. In fact, PCV had already offered Hardie an affiliation with their 
organization when they were about to open their work in Busan and Hardie stayed 
there,180 but Hardie did not betray his supporters in Toronto. In his second annual report 
from Busan (October 6, 1892), while experiencing financial difficulty, Hardie professed 
his sincere faith in God and loyalty to his Toronto sponsors as follows: 
As in the past, so in the future every need shall be supplied. The 
exhortation, encouragement, assurance and promise of Matt. vi., 30-33, 
are for all who have faith in God. The word of Phil. iv., 19, is sure. The 
privilege of making this work independent of every other source belongs 
to the Canadian Colleges’ Mission.181 
 
 
Self-Providing and Apple Tree 
Rather than working for the Customs office or joining a denomination, Hardie 
sought God’s Kingdom first with direct mission works, and also became a self-providing 
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missionary through his involvement in livestock farming and gardening. In his November 
30, 1893 report from Wonsan, Hardie stated: 
We have sufficient land to produce hay, corn, etc., and still leave a 
vegetable garden large for at least two families. Part was seeded down last 
spring, and a number of fruit trees were planted. The keeping of a cow and 
poultry and the production of fruit and vegetables will very materially 
reduce the cost of living.182 
 
Among the fruit trees were apple trees. Surprisingly enough, Hardie contributed to 
modern apple agriculture in Korea. Although the history of apples in Korea dated back 
for hundreds of years, modern apple farming was developed by Hardie in Wonsan. It is 
generally known that the first modern apple orchard started in Wonsan through either 
Fenwick or Byung-Su Yun. Whereas the former information probably came from one 
magazine, The Korea Review, the latter information is best known by word of mouth. The 
first volume of The Korea Review in 1901 introduced Fenwick’s account of Wonsan 
apples as follows: 
M. C. Fenwick, Esq. of Wonsan is in Seoul and he reports that the fruit 
season in Wonsan has been an exceptionally fine one. There is no other 
place in the East where the apple imported from Europe or America will 
thrive and not gradually lose its flavor. The Wonsan apples grown from 
American trees are fully the equal of those in America…. Wonsan grown 
apples sold in Vladivostock [sic], for fifteen roubles a bushel which would 
be equivalent to twenty-five dollars, gold, a barrel. It would look as if 
Korea might become the orchard of the Far East.183  
 
As Mr. Fenwick anticipated, Korea has now become one of the main exporters of apples. . 
However, this business was started not by Fenwick but by Hardie, and not from American 
trees but from Canadian trees, even though Canada was also often called America, being 
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part of the North American continent. According to two articles in The Toronto Star (a 
daily newspaper in Toronto, Canada), Hardie asked for and received some apple 
seedlings from his younger brother Dr. Elgin S. Hardie in 1892, and Hardie created an 
apple orchard in Wonsan and contributed to Korea’s apple trade.184  Hardie explained 
how this garden was helpful as follows:  
Our garden has proved a great help this year [1894], and we are, because 
of this, much better off than our neighbors. I heard one lady say that they 
would not mind staying here if only their [mission] board would guarantee 
them enough to live on, but with their present allowance they did not see 
how they could possibly make ends meet. We do not receive anything like 
as large an allowance as these fellow-workers but we have no reason 
whatever to fear want.185 
 
By focusing on direct mission works as well as providing his livelihood through farming 
and gardening, Hardie not only worked to overcome financial hardships, but also kept his 
noble-minded motivation to God and his supporters. 
 
Donghak Rebellion and Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895) 
 From the inception of his missions work in Korea, Hardie experienced various 
agitations ranging from religious to political. First, the Sino-Japanese war occurred 
mainly in A-San and Pyongyang, Korea in 1894. In addition to other complicated reasons, 
such as the greed of China and Japan and their occupation of Korea, the ostensible cause 
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of the war was the Donghak186 rebellion. In order to transform the political corruption, 
many peasants joined Donghak, (which changed its name into Chundokyo, “The Religion 
of the Heavenly Way” in 1905)187 attacked the government offices, and even tried to 
occupy the Korean King’s palace. The royal troops had difficulty defending against the 
Donghaks, so the Korean King appealed to China for help. On June 7, 1894, China 
informed Japan that it had sent Korea troops. According to the treaty of Tientsin of 1885, 
both China and Japan maintained an equal right to help Korea and they were required to 
inform the other when troops were sent to Korea. While the Chinese troops stayed in A-
San (in mid-western Korea), many Japanese soldiers landed at Jaemulpo and Seoul. In 
her missionary biography of Rev. William McKenzie, Elizabeth A. McCully depicted the 
crucial reason for the war as follows: 
Japan was incensed by China speaking three times in her despatch 
[dispatch] of Korea as “our tributary state,” and refused to recognize the 
right to use such an expression. Japan then made three proposals for the 
joint administration of affairs in Korea to be carried on by herself and 
China. They were (1) examination of the financial administration; (2) 
selection of the central and local officers; (3) the establishment of a 
disciplined army for national defence [defense] and the preservation of the 
peace of the land. China refused to listen to any suggestions until Japanese 
troops should be withdrawn from Korea. Japan warned China that the 
despatch [sic] of more Chinese troops would mean serious trouble, and 
also, on July 20th, [1894] demanded that the King of Korea should order 
the Chinese to withdraw their forces. This demand was accompanied by a 
threat which was carried into effect when, on July 23rd, Japanese troops 
seized the palace and took the King prisoner.188 
 
After occupying the Korean government and its King by force, Japan attacked the 
Chinese troops in A-San on July 25th, 1894. When Chinese troops moved back to 
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Pyongyang, Japan sent its soldiers to Pyongyang using more convenient routes such as 
Wonsan where Hardie stayed. Hardie illustrated: 
The Japanese are still sending troops inland from the [Wonsan] port. 
About 10,000 men, including coolies, and a large number of horses have 
been landed and more are expected. Most of these have gone to Pyeng 
Yang [Pyongyang] and are now more than half way to that city. The 
Chinese have made no attempt to stop their progress thus far. The 
Japanese are still buying cattle and engaging Corean [Korean] coolies by 
the hundred. At least $100,000 must have been laid out in cattle already, 
the price paid from 32 to 45 yen (yen is about equal to 75 cts.) Coolies are 
paid $10.00 to carry a small load 180 li (60 [43.9] miles.) The round trip 
occupies about 5 days. Coreans [sic] have never received such wages 
before and all the foreigners are losing their servants.189 
 
On his previous report, Hardie explained the atmosphere in Wonsan as follows: 
 
Everything is quiet here, but the Coreans [Koreans] are deserting their 
homes and going to the hills. Nearly all the women and children have been 
sent away and most of the men of the better class have gone too. The 
[Japanese] troops here are exceedingly well behaved and I believe that we 
have little to fear here at present. Some of the foreigners have left the 
[Wonsan] port and I hear that some of the missionaries are making 
preparations for a speedy departure. As long as no Chinese troops come 
here, and no European powers interfere detrimental to the interest of Japan 
we have nothing to fear from those engaged in the dispute.190 
 
During the Sino-Japanese war of 1894, while many missionaries (e.g., Rev. and Mrs. 
Swallen, Mr. and Mrs. Gales, and Dr. McGill) either left or prepared to escape Wonsan, 
Hardie had no plans to leave the mission field and instead but his trust in God. “We have 
not yet thought of leaving, and will, unless it seems imprudent to do so, remain until 
instructed by the British Consul-General to go elsewhere” Hardie said, and then he 
continued, not only “I trust the Lord will lead us,” but also “I trust that we will be enabled 
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to exercise more faith in the Lord than in foreign gun-boats.”191 Even if Hardie followed 
the guidance of the British Consul-General, Hardie placed more trust in God’s power than 
any other secular powers. 
 
Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895) and Protestant Mission 
China and Japan fought each other in Pyongyang on September 15, 1894,192 and 
Japan won this great battle.193 This war resulted in both an optimistic and a miserable 
result for Christian missions. The war became a great chance for Christian missions by 
introducing the idea that secular powers and traditional religions offer no hope. Politically 
and geographically, other great nations such as China, Japan, and Russia had been 
influencing Korea for a long time. Korean elites and political leaders were divided into 
two or three parties that supported one of the two or three countries, causing various 
disturbances in the process of Korean modernization. This meant that most Korean 
people regarded those countries as kind friends for either Korean civilization or anti-
rapid-civilization.194 However, as the fighting between China and Japan to occupy the 
priority of the colonization of Korea occurred in Korea generating massive damages to 
Koreans,195 most Korean people realized that they could not rely on China, Japan or even 
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Russia which could not influence to the Sino-Japanese war (1894–1895) and  lost the 
Russo-Japanese war (1904–1905).  
Gale said, “The work in some ways has been injured by the war, owing to the 
extravagance and confusion attending it,” and he pointed out, “In other ways it has been 
helped, as people see now as never before the evil of devil worship and other 
superstitions.”196 Most Koreans, who believed in Korean traditional religions, not only 
acknowledged that old Korean religious beliefs and practices were useless in confronting 
the tragic war, but also became soul hungers by losing their property, relatives, and 
family members due to the battle. As C. E. Sharp (an early missionary in Korea) argued, 
Koreans had three motives for seeking Christianity: (1) “a desire for protection and 
power,” (2) a desire for “the highest civilization and culture,” and (3) a desire for “a real 
work of God’s spirit.”197 
 
Chang-Sik Kim (1857–1929) and Pyongyang Persecution  
Revealing the faithful and devotional lives of early Korean Christians and some 
foreign missionaries in the midst of suffering offered an excellent opportunity to 
evangelize indigenous Korean people. As a result, after the war, especially from 1895 to 
1896, the Protestant missions experienced rapid numerical church growth or “an 
explosion in the communicant membership”198 largely in the northwestern parts of Korea, 
including Pyongyang. Generally speaking, servants of missionaries became the first 
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Christians in Korea, and were really earnest Christians. The early success of Korea 
missions was done by both foreign missionaries and devoted Korean Christians. Chang-
Sik Kim (1857–1929) was a good model for explaining how early Korean believers were 
sincere and contributed to evangelism. Chang-Sik Kim, who became one of the first two 
Protestant and Methodist (MEC) ordained ministers in Korea in May of 1901, (the other 
being Ki-Byum Kim) explained how he became a Christian: 
I had heard that Westerners caught Korean children and ate them. I 
doubted this, but wanted to prove whether it were so or not, so secured 
work with a foreigner. While working at the home of Rev. F. Ohlinger, I 
carefully observed his daily life and that of Mrs. Ohlinger. I found nothing 
evil in them. I soon realized that their lives were patterns to be followed, 
and began to believe in their Lord. From that time, until the present, my 
heart has been filled with God’s peace.199 
 
After Rev. and Mrs. Ohlinger returned to the United States, Chang-Sik Kim assisted Dr. 
William James Hall in Pyongyang from August of 1892, and moved to Pyongyang with 
his family in March, 1893. He helped with both evangelization and missions.200  
Due to the regulation of the Korean government, foreigners could freely travel 
only within the limited areas of “900 sq. miles”201 in Seoul and within “450 sq. miles”202 
in Busan, Incheon, and Wonsan. If they wanted to travel outside of these places, all 
foreigners had to receive a passport from their own countries’ legations with the 
agreement of the Korean government. If foreigners took a trip outside the appointed 
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places without passports, they paid either a $200 fine, or stayed in jail for two months.203 
Therefore, foreigners could neither stay in the interior, nor purchase property or houses in 
Korea except in specific foreign settlements in the three open ports and the capital city. 
This may explain one of the main reasons why the early missionaries established mission 
stations in Seoul and then either went or sent Korean workers204 for itinerant mission trips 
to the North and South to evangelize the unreached.  
Despite the regulation, William James Hall (MEC) and Samuel A. Moffett 
(PCUSA) purchased some properties in Pyongyang for each missionary work through 
alternate Korean buyers:205 as Mr. You (the Korean interpreter) for Dr. Hall,206 and Suk-
Jin Han for Rev. Moffett.207 Moreover, Dr. Hall went to Pyongyang with his wife Dr. 
Rosetta Hall and their six-month old son, Sherwood, which created a serious problem. Dr. 
Allen, working at the U.S. legation in Korea at that time, wrote to Dr. Ellinwood (the 
PCUSA mission director in New York) about this occurrence: 
Every (now and then) the mission has appointed some man and his wife to 
Peng An [Pyongyang]. I have always told them that it was useless to think 
of it, as the presence of a lady there would mean a more or less permanent 
residence, and that while we could issue them passports enabling the men 
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to go there for a few months at a time, we could not protect them if living 
in violation of treaties. They paid no attention. The Methodists appointed 
Dr. Hall & his wife. They are Canadians fortunately. They went up a few 
days ago [May 4, 1894]. Their house was on a hill, it had for years been a 
notorious brothel. [They] Have bought it in the name of a Korean in 
violation of the treaty. They had not much more then arrived when 
persecution began. Everyone who was connected with them and with 
Moffett (who was very fortunately in Seoul) was imprisoned. The British 
Consul, aided by the U.S. Minister, took up the case at once and got them 
released. At the same time he (British Consul) wrote a letter to British 
subjects, which was concurred in by Mr. Sill for Americans, asking them 
not to use deception in getting hold of property, and asking them not to 
take ladies interior.208 
 
When the Magistrate of Pyongyang could not expel the foreign missionaries, he 
commanded that Korean helpers of missionaries be seized and sent to prisons. Thus, 
some early Korean Christians were detained and forced to betray their Christian beliefs in 
the prisons. During this process, the Korean Christians were severely beaten. Dr. Hall 
wrote, “The reason he [Chang-Sik Kim] is treated so much worse than Mr. [Suk-Hyeng] 
O and Mr. [Suk-Jin] Han [who later became one of the first seven graduates of the 
Pyongyang Presbyterian Seminary and one of the first seven ordained Presbyterian 
ministers in 1907] is because when they ask him to renounce the Jesus doctrine, he 
refuses to do so. When they ask him if he should be let out, he says he will. Praise the 
Lord for a Korean Paul!”209 After receiving the order for releasing all imprisoned Korean 
helpers of missionaries from the Korean central government, the Governor, “one of the 
ugliest Korean officials,” of Pyongyang, which was regarded as “the hell hole of 
Korea,”210  released all Korean Christians with a promise: “they would not teach the 
Gospel anymore if they were released,” and then “poor fellows, after so much delay, and 
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not knowing well the contents of the telegrams, they felt the only alternative was death, 
and being weakened by the cruel treatment they had received, and also the thought of 
their helpless families, Peter-like they promised—all except Chang Sik.” 211  Indeed, 
despite the bitter persecution of Christians, Chang-Sik Kim did not deny nor blaspheme 
Jesus but instead exclaimed that “though some might think it a bad doctrine,… it was 
good, and [I] would live it and teach it,” although he was stoned and almost killed on his 
return to Dr. Hall’s house.212  
Furthermore, Chang-Sik Kim not only had cared for Korean Christians by 
remaining in the Pyongyang battle field during the Sino-Japanese war in 1894,213 but had 
also played a significant role for Christian missions in Pyongyang after Dr. Hall passed 
away. Dr. Rosetta Hall affirmed, “After Dr. W. J. Hall’s death, Pastor Kim continued to 
lead our work in Pyengyang [sic]; and, before any foreign missionary came to his 
assistance, he erected the first Christian Church and school building in Pyeng An 
Province with Korean funds only,” and she continually evaluated, “It was really the first 
building in Korea, except the one built Sorai a few months earlier under the direction of 
the late Rev. W. J. McKenzie.” 214 Chang-Sik Kim explained: 
For two years I had charge of the work there [Pyongyang]. The first 
Methodist church in North Korea was built in that city in the summer of 
1895, the funds being contributed entirely by the Korean brethren. It was a 
6 kan [rooms or spaces] building (8x48 ft.). Shortly after this our little 
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group of Christians built a school building to house the boys’ school. The 
group had been organized by Dr. Hall and had met wherever they could.215 
 
As a helper for foreign missionaries at first, then as an indigenous church leader, Chang-
Sik Kim not only served as a role model for both Christian belief and life, but also 
skillfully led the initial Christian community and contributed to the growth of Korean 
churches. 
 
Death of Dr. William James Hall (1860–1894) 
 In addition to the earnest beliefs and faithful lives of Korean Christians, many 
Korean natives were impressed by the sacrificing love of some foreign missionaries like 
Hardie’s Canadian missionary colleague (Dr. Hall). Frankly speaking, when Protestant 
missionaries initially came to Korea, many of the Korean people regarded those 
missionaries as invaders or pioneers for Western imperialism, rather than as simply 
Christian missionaries coming to evangelize and help Korea. For this reason, some 
negative rumors were often spread which hindered Christian missions during the early 
mission period. For example, in 1888 a rumor spread widely that “foreigners were paying 
wicked Koreans to steal native children, in order to cut out their hearts and eyes, to be 
used for medicine,” and calling it “the baby riots.” Similar events had already occurred in 
Tientsin, China in previous years (1870) resulting in “the massacre of a number of 
foreigners, including Jesuit priests, nuns and two or three French officials.”216 Fortunately, 
through the check and protection of the Korean government requested by foreign 
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representatives, no foreigners were injured or killed in Korea.217 Rather, when foreign 
missionaries revealed their sacrificial love for Koreans who were physically suffering,218 
epidemics219 or the battle fields, many Koreans began to open their minds and hearts to 
Christianity. For example, Hardie’s missionary friend Dr. William James Hall, who firstly 
stayed with his family in Pyongyang, died on November 24, 1894, after becoming sick 
helping victims of the war in Pyongyang.  
After the persecution by the Pyongyang Magistrate, at the strong insistence of Mr. 
Gardner (the British Consul General in Korea), and the visitation to Pyongyang by Dr. 
Scranton (the superintendent of the MEC mission in Korea at this time), who came to 
Pyongyang on May 23 to take Dr. Hall’s family to Seoul, Dr. Hall decided temporarily to 
leave Pyongyang with his family on June 10, 1894.220 While staying in Seoul, Dr. Hall 
worked together with Dr. Scranton in a Methodist hospital (시병원, Si Byungwon, 
Universal Relief Hospital), which was later changed into “a military hospital” in which 
many battle casualties poured in, especially after Japanese troops occupied the seven 
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gates of Seoul, and attacked the Korean King’s palace on July 23, 1894.221 “Here Dr. Hall 
was called upon to be surgeon and nurse, druggist and steward, but he had a faculty for 
patient and tireless work without getting tangled in a complexity of duties as some of us 
do,” Dr. Scranton recalled, also adding, “Everyone knows that when Dr. Hall made up his 
mind where his duty lay he faithfully persevered in it. It was himself then, but the work 
that thrived.”222  
 After about fifteen days of the Pyongyang battle (October 1, 1894), Dr. Hall 
accompanied by Graham Lee and Samuel Moffett returned to Pyongyang to “find out 
what had become of our Christians, and how they passed the time during the late stirring 
events,”223 under the permission of “the Japanese authorities.”224 Hardie illustrated the 
atmosphere in Pyongyang as follows: 
In the neighborhood of Pyeng Yang [Pyongyang] there has doubtless been 
a good deal of suffering. A large number of Coreans [sic] were killed 
during the engagement which took place there, and many more have died 
since of disease. I heard a letter read from Dr. Hall of the Methodist 
Mission, Seoul, who visited Pyeng Yang [sic] a few weeks after the battle, 
in which it was stated that the slain were killing more than the living had 
killed. The scene of the battle-field was said to be indescribable, evidently 
the Japanese had treated their victims with heathenish contempt. At the 
time of Dr. Hall’s visit the field was strewn with corpses and the dead 
bodies of animals; the scene was horrible and the stench almost 
insufferable.225 
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Also, whereas Rev. Moffett’s (PCUSA) Pyongyang buildings  were ruined, Dr. Hall’s 
(MEC) property and goods were secured first by “the little Christian community”226 and 
then “latterly by a Christian Japanese doctor.”227 Mrs. Rosetta Hall wrote, “During the 
Japanese occupation of Pyengyang [Pyongyang], a Christian Japanese surgeon, Takahashi, 
noting the sign of our Christian hospital, brought his staff and occupied our house for a 
month, communicating with Kim Chang Sik by the Chinese written characters.”228 On his 
writing within The Chinese Recorder in February 1895, titled “Pioneer Work in Korea—
Dr. Hall’s Work Completed,” Rev. Moffett recorded Dr. Hall’s accomplishments in 
Pyongyang: 
We [Dr. Hall, Revs. Moffett and Lee] reached Pyong Yang within three 
weeks after the great battle, and for over a month were able to stay there, 
reassuring the frightened Koreans, looking after our interests there, 
preaching the Gospel and healing the sick. Dr. Hall was busy from 
morning till night attending the sick, directing his men [sic], reestablishing 
his [Kwangsung] school for boys [the first Christian school in Pyongyang], 
and holding service every evening with the Koreans. It was his privilege to 
see some of the first fruits of his labors, and at this time he examined a 
class of six applications who had for several months received instruction. 
Four of these be baptized as he received them into the Church of Christ. 
The Lord was especially gracious to him in giving him this privilege as his 
last work in that city, where sin and Satan had such a stronghold.229 
 
Unfortunately, Hall suffered from malaria while on the battle field, and during the trip to 
Seoul to care for his illness, he travelled with sick Japanese soldiers on the same Japanese 
sea transport. As a result, Hall became sick with typhus fever. Thus, after surviving the 
five days from his arrival in Seoul on November 19, Dr. Hall went to Heaven on 
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November 24, 1894, telling his wife “not to regret his going to Pyong Yang,” and also 
saying, “I did it for Jesus’ sake,… He will reward me.”230 Due to losing his sincere 
Canadian missionary colleague because of the Sino-Japanese war in 1894, Hardie felt 
psychological stress and wrote, “Dr. Hall and Rev. Mr. Noble were perhaps the most 
entirely consecrated men in the field, but the former was removed by death, last 
autumn.”231 
 
Suicide of Rev. William John McKenzie (1861–1895) 
Sadly, the tragic death of another Canadian missionary colleague of Hardie 
contributed further to Hardie’s psychological depression. Rev. William John McKenzie 
(1861–1895) committed suicide in Korea on June 24, 1895. As an independent 
missionary coming from Nova Scotia, Canada and arriving in Korea in the winter of 1893, 
Rev. McKenzie not only accomplished great mission achievements, but also realized so-
called holistic mission methods by living with and like native Koreans in Sorai or 
Songchun, a small village consisting of sixty houses and a population of 280 on the west 
coast of Korea, in Hwanghae province.232  
The Sorai Christian community had already been established by two Korean 
brothers, Sang-Yun Suh (1848–1926) and Kyung-Jo Suh (1852–1938), who heard the 
Gospel from Scotch Presbyterian missionaries, Rev. John Ross and his brother-in-law, 
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Rev. John McIntyre in Manchuria, China.233 “About eighteen years ago [1876] two men, 
Mr. Saw [Suh] and his brother, went to China, where they heard, for the first time, the 
story of the Cross, and soon embraced the Saviour,” Rev. McKenzie wrote, and he 
continued, “On returning home, Rev. Wm. [John] Ross, of Manchuria, gave Mr. Saw [sic] 
a number of Christian books to take to his countrymen.”234 In a strict sense, while the 
older brother (Sang-Ryun Suh) was converted to Christianity in China, the younger 
brother (Kyung-Jo Suh), who was impressed by both Rev. McIntyre and his Chinese 
believers in China, was later converted in Korea.235 
As a charge and resident missionary of Sorai for just eleven months, Rev. 
McKenzie contributed to the development of the Christian community by preventing the 
Donghak disturbance and establishing a church building with “Korean money alone.”236 
Lillias H. Underwood described the Donghak invasion of Sorai as follows: 
Large companies of these men [Donghaks] threatened on three different 
occasions to raid Sorai while Mr. McKenzie was there. To show that he 
leaned on no earthly defense, but only on the arm of the almighty God, he 
took his gun all to pieces when he heard of their approach. They were told 
of this, and were deeply impressed; and were so thoroughly convinced that 
if he was leaning on some mysterious power with such strong confidence, 
it would be useless and worse to attack him, that they gave up their plan. 
The third time they decided to attack the place they were said to be ten 
thousand strong, but after coming part way, they turned back, and never 
again threatened Sorai, which was the only village in that section which 
was never raided.237 
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Furthermore, by encouraging Korean Christians to build their own church building 
without any aid from the missionaries, Rev. McKenzie not only led the spiritual growth 
of the native Christians, but also enhanced an independent spirit among Korean 
Christians. Thus, Sorai Christians built the first native church “without one cent of 
foreign help” on the site “where devil worship was performed for centuries.”238 
 More significantly, Rev. McKenzie attempted to develop a holistic mission 
strategy by living like the indigenous Koreans in dwelling, eating, and clothing in Sorai. 
Most foreign missionaries at that time lived a Westernized lifestyle by residing in newly 
constructed or renovated houses in Western styles and by providing Western foods, 
clothes, and other supplies either directly from Western countries or indirectly from 
intermediate stores in Shanghai, China and Nagasaki, Japan. Contrary to the majority of 
missionaries, Rev. McKenzie not only lived in a rented Korean hut, but also ate only 
Korean foods. When Rev. and Mrs. Underwood sent him as a Christmas gift, “a box of 
home-made bread, plumb-cake, canned fruits and vegetables, tea and milk and sugar,” 
McKenzie refused to eat them and instead distributed those foods to Koreans 
acknowledging “that if he did it would be impossible to go back to native food.”239 “His 
determination to use only Korean food may also have been part of his plan to get in close 
touch with the people.”240  
Unfortunately, although his missional attempts elevated both the spiritual maturity 
of the Korean Christians and numerical growth within the Korean church, his mission 
methods left Rev. McKenzie feeling isolated, which finally led to his suicide, after 
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suffering from either malaria or sunstroke. On May 6, 1895 he wrote, “Among all the 
missionaries I feel lonely.”241 McKenzie, who was later troubled with vomiting and chills 
on June 23, 1895, not only worried, “[hoping] it is not death, for [the] sake of Korea and 
the many who will say it was my manner of living like Koreans,” but also regretted that 
“[i]t was imprudence, on part of myself, travelling under hot sun and sitting out at night 
till cold.”242  
Hardie heard the news of McKenzie’s suicide through another Wonsan 
missionary’s (Mr. Swallen’s) helper, a brother of the man renting a house for Rev. 
McKenzie, and Hardie noted: 
Mr. McKenzie had been unwell for several days with what was supposed 
to be malaria. On Sunday a number came to his room for service, but Mr. 
McKenzie asked them all to leave. They retired to the chapel and Mr. 
McKenzie requested his host’s little boy to go into another room and bring 
him his shotgun. The boy asked what he wanted of it on Sunday, and he 
answered that he had use for it. When the gun was brought, he at once 
proceeded to load it. The boy again asked what he wanted of the gun on 
Sunday and, after receiving the same answer, was told to go out. A few 
moments later a shot was heard and on rushing into the room, the Coreans 
[Koreans] found his dead body on the floor.243 
 
McKenzie’s unusually good progress in the Korean language and missional works in 
Sorai were acclaimed by Hardie, but still he confessed his thoughts in terms of 
McKenzie’s mission strategies as follows: 
I think the circumstances of his death go to show that no missionary 
should be left long alone in the interior of any Foreign Mission field, — 
that it is not always wise to conform to the native mode of dress, food, etc. 
(Mr. McKenzie dressed as a Corean [sic] and his headdress thus afforded 
little protection against the heat, which doubtless accounts for reported 
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sun-stroke), and that missionaries would be better without firearms of any 
kind.244 
 
Quite possibly, the miserable case of McKenzie led the majority of missionaries 
in Korea to keep their Westernized lifestyles. However, McKenzie’s death did not 
negatively affect the Sorai Korean Christians. Rather, under the guidance of Rev. 
Underwood, a representative of the Sorai Christians, Kyoung-Jo Suh, who later became 
one of the first seven graduates of the Pyongyang Presbyterian Seminary and one of the 
first seven ordained Presbyterian ministers in 1907, requested, in a letter that was 
translated into English by Rev. Underwood on December 26, 1895, that the Canadian 
Presbyterian Church send missionaries: 
The village of Sorai was always a very wicked place, devoid of blessings. 
Now there are many who are trying to follow the example of Mr. 
McKenzie. His body is no longer with us, and we, in prayer, want to know 
God’s will. We, now waiting before God in prayer, hope that you, our 
older brothers in Canada, will pray much and send us out a Christian 
teacher.245 
 
As a result of Suh’s request, the Canadian Presbyterian Church commenced to participate 
in Korea missions from 1898 by sending two married missionaries (Robert Grierson of 
Halifax, and W. R. Foote of King’s County, Nova Scotia) and one single missionary 
(Duncan McRae of Cape Breton), all of whom had received educations in both 
theological and medical studies.246 Wonsan was chosen as the main mission station that 
was withdrawn by PCUSA.247 
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Physical Problem 
In addition to the various political disturbances and psychological stresses 
resulting from the tragic deaths of his missionary colleagues, Hardie was troubled with 
his own physical problems and those of his family members in spite of being a medical 
physician who worked for God’s Kingdom. When Hardie came to Korea, the sanitation 
was poor, resulting in the spread of many dangerous diseases and epidemics. Living in 
this harmful atmosphere, Hardie’s family members were frequently ill. When Hardie’s 
building in Wonsan was almost finished around August 1, 1893, “Mrs. Hardie and our 
youngest child were taken ill with relapsing fever,” Hardie wrote and he continued, “For 
several weeks Mrs. Hardie’s life hung as it were in the balance.”248  Hardie did not 
mention about the death of his new baby, Marie Mabel, in his missionary reports. The 
death of Marie the day after her birth on August 9, 1893, as well as the illnesses suffered 
by Mrs. Hardie and their youngest child’s illness was a terrible situation for Hardie.  
In January 1895, Mrs. Hardie was again ill, and Hardie was “threatened with a 
nervous break-down.” That summer and during the rainy season, all of his family 
members were again sick.249 Hardie and his family members had also been seriously ill 
with malaria from January 1896, which was mentioned by Mr. Fenwick in his writing to 
Professor Hume in Toronto on April 9, 1896: 
Spiritually, I found him [Hardie] growing indeed, but physically his health, 
I am afraid, has received a terrible blow. What with living in school-
houses, native rooms, and dispensary, he has contacted malaria, which can 
only be checked by a visit to this native health. Bessie is but a shadow and 
still having very hard night sweats. Eva is malarial, and Mrs. Hardie not 
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only malarial, but badly afflicted with nervous prostration. The babe 
[Gertrude Abigail, born on November 27, 1894] is the only strong member 
of the family.250 
 
At Fenwick’s prompting, the Canadian Colleges Mission board allowed Hardie to have a 
year furlough in Canada under the following resolution: 
That we, as members of this Board, have heard with profound regret of the 
continued illness of our missionary [Hardie] and his family; that we praise 
God that He [sic] has endowed them with strength to continue their work 
in Corea [sic] for nearly six years and that He [sic] has made them a 
blessing to so many souls in that heathen country; that we unanimously 
invite them to return on furlough for a year, or longer if necessary, praying 
God He [sic] may thereby restore them to complete health and strength.251 
 
Hardie used his furlough in Canada to speak about the missions in various places, 
such as schools, colleges, Young Women’s Christian Associations (hereafter, YWCA), 
YMCAs, and Methodist, Presbyterian, and Congregational churches in eastern Canada. In 
his writing on September 28, 1896, “The Tour Among the Eastern Colleges and Schools,” 
Hardie reported, “I arrived here [Kingston] Friday evening, after having during the week 
addressed eight meetings, comprising in all about 650 students.”252 Also, a note indicated: 
Dr. Hardie has since our last report addressed the Y.W.C.A. [of McGill 
University, Montreal], the Y.M.C.A. [of Victoria College, Toronto], and 
Medical Students’ (Primary) Y.M.C.A. of Toronto University; and the 
Y.M.C.A. of the College of Pharmacy. Meetings have also been held under 
the auspices of the W.F.M.S. of St. John Presbyterian Church, Broadview 
Avenue Congregational Church, the Society of Friends, Pickering; and the 
Church of the Ascension, Toronto; under the Y.P.S.C.E. of Parkdale 
Presbyterian Church; and under the Gleaners’ Union of St. Paul’s Church, 
Bloor Street. Addresses were given, too, at Central Presbyterian, 
Westminster, and Bloor Street Presbyterian Churches, and Fred Victor 
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Mission, and the West End Y.M.C.A., Toronto. The Doctor’s [Hardie] time 
is now fully occupied until December 16th [1896]. 253 
 
Because of his lectures, many students decided to participate in foreign missions. A writer 
of CCM wrote, “Since the writing of these letters, word has been received from the 
Normal School at Ottawa, and the Athens Model School, that they organized for Mission 
work shortly after Dr. Hardie’s visit,” and he or she noted, “The doctor [Hardie] has also 
since visited Cornwall, Lindsay and Toronto Model Schools, the students of each of 
which were nearly unanimous in their wish to take up the work of the Mission.”254 
In a nutshell, during his first mission period from 1890 to 1896 in Korea, despite 
various insuperable denominational, financial, political, social, and physical hardships, as 
“one of the most self-sacrificing workers,”255 Hardie revealed his “Christ-like life”256 
through focusing on both direct evangelism and indirect medical treatment missional 
work. Not only was his motivation and mission practice in Korea based on the love of 
Jesus Christ, instead of other worldly things, such as money or fame, but Hardie also 
attempted to transmit his missionary fire to other students and church members in Canada 
when he was on furlough. Nevertheless, due to the limited primary sources, the early life 
and work of Hardie has failed to be recognized by today’s church historians, missiologists 
and even Korean Christians. Thus, in terms of his early years, Hardie can be called an 
“unrecognized missionary.” 
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PART II 
UNDERVALUED MISSIONARY (1898–1907) 
 
CHAPTER 4 
MISSION OF METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUTH 
Many people remember Hardie as a failed missionary in his years before the 
Wonsan revival experience. However, although this tendency mainly came from his own 
testimony, Hardie’s mission achievements could not be undervalued especially for the 
holistic mission strategies he instituted during the inception of MECS’ missions for Korea.  
 
Mission Contract and Denominational Supervision 
After finishing the first furlough in Canada, July 1896 to September 1897 Hardie 
returned alone to Wonsan,258 and then he joined a denominational church, the MECS, on 
May 15, 1898.259 Hardie had some reasons for affiliating his work with a denomination 
and for choosing this particular Methodist mission board. Young-Sik Yoo offered two 
possible explanations for Hardie’s transfer: the financial difficulties of the Canadian 
Colleges Mission, and the suspicion of independent missionaries without the guidance of 
denominational churches.260 Whereas Yoo’s second opinion is persuadable, the first is not 
a direct reason for his transfer. Rather, Hardie had not been fully dependent on his 
worldly supporters during his first mission term, and had raised $2,500 for mission
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funds while on his furlough in Canada.261 Hardie joined a denominational mission board 
primarily because of both his contracted eight years with his Canadian supporters and 
need of denominational supervision. When Hardie was appointed as a medical missionary 
to Korea, his sponsors (first, MS-YMCA, and later the Canadian Colleges Mission, which 
was the amalgamation of MS-YMCA and UC-YMCA on March 15, 1892262 after Gale 
left the missionary position of UC-YMCA on August 31, 1891) promised to support 
Hardie for eight years.263   
Writing on January 8, 1896, Hardie said, “I would be sorry indeed, should any 
circumstance necessitate our return home for a year and a half or two years yet.”264 This 
indicates that as he promised, Hardie was eager to fulfill the eight-year mission term in 
Korea without a furlough, no matter how many hardships he faced, including insufficient 
financial support. Nevertheless, due to his health problems and those of his family 
members, Hardie needed the furlough.  Because of the fact that Hardie had been working 
recruiting and encouraging others for missions during his furlough in Canada, the year 
1898 was the end of his contract period (1890–1898). This testifies to Hardie’s sincerity 
before God and his supporters even though he did not receive the full financial provision 
he was guaranteed.  
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Among Hardie’s Canadian sponsors existed the tendency to believe that all 
independent missionaries should be affiliated with denominations. As a supporter of 
Hardie and the Secretary of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Church of Canada, F. 
C. Stephenson insisted: 
There is money wasted and lives mis-directed because things are not done 
right. I say this after twenty years of experience and after studying every 
denominational and interdenominational society working in Canada, and 
after having studied the Canadian Colleges Mission very carefully. It was 
while I was working on a committee of the Canadian Colleges Mission 
and while Dr. Hardy [Hardie] was stuck in Korea for want of support that I 
made up my mind that special support ought to be the policy of the 
Methodist Church [of Canada], and that all missionaries should be under 
the supervision of some denomination.265 
 
Even though he did not reveal any specific difficulties in terms of denominational issues, 
such as ordination for baptism and communion, some of the advantages for joining a 
denominational mission board that Hardie considered included guidance and support, in 
regards to a concern for more effective mission works in Korea. 
 
Why Methodist 
Out of the two mainline denominations of Methodism and Presbyterianism in 
Korea, Hardie chose Methodism because of his Methodist roots.266 The Unity Methodist 
Church was the first church that Hardie and his family (his parents and his siblings) 
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attended.267 Also, Hardie and Margaret were attending the same Methodist church while 
in Caledonia. Hardie emphasized, “We were members of the Caledonia Methodist Church 
and attended an old fashioned Methodist Class Meeting regularly.”268 While living in 
Toronto and until his departure for Korea, Dr. and Mrs. Hardie were members of the 
Sherbourne Street Methodist Church (now, Saint Luke’s United Church).269 Interestingly, 
Hardie’s close friend, teacher, and supporter in Toronto, and later his missionary 
colleague in Korea, Dr. Oliver R. Avison (1860–1956), was married in the same church 
and became an active member of the church. “From our [Dr. and Mrs. Avison] young 
days, we had been members of the Methodist Church of Canada and had started married 
life together in the Sherbourne Street Methodist Church in Toronto,” Dr. Avison stated, 
and he further explained, “That was quite a wonderful church and we soon became 
members of a very active society of young people who studied missions in Japan where 
that church was supporting a young lady missionary, a member of the home church.”270 
However, when he realized that instead of the Methodist Church of Canada, only the 
PCUSA could support his mission to Korea by the recommendation of Rev. Horace G. 
Underwood, Dr. Avison transferred his membership to a Presbyterian church (Old Saint 
Andrew’s Presbyterian Church) “on the corner of the next block on the same [Sherbourne] 
street,” after receiving Dr. F. F. Ellinwood’s answer in which “they didn’t  want to make 
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me into a Presbyterian—they wanted me to take some good Methodist fire out to Korea 
and set ablaze the work of the missions out there.”271  
Horace G. Underwood and John W. Heron, two of the pioneer Presbyterian 
missionaries in Korea, considered transferring into the Methodist (MEC) mission when 
they were troubled with their Presbyterian colleague, Dr. Allen. In his report on 
September 17, 1886, Rev. Underwood wrote: 
I desire at this time after a service of nearly two years, most respectfully to 
surrender my commission and would request that you accept my 
resignation as a missionary of yours [your] Board and, if you have nothing 
to lead you to do to the contrary, would recommend my name for 
commission to work under the Methodist [MEC] Board of Foreign 
Missions.” 272  
 
In the same way, in a December 27, 1886 letter to Dr. Ellinwood (PCUSA mission 
director in New York), Dr. Heron also presented his willingness to “go to the Methodist 
mission,” even though Rev. Henry G. Appenzeller (the superintendent of the MEC 
mission) did not encourage Heron’s transfer.273 These examples serve to demonstrate that 
many Presbyterian missionaries had a favorable impression of the Methodist passion for 
God, people and missions.  
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Inception of Methodist and Presbyterian Mission 
In contrast to Rev. Underwood, who was one of the most influential Presbyterian 
missionaries in Korea,274 Methodist missionaries had some different mission strategies 
focusing on education and medicine for gradual evangelism by pursuing the birth of 
authentic Christians instead of simply pushing baptism and numerical growth. In order to 
understand the different stances among Methodist and Presbyterian missions in Korea, a 
brief study about the early Protestant mission history is indispensable. 
Officially, the Protestant mission in Korea began with a visit to Seoul by a 
Methodist missionary with his wife, two servants, a cook and interpreter, for two weeks 
from June 24 to July 8, 1884. His name was Dr. Robert S. Maclay (1824–1907), an MEC 
missionary first to China and then to Japan.275 This historical visit was supported by Rev. 
John F. Goucher of Baltimore.276 In March 1884, Dr. Maclay received Rev. Goucher’s 
letter dated on January 31, 1884, in which he promised $2,000 support for Korea 
missions and requested Maclay’s trip to Korea as follows: 
Under date of November 6th, 1883, I wrote to the [MEC] Missionary 
Committee that if they deem it expedient to extend their work to the 
Hermit nation [Korea], and establish a mission in Korea under the 
superintendence of the Japan mission,… I shall be pleased to send my 
check for, say, two thousand dollars toward securing that result. Could you 
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find time to make a trip to Korea, prospect the land, and locate the mission? 
For once we may be the first Protestant church to enter a pagan land.277  
 
Dr. Maclay’s visit produced a successful result with the aids of General Lucius H. 
Foote (the first U.S. minister in Korea) and of Maclay’s Korean friend, Ok-Kyun Kim, 
who was in charge of a group of Korean students at Mrs. Maclay’s English class in Japan 
of 1882, and was at the time of Maclay’s visit a significant member of the Foreign 
Department in the Korean Government. While Mr. Foote helped Maclay’s party to stay 
temporally in “a small building adjacent the [U.S.] Legation grounds,” 278 Kim conveyed 
the letter proposing the mission to the Korean king and transmitted the king’s approval to 
Maclay. Dr. Maclay explained: 
Believing that Mr. Kim would do everything in his power to help us, and 
knowing that he was in close communication with the king, I ventured to 
call on him July 3d. He received me very cordially, and at once proceeded 
to inform me that the king had carefully examined my letter the night 
before, and in accordance with my request had decided to authorize our 
society to commence hospital and school work in Korea. “The details,” 
continued Mr. Kim, “have not been settled, but you may proceed at once 
to initiate the work.”279 
 
In spite of the limited permission only for medicine and education, Methodists officially 
opened Korea’s door to Christian missions on July 3, 1884.280  
 After receiving the King’s favorable response, Dr. Maclay prepared for the 
Methodist missions work by collecting information about Korea and choosing one site 
which included the house where Maclay’s party stayed. Dr. Maclay wrote: 
We remained a few days longer in Seoul to gather information and select a 
site for our proposed mission. The elevated grounds near the United States 
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Legation impressed me favorably, and I arranged with Minister Foote to 
purchase the house I had occupied as soon as our society could select and 
send out suitable men [sic] to initiate the enterprise. 281 
 
However, after Dr. Maclay returned to Japan, the initiative of Protestant missions in 
Korea seemed to pass to PCUSA due to Dr. Allen’s first residence in Seoul from either 
September 20 or October 26, 1884282 and his crucial contribution to the cure of Young-Ik 
Min, who was a nephew of the Korean queen and a victim of the Gapsin Coup in 1884.  
Originally, Dr. Horace Newton Allen (1858–1932) was appointed as a medical 
missionary of the PCUSA to Nanking and Shanghai in China, leaving Delaware, Ohio on 
August 20 and arriving in Shanghai on October 11, 1883.283 However, because he was 
dissatisfied in China and also in part to the persuasion of his medical friends “to abandon 
the mission work and go to Korea with the intention of growing up with the country,”284 
Dr. Allen moved to Korea as a physician of “the U. S. Legation and later to the Korean 
Government and British and Japanese Legations.”285  
Based on his hesitation to identify himself as a missionary, Dr. Allen may not 
have been the first authentic Protestant missionary in Korea. 286  He resigned the 
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missionary position after three years in Korea,287 and went on to play a significant role as 
both an American “patriot” and a broker between the Korean government and American 
businessmen for gold mining, railroad, and communication.288 “While the Hon. H. N. 
Allen, M. D., as a medical missionary opened the work, in the mind of the writer he is 
disassociated from the missionary list,” James Gale wrote, and he insisted, “He was a 
diplomatist, from his first entry till the close of his distinguished career, in 1905.”289 
Unfortunately, Allen’s first work in Korea commenced with the disturbance of the 
MEC missions. After experiencing hardship to secure a good house, Dr. Allen intercepted 
the property Dr. Maclay wanted to purchase for the inception of the Methodist missions. 
In his diary on September 24, 1884, Dr. Allen stated: 
After I had bargained for the two pieces. General Foote came and said [“] I 
will frankly tell you the facts in this case. Last summer an old man Dr. 
Robert A. Maclay of Japan thrust himself upon us and so pestered me that 
I finally agreed to get his property for him to start a mission upon. With 
the distinct understanding that he was to wait till the way was open. But 
when you came we were so anxious to have the physician near that I 
turned it over to you.[”] I objected but it was too late the bargain was 
made and I could not back out.290 
 
Even though Dr. Allen repeatedly stressed the unintentional nature of this ungentlemanly 
behavior in his missionary report on October 8, 1884, it is curious to note that he stated 
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he gave up after learning Foote was claiming a different property for another party. Dr. 
Allen reported:  
Mrs. Foote urged him [General Foote] to sell the property to me that they 
might have the doctor near. But I gave it up when told that he was getting 
it for another party. However, I went there in despair one morning and told 
the Minster of my inability to get a house and asked his aid. He said his 
wife and the English Consul had been urging him to let me have the 
property next door. He had considered his obligations to the other party 
and did not think them binding.291  
 
It seems as though Dr. Allen may have been trying to justify his actions, especially if the 
other party were the MEC missionaries and he knew about that already. Otherwise, in his 
missionary report on February 23, 1885, Allen wrote, “I learn by private letter that a 
Methodist physician [Dr. William B. Scranton] is to be sent here in the coming summer. I 
might take him in but it seems a pity to give up our place after the fight we have had for it 
during the past winter.”292 This shows that Allen not only worried about its cession to the 
MEC mission, but also persistently wanted to possess the property initially prepared for 
Dr. Maclay. In other words, whether Allen realized that the Methodist missionary had 
already secured the property through General Foote or not when he bought it, Allen not 
only intercepted the property intended for Methodist missions, but also had no intention 
of returning it.  
 When Maclay’s family visited Seoul, Dr. Allen wanted to demonstrate his 
superior power to Mr. George C. Foulk (the second or temporal U.S. minister in Korea 
after General Foote). In his diary on April 10, 1885, Allen wrote: 
The Robert S. Maclay family are [sic] still at Chemulpo [Jaemulpo]. We 
would like very much to invite them up to stay with us but as they have 
asked the aid Mr. Foulk and his advice as to their coming—we must let 
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them follow it. Any person can come here, but property and study or trade. 
A missionary can come as well as any one else and had they accepted our 
invitation and come right to us it would have been perfectly right. Dr. 
Maclay however envidently [sic] wished to show us that he had influence 
with the authorities and did not need our assistance. It has raised the 
question as to the property of missionaries coming and it has been decided 
against them. A very unfortunate thing as it was uncalled for and will 
hinder them in the future.293 
 
It is possible that Allen was more powerful than any other foreign representatives in 
Korea including the American minister at this time. It may be because Allen received a 
special favor from the Korean king and queen, which stemmed from Allen’s remedy for 
Young-Ik Min (a nephew of the Korean queen) when Min was victimized from the 
Gapsin émeute or Gapsin Coup on December 4, 1884. In his diary on December 5, 1884, 
Allen minutely detailed the event:  
I went into the sitting room and found Mr. Scudder, Secretary to the U.S. 
Legation, with a note for me from Mr. Paul G. von Mollendorff urging me 
to come to his place at once as he had a dying man on his hands. Mr. 
Scudder then explained that that evening the foreign officials were all in 
attendance upon a dinner party at the foreign office (Moellendorff) and 
that an alarm of fire was heard and Min Yong Ik [Young-Ik Min], one of 
the most prominent Corean [sic] noblemen, cousin to the Queen, ran out to 
see where the fire was and was cut down with a sword by an unknown 
person.294 
 
This émeute of 1884 happened by a group of aggressive, somewhat clumsy Korean 
politicians including Maclay’s Korean friend, Ok-Kyun Kim for civilization of Korea. 
“[I]n the unsuccessful emeute which occurred in Seoul, December, 1884, the members of 
the progressive party were the aggressors, and that Kim ok Kuin [Ok-Kyun Kim] acted a 
prominent part in the lamentable affair,” Dr. Maclay wrote, and he continually presented, 
“he [Ok-Kyun Kim] fell at last by the hand of the assassin at Shanghai, China, in the year 
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1894, and his body, cut to pieces, ignominiously carried about, by order of the 
government, through all the provinces of the kingdom.”295  
 Through this affair, the Methodists lost their important Korean supporter (i.e., Ok-
Kyun Kim), but Dr. Allen gained royal favors via his surgical treatment for Young-Ik Min 
with help from “the physician to the Japanese Legation.”296 For example, not only did 
Allen established the first modern Korean government hospital (Kwanghaewon,297 廣??, 
Virtue Civilized House, soon changed into Jaejungwon, ???, Universal Helpfulness 
House), but also PCUSA started their missions work under the royal support and 
confidence. On the contrary, for the MEC missions “no favors have ever been 
granted.”298  
 
Difference of Methodist and Presbyterian Mission 
 Because the Korean government allowed only medical and educational works and 
only Presbyterians received Korean royal favors, MEC missionaries focused on 
establishing schools and commencing medical works as regarding them as effective 
means for gradual evangelism. Rev. Appenzeller explained: 
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The present social and political condition of Korea is such that it is the 
unanimous judgment of all the missionaries here not to attempt open 
evangelistic work. We do not go about in the mourner’s garb of the natives 
as do the Jesuits, but are open and frank in all our dealings with the 
Koreans. In this way we are fast gaining their confidence. We believe in a 
few years, having established ourselves and mastered the language, the 
seed now sown in a quiet way will bear an abundant harvest. Medical and 
educational work [sic] are very acceptable, and great good can be done in 
these lines.299 
 
Continually, Appenzeller reported, “This is the time of preparation; the fallow ground 
must be broken before the seed can be sown. As will be shown further on, direct, 
vigorous evangelistic work has not been undertaken because of the absence of treaty 
rights.”300  
 At the start of Korea missions and because he could not directly evangelize 
Koreans, Appenzeller not only tried to evangelize Japanese people who dwelled in 
Korea,301 but also opened a school. “From the first, A. [Appenzeller] got on well with the 
Japanese, and this was one secret of his wide and ever growing influence; and yet I 
imagine he could have been “help meet” to any and all good men [sic]; for the simple 
reason that he was a Christ filled man and not sectarian or bigot,” Griffis stressed that, 
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“Among the men [sic] first met in Soul [Seoul], at the Legation of Japan, was Mr. 
Takahira, who during four years had been secretary in Washington, [DC].”302  
 Appenzeller’s educational work began on August 3, 1885,303  and his English 
classes officially started on June 8, 1886.304 On February 21, 1887 Appenzeller’s school 
was given the name Baejae or Paichai Hakdang (배재학당, ????, Hall of the Rearing 
Useful People) by the Korean King,305 and Appenzeller argued that “Useful men [sic] 
cannot be reared unless saved by the blood of Him who died on Calvary.”306 The fine 
brick school building was constructed in 1887 as “a gift of good will and brotherliness 
from the United States to Korea.”307  
 Mrs. Mary F. Scranton (1832–1909), who arrived in Korea in June 1885 as the 
first missionary for Korea from the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society of the MEC 
and mother of the first MEC medical missionary to Korea Dr. William B. Scranton, 
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inaugurated the first girls’ school in Korea by purchasing a “piece of ground on a 
commanding situation, adjoining that belonging to the Parent Board, a small house on the 
premises large enough for present demand” in October 1885 under the $3,000 support of 
Mrs. William E. Blackstone from Oak Park, Illinois.308 This girls’ school was named 
Ewha Hakdang (이화학당, ???堂, The Pear Blossom Institute) by the Korean queen309 
and was developed as now Ewha Womans [sic] University in Seoul, Korea.  
 As the first Methodist medical, ordained missionary to Korea, Dr. William B. 
Scranton (1856–1922), who arrived in Korea on May 1, 1885, was temporarily working 
with Dr. Allen in Jaejungwon for about one month from May 22 to June 24, 1885310 until 
another Presbyterian medical missionary (Dr. Heron) came to Korea on June 21, 1885.311 
As soon as his medical equipment and medicines arrived, Dr. Scranton commenced 
medical work in his house from September 10, 1885, and then he opened a Methodist 
hospital on June 15, 1886 by purchasing and renovating a Korean house.312 Even though 
Methodist medical missionaries later “treated all ranks, from the king himself to the 
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poorest in the land,”313 at first the Methodist hospital was mainly for poor Koreans.314 
Thus, the Korean king applauded their efforts and named it Si Byungwon  (시병원, ???, 
Universal Relief Hospital) in March 1887.315 Dr. Scranton emphasized the importance of 
medical works in missions as follows: 
Medicine holds no second place in missionary work in Korea, and, in fact, 
a history of missionary work in this country begins with medicine, and 
medicine will not for a long time to come be a factor to be left 
unconsidered. Medicine opened the country and is still sowing its seeds far 
and wide. It has done as much as any other agent, to say the least, to 
further intercourse with outside nations, and more to further missionary 
work. In this short time it has gone from one end of the land to the other, 
and is a vital force at work in disarming the prejudices of the natives 
against foreigners. It is undermining their own inferior practice of the art, 
and, best of all, gaining a strong hold on the hearts of the people.316 
 
 However, the situation of PCUSA missions in terms of their medical and 
educational works in Korea was slightly different. Since all of the first three Presbyterian 
missionaries (Drs. Allen and Heron as medical doctors and Rev. Underwood as a Science 
teacher) were working for the Korean government hospital (Jaejungwon), which strictly 
prohibited any religious teaching and propagation, they were limited in their approach to 
missions while working in Jaejungwon. Most Koreans considered that the Korean 
government hired these Presbyterian missionaries, and therefore, their work in 
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Jaejungwon was regarded as not for Christian missions but just for enlightenment or for 
the advancement of Korea under the support of the Korean government.  
 It is for this reason, that when he began to open an orphanage for homeless and 
destitute children as a means of educational work, Rev. Underwood did not want to 
receive any aid from the Korean government. “Dr. Allen thought that it would have been 
best to have this [orphanage] on exactly the same footing as the hospital [Jaejungwon] 
and get the government to provide a house and this they would have done,” Underwood 
explained, and he continued, “but it seemed best to both Dr. Heron and myself that this 
should be more in our own hands and that it should be a mission and not purely a 
government institution.”317 In addition, considering both the importance of educational 
works and the advanced Methodist works in the education field, Underwood asserted: 
Now is the time when we can be laying the foundations for a Presbyterian 
or at least a Christian educational institution. The Koreans are willing that 
schools should be opened but they do not want Christianity to be taught in 
them. This however will come later and as the way is opened for us to start 
schools is it not our duty to do so. We are at present letting the others 
[Methodists] go far ahead of us and it will not be easy to catch up with 
them if we do not begin soon.318 
 
Gradual or Aggressive 
 The first three PCUSA missionaries (i.e., Allen, Heron, and Underwood) differed 
in terms of their initial evangelistic and missionary strategies. Whereas Allen was not 
interested in directly evangelizing the Korean people by insisting on the delay of 
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vigorous evangelistic work until the Korean government officially allowed it, 319 
Underwood was eager to propagate the Gospel urgently and baptized the Korean people 
regardless of the government’s permission. In the midst of these two positions, Heron 
kept the view of gradual evangelism, and he wrote: 
I feel that it is not wisest to push Christian work just now. It will go on 
quietly. The Koreans can carry it on now and do it in an unobtrusive way, 
but I fear some of our go ahead missionaries may find that the 
Government did mean something by its order of last year. We have so 
much to do in the way of study of the language, translation, [and] teaching, 
that we might well be contented to push that for a while and gain more 
strength and influence by doing so. Perhaps I am mistaken, but I think I 
understand this people and their temper and I feel sure that this is the way. 
It is the Lord’s work and He can do it even if we stand aside.320 
 
This idea of gradual evangelism and mission was similar to the early Methodist mission 
policies in Korea, and could be summarized in two words: “pray and wait.” The true 
meaning of prayer in this case contained all lawful and humanitarian activities based on 
pure motive, such as loving Jesus Christ and people while asking God’s divine guidance 
and help. Also, in keeping with these gradual missional methods, the missionaries were to 
wait until either the Korean government allowed direct evangelism or at least until the 
Korean indigenous people were prepared through both recognizing the sincere motive of 
Christian missionaries and being interested in the Gospel. In fact, Underwood initially 
followed the restrictions of the Korean government when he accompanied Appenzeller on 
a mission trip to the North on April 17, 1888.321 Underwood described: 
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The Romanists [French Roman Catholic priests] by their thoughtless & 
unwise action had aroused the ire (?) of the government & strict orders 
were issued by the authorities calling for the stopping of all religious 
teaching & asking the assistance of the Diplomatic & Consular authorities 
in the matter. To allay suspicion it was thought best to yield at once, not 
that we are willing to yield an inch but that by so doing we do not put off 
the day when freedom of religion shall be granted here. We do not know 
when this will be but we are hoping and praying for it.322 
 
In regard to the unwise behavior of the French priests, Heron explained, “the Roman 
Catholics had been determined to erect a building in a site very obnoxious to the [Korean] 
king, as it overlooked one of his ancestrial [ancestral] temples,” and he regrettably 
reported that because the Catholics refused to accept the king’s new offer of purchasing 
the new site as the same price, the Korean government was waiting for the French 
minister to intervene.323 While returning to Seoul and stopping itinerant mission trips, 
Appenzeller and Underwood gave the Korean government a good impression. Rev. 
Appenzeller wrote, “Our prompt acquiescence, we are told by men in authority, has had a 
very good effect upon the [Korean] government.”324 However, as he already revealed his 
intention, 325  Rev. Underwood continued to teach and baptize Korean people, which 
became a controversial issue among missionaries and other foreigners in Korea. In order 
to get a passport for their honeymoon trip to the north, Underwood and his wife (Lillias 
Horton Underwood) had to promise not to teach and baptize during this trip and so they 
did. However, the Underwoods did prepare a Chinese passport and gave baptisms to 
Korean people by taking them to China. Rev. Underwood testified: 
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Mr. Dinsmore [Hugh A. Dinsmore, U.S. minister in Korea] has made me 
promise to do no teaching & no Baptisms while travelling under this 
passport. This is very hard & had I seen the work in the country lately 
would have rendered the trip useless but I have not seen what has been 
done for a year & a half & in some places not at all. The Colporteurs must 
be looked after, the Christians encouraged & when I get to the extreme 
north I shall cross the river & teach & baptize on Chinese soil. I have a 
Chinese passport that I obtained with the end in view.326  
 
In terms of this unlawful and dishonest work by Rev. and Mrs. Underwood, Heron 
evaluated,  “This has become known since his return and has made us and our work very 
much more distrusted as well as alienated our minister and brought on us the sneers of the 
foreigners, who say “how can you reconcile that with your conscience?””327  
 
Quality or Quantity 
 Rev. Underwood focused especially on the simple teaching of Christ and rapid 
baptism in doing his missionary work.328 Due to the many Korean people who came to 
him and wanted to be baptized, Underwood baptized many applicants in spite of the 
existing harmfulness under the prohibition of Christian propagation in Korea.329 However, 
Hardie’s close friend, Mr. Malcolm C. Fenwick unintentionally criticized such missional 
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methods stressing baptismal or numerical growth.330 During his furlough (1891–1892), 
Rev. Underwood went around the United States and Canada recruiting missionary 
volunteers, enhancing interests in the Korea mission, and collecting mission funds. In this 
process, he heard Underwood’s speeches, and in a letter to Dr. J. H. Brookes,331 which 
was printed in The Truth in 1893,332 and a part of which was reprinted in Reality Versus 
Romance in South Central Africa in the same year (1893), 333  Fenwick mentioned 
Underwood’s coaxing methods in Korea without judging him. Based on the information 
that he gained in Sorai where he studied the Korean language for six months in 1890, Mr. 
Fenwick wrote: 
Let me give you an account of his converting work in a village [Sorai] 
where I afterward lived for six months, as given me by one whom he 
baptized on the occasion now mentioned. A native who received mission 
money was directed by Mr. –— [Underwood] to get together at least forty 
or fifty, and he would be along at such a time. Rather perplexed at the 
number demanded, the native set to work to gather his friends, but could 
muster only nine. The missionary arrived, and after exhorting at 
considerable length, asked the natives to remove their hats. ‘What for?’ 
said one. ‘Oh, never mind,’ coaxingly pleaded the native friend; ‘take off 
your hats;’ and with the politeness so characteristic of the Easterner, they 
removed their hats, and then the Rev. Mr. –— [Underwood], D.D., 
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administered baptism to these nine men, none of whom, with the possible 
exception of one, he had ever seen.334 
 
Mrs. Lillias H. Underwood disagreed with Fenwick’s assertion by regarding it as slander 
against Korean people who wanted to disturb missions and missionaries and by 
mentioning that Fenwick later “discovered his error.”335 Nevertheless, Rev. Underwood 
undeniably focused on numerical growth through baptism. In his 1888 missionary report, 
Underwood wrote, “I am sorry that the numbers are so small but when the number of the 
workers is thought of the figures are not poor.” 336  
 Presbyterian missionaries publicly began in 1894 to require a period of 
catechumens before granting baptism perhaps as a result of the conflict with Fenwick in 
1893. 337  However, although Presbyterian missionaries required a certain period for 
instruction and gradually extended its span from two weeks, to three months, to six 
months, to one year and more,338 during the first one or two decades, many Korean 
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people who received short Christian teachings as catechumens could easily receive 
baptism through “simple profession of faith.”339  
 If someone who was already baptized committed sins, she or he was suspended 
from the church for a certain time and was not admitted to Holy Communion. According 
to his 1902 writing, when he found out that one of the baptized church members had been 
gambling and going to the lottery, Rev. Graham Lee (an early PCUSA missionary in 
Pyongyang) commanded that “he must be publicly suspended from the church for six 
months, and that he could not come to the Lord’s table.”340 This may serve as illustration 
alluding to the fact that Presbyterian missionaries easily gave baptism as a useful means 
of encouragement for Korean people who simply professed their faith. Also, for the 
purpose of “firmness and faithfulness and discipline”341 of the baptized members, the 
missionaries kept the Lord’s Supper “as a social ordinance to which the convert can only 
be received by a vote of a body of believers who are prepared to take him [or her] into 
their fellowship.”342  
 Nonetheless, the following statistical record of the early Presbyterian mission 
shows how the Presbyterian missionaries were generous both in giving church 
memberships to people, who were baptized by a simple confession of their faith, and in 
suspending sinful church members (refer to Table 4.1.).  
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Table 4.1. Statistics of Presbyterian Mission in Korea (1886–1897)343 
Year  1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 1897 
Communicants 9 25 65 104 100 119 127 141 236 286 530 932 
Added on 
Confession 
(Adults 
Baptism) 
9 20 45 39 3 21 17 14 76 50 210 347 
Catechumens      15   40 180 2000 2344 
Adherents            6800 
Average 
Attendance            4800 
 
 
 Almost all newly baptized people easily became church members as 
communicants. Among baptized members including newly baptized individuals, only less 
than ten people were excluded from the group of communicants (Holy Communion) 
every year from 1886 to 1893.344 Considering the deaths of some baptized members, the 
numbers being less than ten imply that Presbyterian believers did not easily lose their 
church memberships. Based on this it would seem logical that such a mission policy 
resulted in the sudden numerical growth of the early Presbyterian missions in Korea. 
 Unlike Presbyterian mission methods, the crucial and main purpose of Methodist 
missions in Korea was not numbers but an emphasis on authentic conversions. Rev. 
Appenzeller emphasized that the primary concern of the Methodist missions was “not the 
size, but the purity of the Church.”345 Also, Appenzeller wanted his Korean students to be 
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“soundly converted to God.”346 Furthermore, focusing on God’s cognizance rather than 
people’s applause for the growth in the number of Korean believers, Appenzeller 
highlighted, “while we can measure only the visible outcome of human labor in the 
Master’s vineyard, he [sic] takes cognizance of vast and eternal results which lie beyond 
human vision.”347  
 Similarly, in his medical report in 1888, Dr. Scranton maintained, “numbers of 
bodies cured is not our end.”348 Moreover, considering both charity for poor Koreans and 
the authentic conversion of Korean Christians, Dr. Scranton cautioned making nominal 
Christians as follows: 
I am fully convinced that in a land of so much poverty some such 
provision will have to be made; though no one is more averse to 
indiscriminate charity than myself, nor more desirous than I that the 
charge of supporting what are termed, “rice Christians” may not be made 
against us here in Korea. That class of Christians (?), I am confident, does 
more harm to the cause of missions in the East, in the eyes of both 
Easterners and Westerners, than a little.349 
 
Thus, in order to attain real Christians instead of nominal or simply professing Christians, 
Methodist missionaries were serious about baptism and even church membership by 
classifying church people into four classes: (1) inquirers, (2) probationers, (3) baptized 
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probationers “who have all the privileges of church membership” except the right to vote 
in church meetings and “can be dropped without church trial,” and (4) full members.350  
 Naturally, from the inception of Methodist missions in Korea, in order to receive 
baptism and then become full members in Methodist churches, Korean natives not only 
had to receive religious instructions from the Bible and some additional books, such as 
Methodist Catechism and Book of Discipline,351 but also had to be investigated seriously 
by both native leaders and foreign missionaries for their religious and daily lives.  
 In other words, many Koreans, who were willing to receive baptisms and to be 
accepted as full church members, should transform their old, sinful lifestyles before 
receiving baptisms or being regarded as full members. For example, even though he not 
only read the New Testament four times and the Old Testament two times during the time 
he received medical aid, but he also “took active part in instructing others during his 
remaining sojourn at the capital [Seoul], and on departing announced that he would 
instruct his family and his neighbors in the teachings whose spirit makes all men [sic] of 
one heart,” Dr. Scranton’s one hospital convert was accepted as probationer.352  
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 One baptismal anecdote by Bishop Warren in the fall of 1887 in Korea presents 
how sincere Korean Methodist probationers were in receiving baptism. Bishop Warren 
illustrated: 
I asked a catechumen who desired baptism if his heart really glowed with 
love to Christ as his personal Saviour. A kind of sunrise came over his face 
as he answered, “if I did not love Christ why should I desire to be baptized 
and to join the Church my people despise?” I went on, “But the Korean 
laws against the Christian religion are not yet repealed, and may yet be 
executed, involving all professed Christians in death. Are you ready for 
that?” “I do not know,” said he; “but if peril and death do come I believe 
Christ will be with me and support me to the end.” I then baptized him.353 
 
 Notwithstanding such trials of Methodist missionaries, the backsliding of Jung-
Sang Park (박중상) in 1892, who received baptism by Appenzeller on either June 24, or 
July 24, 1887354 as the first Korean Methodist in Korea, was shocking to all Methodist 
missionaries. Rev. Franklin Ohlinger (1845–1919) explained: 
This year [1892] we have lost but one [Jung-Sang Park], the first Korean 
baptized by a Methodist missionary in Korea, and he is now suffering the 
penalty of a most daring and deep-laid plot to rob our [Trilingual] press.… 
His conduct for about two years after his baptism was not satisfactory, but 
about two years ago he seemed to have experienced conversion and there 
was such a marked change in his manner that he won the confidence of 
nearly everyone in the [MEC] mission. We had taught him English, 
besides a good trade, and made him foreman of the bindery. He was put on 
the official board of the church, and was allowed to conduct religious 
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meetings. Nearly a year ago he was caught in the attempt to cheat the 
apprentices who were working under him out of their earnings, was soon 
after generally reported to be frequenting houses of ill fame, then claimed 
that he had to go into hiding for some reason he refused to mention, 
robbed us of nearly one hundred dollars’ worth of paper, type, leather, 
cloth, oil, etc., of which we found about twenty dollars’ worth hidden 
away in his house in coal bags.355 
 
Due to this miserable happening, Methodist missionaries became more rigorous in 
baptizing and accepting baptized probationers as full church members. In the matter of 
the topics to receive special attention for the next year 1893, Rev. Ohlinger suggested, 
“Reaching families, rooting out all forms of heathenism, such as ancestral worship, 
sorcery, and polygamy, and inculcating abstinence from tobacco and intoxicants,” and he 
continued, “I am usually satisfied when a man says he is a Christian, but when he smells 
of whisky and tobacco I am prepared to tell him that he is not a Methodist.”356  
 Table 4.2. indicates how the early Methodist missionaries pursued authentic 
conversions through strictly, classifying Korean believers with careful examination for 
the religious and ordinary status of Korean converts. More significantly, these different 
mission strategies between Methodists and Presbyterians can best answer why the 
number of Methodist believers was less than that of Presbyterians in Korea. 
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Table 4.2. Statistics of MEC Mission in Korea (1886–1896)357 
Year 1886 1887 1888 1889 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 1896 
Full Members   11 9  15  68 68 122 230 
Conversions 1 4 34 29        
Baptism 
Adults 1 4 34 27  9  60  63 94 
Children 
       20  13 48 
Probationers 1 4 27 36  58  173 167 288 587 
Adherents 100 150 165 165        
Average 
Attendance   55 55  206      
 
 In the same way, MECS missionaries had also focused on authentic conversions 
of Korean natives by stressing true repentance from their sins. In his mission report in 
1898, Rev. C. T. Collyer (one of the MECS mission pioneers) wrote: 
We emphasize that there are no emoluments arising from Church 
membership, there is naught but that which is spiritual to be gained, but on 
the other hand one assumes a responsibility to those around him. We might 
have presented more for baptism but feel that, especially during our early 
years in the country, it is wiser to go slowly and to baptize none but those 
whom we are sure understand the obligations they would take upon them 
and of whom we are thoroughly convinced that they really have a “desire 
to flee from the wrath to come and to be saved from their sins.”358 
 
Hence, MECS missionaries had strict principles for Korean converts, too. Dr. C. F. Reid 
(the first superintendent of MECS mission in Korea) instructed that after breaking down 
all fetishes and signs of devil worship and giving up his drinking business, Mr. Kim could 
be a Christian, and so he did. Dr. Reid reported: 
Mr. Kim appeared to be very sincere in his desire to be a Christian but I 
noted that a large part of his business consisted in the sale of the native 
beer so much used by the Koreans and also that he had not yet taken down 
the fetish and that signs of devil worship were abundant….To this, I 
consented and we had quite a time in gathering up the old pieces of cloth, 
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paper and bundles of straw that were hung in various places about the 
house and which had for so many years represented to him the spiritual 
powers that dominated his life and conferred blessings or calamities at will. 
As for the beer shop, he said that it was the chief support of himself and 
family but that he would take the matter into consideration. In point of fact 
he shortly after closed his shop and has since been trying to make his 
support in some other way.359 
 
The event of destroying a devil shrine by two MECS members (i.e., Messrs. Cho and 
Chung) in Paju, Kyungki province, presented how Korean believers were authentically 
converted––although they were sometimes aggressive and immature––which broke up 
one of early MECS groups and created an obstacle for MECS missions in Korea. In his 
1898 report, Dr. Reid described: 
These two men [Messrs. Cho and Chung in Paju] are among our best 
members and show unmistakable signs of true conversion. They are, 
however, simple country people and like most of their class in Korea, 
without the faculty of close reasoning from cause to effect. One night 
about Christmas they were assembled and discussing the reason why the 
class at Pachoo [Paju] did not seem to flourish like the one in Koyang 
[where the first MECS congregation was established]. They finally came 
to the conclusion that it was because of a certain devil shrine near by 
which was very popular among the people. Whereupon Brothers Cho and 
Chung said we will go and split up the old wooden tablet in that shrine and 
thus show the people that the devils can’t protect themselves, to say 
nothing about taking care of other people. Without taking time to think 
twice they at once proceeded to execute their purpose. The matter was 
straightway reported to the Magistrate who happened to be an old 
conservative Yangban [high class] and a hearty hater of Christianity. He 
saw in this incident an opportunity to break up the work so well begun in 
Pachoo [Paju] and at once availed of it. The men were arrested and thrown 
into prison. Great cangues were fastened on to their necks and they were 
made to suffer the severe treatment of the most desperate criminals, the 
matter was elaborately reported to the Law Department at Seoul and to the 
Governor at Suwon, and in spite of all that we have been able to do they 
are now lying in durance very vile at Suwon under a sentence of five years 
which means slow death.360 
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Because of this happening, Cho and Chung lost their houses and their family members 
and Christian followers were scattered and left Paju. This incident made many Korean 
natives who were interested in Christianity close their hearts. Nevertheless, under these 
hopeless and oppressive situations, even when they were steadfastly persuaded with 
release if they renounced Christ, Cho and Chung evangelized other prisoners “to join 
them in believing Christ.” 361 
 The ceasing of his mission contract and the pressure of Canadian supporters for 
his affiliation to a denominational group, because he was originally a Methodist, and also 
because of the focus of Methodist missionaries in Korea for authentic conversions 
through holistic and gradual work, such as medicine and education, aided in Hardie’s 
decision to join a Methodist church. 
 
Chi-Ho Yun (1864–1945) and MECS Mission 
Compared to MEC missions in Korea, MECS mission was similar in mission 
principles and methods, but different in its inception. While MEC’s Korea missions 
began with the auspices of a foreigner (Dr. John F. Goucher) by extending MEC’s 
Japanese missions in 1884 by Dr. Robert S. Maclay, MECS mission for Korea started 
with the request of a Korean man (Chi-Ho Yun, or Baron T. H. Yun), which was extended 
from its Chinese missions by Dr. C. F. Reid in 1895. In addition to Chi-Ho Yun, his 
relatives, including his father, Woung-Yul Yun (윤웅렬, a Korean government officer), 
uncle, and Chinese wife, also contributed to the inception and development of MECS’ 
missionary works in Korea. 
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Chi-Ho Yun (1864–1945), who was born on December 26, 1864, went to Japan in 
June 1881 to study the enlightened Japanese governmental administration system along 
with twenty-one young men and eleven gentlemen under the support of the Korean 
government. 362  Especially, after mastering the Japanese language and while learning 
English from a Dutch Consulate secretary in Yokohama, Japan on January 16, 1883, and 
although he was not proficient in English, Yun accepted an offer to become the official 
interpreter for the first American minster in Korea, General Foote, in April 1883.363  
In 1884, Yun’s father was exiled due to his involvement in the Gapsin émeute, 
being appointed the Minister of Law by the parties who began uprising. As a result, 
following the resignation of General Foote, Yun had to leave Korea in January 1885. He 
moved to Shanghai with a recommendation letter from General Foote to the General 
Consul of Shanghai, General Stahl.364 With the help of General Stahl, Yun became a 
student at the Anglo-Chinese College (an MECS mission school in Shanghai), and was 
converted into Christianity under the guidance and teaching of Dr. Young John Allen (the 
president of the college) and Professor W. B. Bonnel who baptized Yun on either March 
23 or April 3, 1887.365 Interestingly, before Rev. Appenzeller performed the baptismal 
ritual for the first MEC Korean believer (Jung-Sang Park) in Korea on either June 24 or 
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July 24, 1887, Yun was baptized as the first MECS Korean believer in Shanghai, China 
two or three months earlier.  
After graduating from the Anglo-Chinese College, Yun went to the United Sates 
and studied theology at Vanderbilt University (1888 to 1890) and English literature at 
Emory University (1890 to 1893). On March 11, 1893, Yun sent two hundred dollars, 
which he had collected little by little, to Dr. W. A. Candler (the president of Emory 
University and later bishop of MECS) saying, “I leave $200 in your charge. I want to 
make this the nucleus of a fund for establishing a Christian school in Korea.”366 Yun 
returned to the Anglo-Chinese College as an English teacher in November 1893 and 
married a Chinese woman (Mrs. Sien-Tsung Yun or Louise Mo) who graduated from 
another MECS mission school (McTyeire School) in Shanghai, China in March 1894.367  
After he returned to Korea on February 13, 1895, Yun not only became a full 
church member of MEC in Seoul in August 1895, 368  but also wrote several letters 
containing the requests from MECS’ Korea missions to Dr. W. A. Candler (Emory 
University), Dr. Young J. Allen (Anglo-Chinese College), and Bishop E. R. Hendrix, who 
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charged in China mission of MECS and had a plan to visit China.369 In addition to Yun’s 
requests, Dr. Clarence Frederick Reid (1849–1915) and Bishop E. R. Hendrix visited 
Korea in October 1895 because MECS missionaries in Shanghai were already looking for 
a new place for some of their missionaries who could not endure the climate of southern 
China (e.g., Chekiang and Anwhei). After meeting with almost all Protestant missionaries 
having annual meetings in Seoul, Korea and receiving warm welcomes and requests for 
teachers to Korea by the Korean king, these men decided to establish Korea missions.370  
Chi-Ho Yun and his relatives helped the start and development of MECS’ 
missions in Korea. First of all, Yun’s father donated one thousand yen for the 
establishment of a school in Korea, between the time when the MECS Korea missions 
fully inaugurated Dr. Reid’s residence in Seoul on May 28, 1896, (where Reid’s family 
later moved on August 13, 1896), and when Dr. Reid hired two Korean colporteurs (i.e., 
Chu-hyun Kim and Heung-soon Kim) for “Ko-yang and the vicinity” in December 
1896.371  
Secondly, with the help of Yun’s maternal uncle (Mr. Keun-Hyuk Lee, 이근혁), 
MECS began missionary work at Songdo (or Kaesung) in Kyungki province at this time 
(now in North Korea). As the capital city of the Koryo Dynasty (918–1392) for more than 
five hundred years and as the ginseng trade center, Songdo was well positioned for 
opening mission stations. Unfortunately, because foreigners could not buy property, no 
mission boards could start missionary work there. Due to the help of Yun’s uncle, who 
was a prominent businessperson in Songdo and used his influence by writing a request 
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letter to Dr. Reid for MECS’ Korea missions,372 Dr. Reid and Mr. Yun were able to 
prepare a property for MECS’ missions in Songdo. “On February 9th, [1897] in spite of 
the bitter cold weather, Dr. C. F. Reid and Mr. T. H. Yun left Seoul on horse back, in order 
to visit Songdo,” Ju-Sam Ryang described, and further explained, “They reached Songdo 
in the afternoon of next day [February 10, 1897] and stayed in the home of Mr. Yi Keun 
Hyuk [Keun-Hyuk Lee], a man of wealth and position and an uncle of Mr. Yun, who gave 
much assistance in establishing the work in Songdo.”373  
Thirdly, Chi-Ho Yun aided Dr. Reid by providing properties in Koyang and Seoul 
and by preaching sermons in Seoul. When Dr. Reid opened the first MECS church in 
Koyang, Kyungki province on May 2, 1897, Yun offered him a house. “Two Korean 
brethren, Mr. Kim Chu-hyun and Mr. Kim Heung-soon had been received by transfer 
from the Methodist Episcopal Church Mission. These two men concentrated their efforts 
on the county of Koyang,” Hardie expounded, “Here the first congregation of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, South in Korea, was organized by Dr. Reid at the county 
seat, May 2nd, (1897) in a house which had been presented to the group by Dr. [Chi-Ho] 
Yun.”374  
When Dr. Reid started worship services in Seoul on June 17, 1897, even though 
he was busy as both an editor of The Independent (the first modern daily newspaper in 
Korea by Jae-Pil Suh and later by Rev. Appenzeller and Chi-Ho Yun) and the president of 
the Independence Club, whose purpose was for the reformation of Korea, Mr. Yun helped 
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Dr. Reid by preaching sermons on Sundays. In his 1898 mission report, Dr. Reid 
applauded Yun’s assistance as follows: 
Since a year ago last June, I have been greatly assisted by Bro. [Chi-Ho] 
Yun who has regularly taken our Sunday morning service. I scarcely know 
what I would have done without his timely aid but when a man edits a 
daily paper in the vernacular and tri-weekly in English, besides filling the 
important position of President such an important organization as the 
Independence Club, one cannot in all conscience ask him for more than a 
weekly sermon.375 
 
In 1898 Yun offered “a piece of property outside the Pai Chai Haktang [Baejae Hakdang] 
to the [MECS] Mission, which was sold to a German firm and realized about a thousand 
Yen.”376  
 Lastly, although she was limited in the Korean language, the Chinese wife of Chi-
Ho Yun helped Mrs. Reid’s Sunday afternoon classes for Korean women at 2 p.m., which 
started late in 1897. “Neither Mrs. Reid nor myself could use more than a few sentences 
of the Corean [sic] language which made it hard to explain it all to them but as best we 
could we taught them how [to worship God through praying and reading the Scriptures],” 
Mrs. Yun continued in the following report: 
We began by teaching them the Lord’s prayer, the creed and “Jesus loves 
me, this I know.” They improved week by week in this knowledge, when 
we also added the catechism on baptism. After finishing the catechism we 
took up Matthew and have studied together the first fifteen chapters. 
Lately our largest gatherings have been over twenty, the smallest five and 
six, the average fourteen or fifteen.377 
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Indeed, as Dr. Reid pointed out, “it is simply impossible for one man [Chi-Ho Yun] to 
properly care for the various lines of work that centre in Seoul and extend out from here 
into the Kyunki [Kyungki] and Kangwon provinces.”378 
 
The First Medical Missionary of MECS in Korea 
More importantly, in addition to Yun’s assistance, MECS missionaries and their 
missional work in Korea were reinforced by the joining of Hardie on May 15, 1898. 
When he decided to join a denomination or a Methodist church, Hardie had a choice 
between MEC and MECS. Compared to MEC, which had already started missions work 
in Korea in 1884, MECS was new to Korea missions. This meant that MECS had less 
sufficient and skillful missionaries, especially in regards to language and culture, at the 
time when Hardie was considering his transfer. By choosing MECS, Hardie would be 
settling in as a pioneer missionary. Nevertheless, Hardie chose MECS and contributed to 
the inception and development of its Korea missions, as the first medical missionary of 
MECS for Korea missions. In welcome to Hardie’s affiliation, Dr. Reid wrote: 
On the 20th of April, [1898] I received an intimation from Nashville that 
there was a good prospect of our being able to secure for the Korean 
Mission the services of Dr. R. A. Hardie, a Medical Missionary, who had 
been working several years at Gensan [Wonsan] under the auspices of the 
Canadian Colleges Mission. I at once telegraphed to Dr. Hardie requesting 
him to visit Seoul. This he kindly consented to do and arrived here the 4th 
of May. We had several very satisfactory conversations and on the 15th of 
May [1898] his appointment to work in our Mission reached me by cable. 
We are exceedingly glad to have Dr. Hardie with us and doubt not that his 
work at Songdo will soon constitute one of the most important and 
effective departments of our Mission.379 
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Songdo, in particular, was a significant mission field for MECS mission.“Not only is 
Songdo on account of its being a royal city, and in point of size and commercial 
importance, the second in the peninsula, a most desirable mission station, but it is an 
excellent centre from which to evangelize one of the richest and best farmed sections in 
all Korea.”380  However, as Rev. C. T. Collyer explained, “This city of Songdo is a 
difficult field for Mission Work.” He also illustrated, “It is the richest city in the Empire 
and has a practical monopoly of Korea’s greatest trade. Its inhabitants are wealthy, 
haughty and immoral. Not long ago an ex-official boastingly told me that everybody here 
was a polygamist.”381 To overcome these obstacles, MECS’ Korea missions committee 
appointed Dr. Hardie as a medical missionary to Songdo. Rev. C. T. Collyer expressed 
with hopeful expectations, “We believe that the Doctor [Hardie] (whom we most 
cordially welcome) through his professional skill will find an entrance to hearts and 
homes as yet closed to us.”382  
After he joined MECS “as the first [MECS] medical missionary to Korea,”383 
Hardie temporally worked with Dr. Oliver R. Avison at Jaejungwon (Korean Government 
Hospital, later Severance Hospital) in order to prepare for medical works in Songdo. Dr. 
Hardie briefly explained his circumstances at that moment as follows: 
In June, 1896 after nearly six years service under the Canadian Colleges 
Mission I was compelled to leave Korea with my family and from that 
time until May of this year, [1898] had not been engaged in medical work 
of any kind. Moreover my medical experience in Korea, had been 
confined to dispensary practice, and I therefore felt with Dr. Reid, that in 
view of the Mission’s proposed hospital work in Songdo, I could not 
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spend the next few months better than in making a study of hospital 
methods, and at the same time be getting back into the routine of general 
medical practice. With a view to this end it was arranged that I should 
spend the summer with an old college friend and teacher, Dr. O. R. Avison, 
superintendent of the “Imperial Korean Hospital” [Jaejungwon].384  
 
While working at Jaejungwon, Hardie heard that Mrs. Hardie and his four little daughters 
had arrived in Yokohama, Japan on July 4, 1898.385 The return of Hardie’s big family to 
Korea from Toronto, Canada was “one of the happiest occasions that has transpired 
during the short history” of MECS Korea missions. To the five MECS mission pioneers 
(i.e., Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Reid, Rev. and Mrs. C. T. Collyer and Mrs. Josephine P. 
Campbell) the joining of the Hardie family to the MECS meant “fast losing the sense of 
loneliness that somewhat oppressed us [them] during our [their] first year and look 
forward to the new year with a feeling of confidence that comes from knowing that you 
[they] are in a good crowd and are well supported.”386  
Dr. Hardie moved to Songdo in October 1898 and started medical work at “the 
old ginseng shed which the Collyers had been using as a residence.”387 However, regular 
medical work in Songdo stopped for about seven years because of both the Hardie’s 
move to Seoul in 1899 and the disappointment of Hardie’s successor. Dr. Sherwood Hall 
stressed: 
The next doctor appointed to Songdo never reached his [Hardie’s] post…. 
On reaching Seoul he [the new medical missionary] was greatly 
disappointed to learn that Songdo was a two day journey overland from 
Seoul, that there were no buildings, no equipment—nothing except an 
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opportunity to begin in a ginseng shed and build. He took the next steamer 
back to America, bitterly disillusioned.388  
 
Indeed, medical work in Songdo was restarted by Dr. W. T. Reid (son of Dr. C. F. Reid) 
through establishing “Ivey Hospital” in 1907.389 The initial reason for Hardie’s move to 
Seoul was to take up the position left open by Dr. C. F. Reid upon his return to the United 
States in April 1899 due to the illness of Mrs. Reid (who died in the United States on 
May 17, 1901).390  
Despite the short history of his affiliation, , Hardie, as an experienced and skillful 
missionary in Korea, successfully played his role by replacing Dr. Reid’s superintendent 
position, in particular, for the Seoul Circuit (including some parts of the Kyungki 
province) and Kangwon province. Hardie spent “sixty-one days on the Seoul Circuit 
making three rounds of the work,” and “sixty-six days in Kang-won-do [Kangwon 
province]” in 1899 and 1900.391 During these trips, Hardie not only tried to evangelize 
many indigenous people, but also encouraged Korean Christian leaders. In particular, 
Hardie held the first training class for all Korean class leaders and Korean stewards of 
MECS “in Seoul from February 15 to March 1st” in 1900.392 Also, Mrs. Hardie took over 
Mrs. Reid’s works as an interim.393 
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Furthermore, Hardie moved to Wonsan on December 15, 1900 to take up the 
mission station of MEC, which covered Kangwon province by working with Dr. McGill 
through J. Robert Moose’s taking part in the Seoul Circuit and after he was ordained or 
elected “to deacon’s and elder’s orders under the special missionary provision”394 by 
Bishop Alpheus W. Wilson in the China Mission Conference of November 14–20, 1900. 
Hardie wrote: 
Owing to the expected transfer of the work of the M. E. Mission to our 
church, Dr. McGill kindly invited me to unite with him in his church work 
which I did till the middle of April [1901] when we began to hold separate 
services, which have since been continued with an average attendance of 
twelve.395 
 
The decision to transfer entirely the Wonsan station to MECS on October 10, 1901,396 the 
Korea mission of MECS had three mission stations: Seoul, Songdo [Kaesung], and 
Wonsan.  
Among the three, Wonsan was the most difficult place for missionary works 
because the place was huge and mostly mountainous. Hardie explained with regard to his 
charged mission field as follows: 
The work under my charge may be divided into three circuits, for 
convenience: First the Wonsan community; second the territory to the 
north and west of Wonsan, comprising about the whole of the provinces of 
North and South Ham-kyung and the eastern portion of Pyang-yang 
[Pyongyang] and Whang-hai; third, Kang-won which is the largest of the 
three provinces.397 
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As he had lived and wrought for several years in Wonsan and the vicinity, Hardie already 
knew working in the Wonsan Circuit would be extremely difficult. Nonetheless, Hardie 
not only volunteered to serve in this place, but also successfully accomplished 
evangelical and medical works. For instance, Hardie established the first church at Che-
kyung-te [Ji-Kyung-Dae] in Kangwon province in March 1901.  
Although Hardie had already twice visited Ji-Kyung-Dae where some Korean 
believers had purchased “a house and set it apart for a chapel” in 1900, 398  Hardie 
affirmed that the next year (1901) was the time for establishing a church. Hardie baptized 
fifteen Korean converts out of twenty-two volunteers for baptism after first watching 
“Koreans convicted and weeping aloud on account of sin” in 1901.399 For Hardie, the 
establishment of a church was not just gathering people and preparing a church building, 
but rather the authentic conversion of Korean natives. In addition to his evangelic work, 
Hardie commenced dispensary work, and for a few months (from the middle of July to 
September 1, 1901) 405 patients came “from many points, both north and south of 
Wonsan, not a few having come a distance of 400 or 500 li [97 or 122 miles] and some as 
far as 1000 li [244 miles],” to be treated by Hardie’s medical remedies.400 This served as 
an instrument allowing native Koreans to open their minds and hearts to Christianity. 
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Hardie emphasized, “The work has thus given us a welcome into villages which we 
might otherwise have not been able [to] enter.” 401 
 In sum, through his life journey until the moment of his return as an MECS 
missionary in Wonsan again, Hardie almost always tried to follow in the spirit of Jesus’ 
incarnation by coming down to the lowest places and giving up the highest place. In his 
decision to become a foreign missionary, Hardie selected the more inferior situations for 
God’s Mission. Most missionary volunteers preferred the popular fields, such as India, 
China and Japan, but when Hardie received his calling he chose Korea, the Hermit 
Kingdom. Hardie began his missionary work in Busan, which had no foreign 
missionaries at that time, but as many missionaries, including medical missionaries, 
invaded Busan due to its convenient warm weather and transportation, Hardie moved to 
Wonsan. Moreover, when he had to choose between the Methodist mission boards in 
Korea after having decided to join a denominational church, Hardie was willing to start a 
frontier for new MECS missions instead of choosing the already established MEC 
mission board. Lastly, among the three MECS mission stations in Korea (Seoul, Songdo, 
and Wonsan), Hardie selected the most difficult one, Wonsan, and contributed to the 
advance of evangelical and medical work for both MECS’ Korea missions and God’s 
Kingdom. 
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CHAPTER 5 
WONSAN GREAT REVIVAL 
 Many church historians and church leaders have not only divided the Wonsan 
revival (1903–1906) and the Pyongyang revival (1907), but also regarded the former as a 
general revival and the latter as a great revival. However, the Wonsan revival was a great 
revival too. God used Hardie for this great revival, not because of his repentance but 
because of Hardie’s four characteristics: (1) knowing revival, (2) praying for revival with 
devotional Bible study, (3) pursuing high ideals, and (4) keeping lofty motivations. 
 
Misunderstanding about the Korean Revival 
Generally speaking, the Korean revival is known world-wide as the Pyongyang 
great revival in 1907. In the year 2007 many Korean churches, including the Korean 
Methodist Church, celebrated the centennial anniversary of the Pyongyang great revival 
by holding a large convention in Seoul, where about 70,000 to 100,000 people attended, 
as well as several meetings in other places under the same slogan, “Again 1907.” This 
indicates that many Korean Christians have accepted that the Wonsan revival was a 
general revival or a preliminary step for the great revival in Pyongyang, the Pyongyang 
revival was a great revival. This tendency stems mainly from Yong-Kyu Park (a leading 
Presbyterian church historian of the early Korean revival study) who wrote Pyongyang 
Dae Buhweng Undong [평양 대부흥 운동, The Great Revivalism in Korea: Its History, 
Character, and Impact 1901-1910]. In this book, Park dealt with the early Korean 
revivals by classifying them as three revival movements: the Wonsan revival movement 
(1903), the Pyongyang great revival movement (1907), and the One Million Souls
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movement (1909). 402  However, some points of Park’s arguments must be carefully 
reinvestigated.  
First, Park used irrelevant terminologies for the early Korean revivals by calling 
each of them “Undong,” which means “movement” in the Korean language and by using 
“Revivalism” in the English title of his book. According to the dictionary definitions, 
movement means “a series of organized activities by people working concertedly toward 
some goal,”403  and “Actions, activities, ‘doings’ of a person or body of persons.”404 
Because the early Korean revivals were a result not of people’s efforts but of the 
exceptional work of the Holy Spirit, calling the early Korean revivals “movements” is not 
suitable. Furthermore, even though for a long time the two terms (i.e., revival and 
revivalism) were used interchangeably, the two terminologies have been clearly 
distinguished by Iain H. Murray’s book published in 1994.405 The careful use of the two 
terms is significant. Murray (1931–the present) clearly divided the two in his book, 
Revival and Revivalism. Whereas revival means only for the outpouring or baptism of the 
Holy Spirit, revivalism presents human efforts to bring about revivals.406 Thus, Park’s 
designation of the early Korean revivals as “revivalism” is not appropriate. Since the 
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early Korean revivals were not a result of people’s activities but due to the outpouring 
and exceptional work of the Holy Spirit, Park’s use of the terms “movement” and 
“revivalism” is not reasonable with the exception of the final occurrence, the One Million 
Souls movement. 
Second, the One Million Souls movement was not a revival, but an evangelical 
campaign started in Songdo in 1909 by an MECS missionary, Rev. Marion Boyd Stokes 
(1882–1968, missionary in Korea from 1907 to 1940).407 After receiving “purity of heart 
and the baptism of the Spirit,” Rev. Stokes started praying for “50,000 souls in his two 
circuits [Songdo East and E Chun circuits] during the year” 1909. At the annual meeting 
of MECS in Seoul (September 2–6, 1909) MECS missionaries chose the catchphrase for 
the year of 1910, “this year 200,000 souls for Christ,” which was modified in the General 
Council of Evangelical Missions. The council mainly consisted of Methodist and 
Presbyterian missionaries in Korea who used the watchword, “1,000,000 souls for Christ 
this year [1910].”408 Whether missionaries and Korean churches achieved this goal or not, 
this movement was not a revival but “the soul campaign” as Rev. Underwood called 
it.”409 It could also be qualified as an evangelical campaign whose main purpose was for 
many Korean Christians who already experienced revival to evangelize non-believing 
Koreans. J. Edwin Orr (an expert in the worldwide revival studies) argued that early 
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Korean revivals need to separate from “the evangelistic campaign of 1910–1911.”410 
Thus, Park’s argument that the evangelical movement as a revival need to be corrected, 
even if the movement began with the revival experience of the Methodist missionary, Rev. 
M. B. Stokes. 
Third, it seems that Park regarded rapid church growths as revival. For example, 
he pointed out that at the end of 1906 were “distinguished revival movements”411 around 
mission places in Korea Park went on to explain about rapid church growths in the 
Kwangju, Junnam province, where John Fairman Preston worked,412  and the Wi Ju, 
Pyongbuk province near the Yalu to which Herbert E. Blair evangelized,413 however, 
characteristic revival phenomena (e.g., outpouring of the Holy Spirit and authentic 
conviction of sins) was absent in these places. This suggests that for Park revival is a 
notion containing rapid church growth. However, as Roy E. Shearer already pointed out, 
“We must make clear the distinction between a revival, an evangelistic campaign and 
church growth.”414 Indeed, without discerning genuine revivals apart from any fruitful 
evangelical or rapid church growth movements, people cannot soundly investigate the 
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early Korean revivals. This is because early Korean Protestant churches had sometimes 
experienced rapid church growths without spiritual matters. The early church growth 
movement was often derived not in conjunction with the spiritual and religious matters of 
Korean natives, but from worldly needs of many Koreans who wanted to secure their 
lives and possessions by utilizing the Western powers through Western missionaries or 
from other rioters, such as Donghak mob, Japanese soldiers, and the like. For example, C. 
T. Collyer (one of Hardie’s MECS missionary colleagues and he was working in Songdo 
and the Kangwon province) described rapid church growth that resulted not from 
missionary efforts but from the Russo-Japanese war (1904–1905) as follows: 
The large numbers that are reported came suddenly to us [MECS] and are 
not the result of previous effort to reach the people. One outcome of the 
war between Japan and Russia has been the circulation of all sorts, and 
often the very wildest, of rumors of a political nature. Conspicuous among 
these was that of compulsory emigration to Japan’s newly acquired 
possession in Saghalien [Sakhalin]. Coupled with this went the word that 
the only way to avoid being compelled to leave home was association with 
western foreigners. What easier way of getting the desired connection with 
a westerner than by starting a church and getting a missionary to visit it? 
Vary largely as the result of this we have between 70 and 80 groups on our 
hands whose membership desire anything but spiritual religion.415 
 
Surely, Rev. Collyer considered this rapid church growth as not a revival but as “a 
glorious opportunity” to truly evangelize those Koreans coming to the Western Protestant 
missionaries who had worldly motives. 416  Therefore, although God’s churches could 
rapidly grow as a result of genuine revivals, all cases of rapid church growths should not 
be regarded as revivals. 
Last, but by no means least, Park made a decisive mistake by regarding the 
Wonsan revival as a general revival after separating it from the Pyongyang revival 
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without any sufficient proof. The Wonsan revival was also a great revival, and was not 
the result of Hardie’s repentance as Park understood. Park’s book is helpful for 
understanding the early Korean church history during the 1900s due to his use of a 
variety of primary and secondly sources. However, his book is not beneficial for the study 
of the early Korean revivals.  
 
Revitalization, Renewal, Conversion, Revivalism, Revival, and Awakening 
In order to prove whether the Wonsan revival was a great revival or not, both 
reliable and persuadable criteria for being great are required. Before presenting the 
criteria for a great revival, one needs to cope with some terminologies: revitalization, 
renewal, conversion, revivalism, revival, and awakening.  
In his 1956 article, “Revitalization Movements,” which emphasizes an 
anthropological and cultural perspective, Anthony F. C. Wallace not only investigated the 
concept of revitalization, but also dealt with the process involved in revitalization 
movements. Wallace defined a revitalization movement as either “a deliberate, organized, 
conscious effort by members of a society to construct a more satisfying culture” or “a 
special kind of culture change phenomenon.”417 In other words, when a certain cultural 
society as “a definite kind of organism” confronts a new culture for various reasons, 
people in this society may feel stress or unsatisfied because of its conflict to their mental 
image (i.e., the mazeway).418 In response to this confusion of their mazeway, people 
begin to either tolerate the stress or seek to reduce the stress. For Wallace, if this effort 
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occurs by “the collaboration of a number of persons,” it is a revitalization movement.419 
For the process of a revitalization movement, Wallace offered five steps which are 
somewhat overlapping: 1) steady state, 2) period of increased individual stress, 3) period 
of cultural distortion, 4) period of revitalization, and 5) new steady state. In particular, in 
the period of revitalization, Wallace suggested six important tasks for religious 
revitalization movements: 1) mazeway reformulation, 2) communication, 3) organization, 
4) adaptation, 5) cultural transformation, and 6) routinization.420 
In his book, Signs of the Spirit: How God Reshapes the Church, Howard A. 
Snyder dealt with the issue of church renewal by undertaking a sociological, historical 
study. Snyder defined: 
More specifically, by “renewal movement” I mean a sociologically and 
theologically definable religious resurgence which arises and remains 
within, or in continuity with, historic Christianity, and which has a 
significant (potentially measureable) impact on the larger church in terms 
of number of adherents, intensity of belief and commitment, and/or the 
creation or revitalization of institutional expressions of the church.421 
With seven interpretive frameworks: Ecclesiola in Ecclesia, sect/church typologies, 
believers’ church theories, revivalism theories, revitalization movements, 
modality/sodality typology, Catholic Anabaptist typology, Snyder researched several 
significant renewal movements (e.g., Montanism, Pietism, Moravianism, and Methodism) 
and their main figures (e.g., Montanus, Spener, Francke, Zinzendorf, and Wesley). He 
also not only highlighted the importance of lay leadership for the dynamics of renewal 
movement, but also classified the dimensions of this movement as personal, corporate, 
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conceptual, structural, and missiological. In short, for Snyder, the renewal movement, (as 
a broad notion containing various movements whose purpose is to renew the nature of the 
church) is what the Trinitarian God has intended, what many previous believers have 
established, and what all churches should be involved in. In general, whereas 
revitalization is an anthropological, cultural term, and renewal is a sociological, historical 
term, the next four terminologies (i.e., conversion, revivalism, revival, and awakening) 
focuses more religious, theological, and spiritual aspects.  
Conversion is one of the most important and complicated issues, not only because 
it is the essence and starting point of Christian faith, but also because many people have 
different understandings on it depending on their church background and personal 
experience. Defining conversion as “a reaction in which Christ is central,” E. Stanley 
Jones explained three essential steps for its process: “(1) ‘be converted’ – a new direction; 
(2) ‘become as little children’ – a new spirit; (3) ‘enter the kingdom of God’ – a new 
sphere of living.”422 Jones argued that people should be converted through finding a new 
direction to Jesus Christ, should become children of God who follow not the old but a 
new Spirit; and should enter God’s kingdom. Also, Jones emphasized, “The first step, 
‘the new direction,’ is yours; the second step, ‘the new spirit,’ is His [sic]; the third step, 
‘the new sphere of living,’ is yours and His [sic].”423 Jones understood conversion as a 
synergistic process in which the Triune God and people are cooperating for human 
conversion. 
In his book, Conversion in the New Testament, Richard V. Peace dealt with 
various conversion issues mainly through investigating the conversion cases of the 
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Apostle Paul and Jesus’ twelve disciples. Peace asserted that while the conversion of Paul 
instantly happened, the twelve disciples’ conversions were gradual. However, both cases 
(Paul’s and the twelve disciples’) had to pass through the same process: (1) insight (into 
self and into Jesus), (2) turning (from sin/hardness-of heart to Jesus by repentance and 
faith), and (3) transformation (forgiveness, discipleship, new life).424  This process is 
similar to that of Jones in that human beings and the Triune God should work together for 
conversions. 
Lewis R. Rambo, after defining that “Conversion is a process of religious change 
that takes place in a dynamic force field of people, events, ideologies, institutions, 
expectations, and orientations,” by citing the study of Lofland and Skonovd, dealt with 
six conversion motifs: “intellectual, mystical, experimental, affectional, revivalist, and 
coercive.” 425  This means that people are converted when they are intellectually, 
supernaturally, beneficially, affectionally, emotionally, and/or coercively motivated for 
religious truth, faith, experience and/or community. In particular, when in explaining 
about the revivalist motive, “Individuals are emotionally aroused and new behaviors and 
beliefs are promoted by the pressures exerted,” Rambo wrote, and then described that 
“revival meetings feature emotionally powerful music and preaching.” 426 This may lead 
into the next issue: revivalism vs. revival. 
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As mentioned previously, the two terms (revivalism and revival) had been 
interchangeably used for a long time in the Christian academic and practical field.427 
Strictly speaking, Murray had a somewhat negative impression on revivalism, because he 
maintained that human efforts cannot make revivals or even conversions happen.428 
However, revivalism is “a movement within the Christian tradition that emphasizes the 
appeal of religion to the emotional and affectional nature of individuals as well as to their 
intellectual and rational nature.” 429  Even though many evangelists and revivalists in 
church history depended on the work of the Holy Spirit, they tried to convert non-
believing people by using emotional and affectional means, such as emotional singing 
and preaching. In this sense, revivalism can be defined as a human movement whose 
main purpose is either mass or small evangelism for convictions and conversions which 
depend on the Holy Spirit.  
Historically, “revival” or “awakening” is often described as the phenomenon in 
which God exceptionally outpoured the Holy Spirit into some people causing them to 
become converted and/or received spiritual power for a holy life and the witness of the 
Gospel. Considering the relationship between these two words, J. Edwin Orr wrote, “The 
logic of words suggest ‘revival’ for the revitalizing of a body of Christian believers, and 
‘awakening’ for the stirring of interest in the Christian faith in the related community of 
nominal Christians or unbelievers.”430 In fact, many people are apt to understand that 
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while awakening is the special work of the Holy Spirit usually outside churches for non-
believing people, revival is the exceptional work of the Holy Spirit within churches for 
those who are already Christians. Nonetheless, it seems that the discernment between 
awakening and revival that depends on each to influence either Christians or non-
Christians is useless. Historically, many true awakenings and revivals had affected both 
Christian believers and un-churched people (usually Christians first and then non-
Christians). Accordingly, many of today’s American church historians (e.g., Mark A. Noll, 
and Thomas S. Kidd) have interchangeably used the two terms (awakening and 
revival).431 
More importantly, it is commonly accepted that the religious revival or awakening 
by Jonathan Edwards was “the First Great Awakening” in the United States. However, 
some historians (e.g., Jon Butler and Frank Lambert) argued that the First Great 
Awakening by Edwards was not really great in its scope and lasting effects, but was 
invented by either the mass media of the 1740s or the evangelists in the nineteenth 
century. 432 Nevertheless, the author uses the two factors of great awakening Edwards 
suggested for evaluating the greatness of the Wonsan revival. Whether the First Great 
Awakening was historically and theologically great or not, the standards of the great 
awakening could be effective in assessing how any historical events of revival were great. 
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Criteria for Great Revival 
For the reliable as well as perusable criteria of great revival, two elements of the 
great awakening by Jonathan Edwards (1703–1758) are significant. In his 1737 work, A 
Faithful Narrative of the Surprising Work of God, Edwards described the First Great 
Awakening in Northampton in 1734–1735, and offered two reasons why this awakening 
may be considered great. The first is that it applied to all kinds of people who were both 
“sober and vicious, high and low, rich and poor, wise and unwise,” and old and very 
young,.433 Second, this awakening diffused to other places unlike previous awakenings. 
“It has also been very extraordinary in the extent of it, and its being so swiftly propagated 
from town to town,” Edward emphasized, and he continued, “In former times of the 
pouring out of the Spirit of God on this town, though in some of them it was very 
remarkable, yet it reached no further than this town; the neighboring towns all around 
continued unmoved.”434 For Edwards, because this awakening affected various kinds of 
people (in line with prophecy of the Old Testament prophet Joel according to Joel 2:28b, 
“I will pour out my Spirit on all people”) and swept out into a wide range of places, the 
awakening in Northampton was the First Great Awakening in the United States. 
 
Various Kinds of People 
Various people including foreigners and Korean natives experienced revival in 
Hardie’s Bible conferences or revival services no matter whether they were old or young, 
male or female. Many foreign missionaries and their children in Korea had received the 
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infilling of the Holy Spirit in Hardie’s meetings. At first, some foreign missionaries in 
Wonsan in 1903 received the outpouring of the Holy Spirit while Hardie presented a 
series of lectures on prayer at the one-week Bible study meeting offered only for 
missionaries. This meeting was held at the house of two MECS female missionaries (i.e., 
Miss Arrena Carroll and Miss Mary H. Knowles) on August 24–30, 1903.435 At this 
meeting “seven missionaries” 436  attended, of whom four were the Wonsan resident 
missionaries of MECS (i.e., Miss Arrena Carroll who later became Mrs. C. T. Collyer, 
Miss Mary H. Knowles who later became Mrs. J. B. Ross,437  Rev. Joseph Lumpkin 
Gerdine, and Dr. Hardie); one was a CPC Wonsan missionary (i.e., Miss Louise Hoard 
McCully); and two were outside MECS missionaries (i.e., Miss Mary Culler White from 
China and Miss Josephine C. Hounshell from Seoul) who spent three weeks in 
Wonsan.438  
In order to address “three essentials to effectual prayer,” Hardie chose three 
Biblical passages, John 14:12–14, 15:7, and 16:23–24, with three topics: “faith in Christ, 
abiding in Christ, and an experience of Pentecost.”439 However, during the preparation for 
these lectures, Hardie “realized that he would not be honest in giving them, because he 
had not the faith [not for conversion or regeneration, but for working with God] spoken 
of in the first text, because he as well as his hearers knew that he did not live an abiding 
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life, and because he was unwilling to confess his need of the infilling of the Holy Spirit, 
though he had sought it for years.”440 “Conviction deepened and peace was found only in 
the exercise of faith for cleansing from all sin, the determination to abide in Christ and 
His words abide in him, and the conscious receiving of the Holy Spirit,” Hardie professed, 
and also wrote, “As he gave his talks on prayer he told of the experiences through which 
he had passed, and immediately others were led into the same experience.”441 As Hardie 
stated, the missionaries who attended the Wonsan meeting received the Holy Spirit. “The 
Holy Spirit came into our midst and took of the things of Christ and showed them unto 
us,” Miss Josephine Hounshell explained, and she continued, “I realized that during the 
past year my life had not been the life of power that it should have been, and by the help 
of the Father [sic] I committed myself unto Him [sic] anew for cleansing, keeping and 
use.”442 In the same way, Miss Arrena Carroll confessed, “the Spirit of the Lord was upon 
us, and, like Peter on the mount of transfiguration, we frequently said, the one to the other, 
“It is good for us to be here.””443 
In addition to foreign missionaries, many missionary children experienced the 
Holy Spirit at Hardie’s meetings. The case of Sherwood Hall is a good example for this. 
Sherwood Hall (1893–1991), who was the son of missionary James Hall, experienced 
revival in Hardie’s meeting at the Pyongyang Namsanhyun Methodist church in 1906.444 
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Sherwood Hall became a medical missionary in Korea after graduating from the Medical 
School at the University of Toronto in 1932,445 and forsaking his vision of becoming a 
businessperson in the Western world after experiencing the outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
at one of Hardie’s meetings.  Dr. Sherwood Hall confessed, “The writer was one of the 
children who gave his heart to God and dedicated his life to medical missionary service at 
that time [Hardie’s meeting in Pyongyang of 1906] and looks upon Dr. Hardie as his 
spiritual father.”446 
Many Koreans, including the yangban (the upper class) and poor widows, men 
and women, boys and girls, were convicted by the Holy Spirit or received the outpouring 
of the Holy Spirit at Hardie’s meetings. Not long after the Wonsan missionary meeting, 
when Hardie confessed his experience before his Korean congregation at “the First 
Church Wonsan,”447 they were also awakened. After receiving a note that Rev. Fredrik 
Franson (1852–1908), Director of the Scandinavian Missionary Alliance,448 wanted to 
lead the one-week union evangelistic service in Wonsan, Hardie invited Korean native 
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helpers and some of the church members and led the daily Bible study and prayer 
meetings on the construction site of the First Church Wonsan.449 During one of Hardie’s 
daily meetings “on top of a pile of lumber,” a young Korean man “arose and read from a 
sheet of paper a list of sins, on account of which he said he had for several days been so 
troubled that he could no longer keep the matter of to himself.”450 Soon afterwards, 
another young man who was Dr. Ross’ language teacher, and belonged to the high class, 
experienced revival in Hardie’s Sunday worship service before attending the Franson’s 
meeting. “[A] young man who had not heard of Christianity until five months before, 
arose at the close of the service and said that for several days he had been so burdened on 
account of his sins that he could not sleep and that he felt constrained to confess them in 
hopes of finding relief,” Hardie described. He went on to explain, “He was of “Yang-ban” 
extraction,” and “now [in 1914] one of the leading pastors in Korea, has lived a life of 
power, never having had, so far as we know, a lapse in his faith.”451  
One MECS missionary showed another example of true life change of a poor 
Korean woman attending Hardie’s meeting as follows: 
One woman—a poor widow—was greatly blessed in the meeting Dr. 
Hardie held in our church and since that time her development has been 
truly marvelous. Not many weeks later she came saying that she felt she 
must tell others of this wonderful power which the indwelling Spirit gives 
for victory over sin. Since then, she has travelled over a large section of 
our District visiting the churches—all without even a cent from us to 
defray her expenses. Her reports on returning were full of joy, and that she 
was a blessing to the churches she visited was proven by the testimony of 
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the various churches and their urgent request that she be sent to them 
again.452 
 
One missionary wife (Mrs. Edith F. McRae) stated, “Such conviction of sin! Even the 
stupid ignorant women, whom we, in the smallness of our faith, feared could not 
understand, were manifestly taught of the Spirit.”453 Many female students at the Carolina 
Institute in Seoul (an MECS mission school for Korean girls, and later, Baewha Women’s 
School) were convicted, converted, and awakened by receiving the Holy Spirit in 
Hardie’s meeting in 1904. Miss Josephine C. Hounshell explained: 
The best of all God’s gifts to us and the [Carolina] school this year [1904] 
was a revival in April. After the arrival of our [MECS] missionaries from 
the different stations, we had daily mission prayer meetings for about two 
weeks and then Dr. Hardie by the power of the Holy Ghost preached in 
our church for a week…. Many of our girls were converted, those who 
were Christians were quickened, and some confessed to having received 
the Holy Spirit.454  
 
Miss Hounshell distinguished between the conversion experience of non-believing 
Korean girls from the experience of awakening or Spirit baptism of the already Christian 
girls. This would suggest that at Hardie’s meetings while non-Christians and nominal 
Christians were truly converted, Christians received the baptism or fullness of the Holy 
Spirit which gave those Christians spiritual power to overcome their sins and to witness 
the Gospel. A writing written by seven-year-old Korean boy reveals how young children 
became strong witnesses for Jesus Christ through the experience of the Holy Spirit. The 
anonymous young boy wrote: 
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The meaning of eternal life is to live forever. Now what must we do to 
obtain eternal life? If we serve Jesus, obey and preach his word, we will 
go to heaven. Have mercy, have mercy on all this people! Let us hasten, 
arise and cause the people to awake from their slumber! Let our greatest 
desire be to preach Jesus and bring all the world to Christ so that they may 
have eternal life. I hope all people with us may enjoy this blessing.455 
 
An MEC Pyongyang resident missionary, Rev. John Z. Moore, noted, “At one place three 
of the Christian boys, one only seven years old, went to a market town and preached on 
market day.”456 Indeed, many boys and girls from two MEC mission schools (i.e., Baejae 
Hakdang and Ewha Hakdang) as well as many Korean Christians including church 
leaders (e.g., Korean preachers, Bible Women, class leaders, Sunday school teachers) 
were attending Hardie’s meetings in Seoul and experienced the Holy Spirit. The journal, 
The Korea Methodist, presented: 
The series of meetings conducted by Dr. Hardie in the First M. E. Church, 
Seoul, closed October 9th after nineteen days of services. The meetings 
were held especially for work among the boys and girls of our two schools 
in Chung Dong, but the influence soon spread to the church members until 
many were in attendance from all the Methodist churches in the city. The 
power of the Spirit was present in a marked degree. Many made public 
confession of sins and none having heard them could doubt the sincerity of 
their repentance. A number of prominent men [sic] in the church who had 
never known any thing more than an intellectual ‘conversion were brought 
to a knowledge of sin and pardon through Christ.’ Native preachers, Bible 
women, class-leaders and S. S. [Sunday School] teachers who had grown 
cold in service were quickened and led into a higher plane of Christian 
living. Almost all the large boys attending Pai-Chai [Baejae Hakdang] 
confessed their sins publicly and began a new life. The change in the lives 
of the girls of Ewa Haktang [Ewha Hakdang] testifies to the work done in 
their hearts. They with their native teachers begin the work of the new 
year with renewed consecration to Christ and his service as a result of the 
meetings. We are confident that what we have been permitted to see done 
in the hearts of our Korean Christians is the result of fervent united prayer, 
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and we hope that the friends of Korea may join with us in prayer for still 
greater “showers of blessing.”457 
 
Furthermore, many aged people as well were either converted or received baptism of the 
Holy Spirit. For example, when God allowed “a spiritual revelation” of the Lord and 
forgiveness of sins in a Bible class for women, a grandmother, who was “86 years old, 
feeble and deaf, and bent almost double with age, but trusting Jesus simply as a little 
child,” was truly converted.458 
Thus, because various kinds of people, ranging from foreign missionaries and 
missionary children, high and poor classes, native adult Korean men and women, and 
young girls and boys, repented of their sins, were converted, and were awakened by the 
exceptional work of the Holy Spirit (during Hardie’s meetings and also at the meetings of 
some people who were recipients of the revivals) the Wonsan revival (1903–1906) meets 
the requirements for being a great revival led by Hardie as God’s instrument for bringing 
this precious blessing to Korea. 
 
Diffused to Other Places 
After the breakout of the Wonsan revival at the First Church Wonsan in 1903, the 
revival fire swept throughout the Korean peninsula. For Hardie, the Wonsan great revival 
started a few weeks after the Wonsan missionary meeting and then spread out to almost 
all of Korea over several years. Hardie highlighted, “God was present in convicting and 
sanctifying power and the first direct result of this meeting was the revival which began a 
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few weeks later and swept over all Korea for several years.” 459  The revival fire 
continually prevailed in Wonsan from September of 1903 until the MECS winter Bible 
Study class (사경회, ?經?, Sa-kyung-whoe), which lasted for two weeks from January 
25 to February 7, 1904.460 Receiving the assistance of three missionary colleagues, Miss 
Arrena Carroll, Miss Mary H. Knowles, and Rev. Joseph Lumpkin Gerdine, Hardie led 
the winter Bible class. “The Lord had been present with us and the Sunday on which we 
had intended to close the class was one of the best our church had yet seen,” Hardie 
reported, and then he continued, “The morning service was continued throughout the day 
and before its close several of our members had more intelligently and completely than 
ever before dedicated themselves to God and by faith received the fullness of the Holy 
Spirit.”461 
The revival fire moved to Kangwon province after Hardie opened a Bible Study 
class at the Sae-sul-mak church on March 2–13, 1904.462 “During the next twelve days I 
saw all who attended the class moved as they had never been moved before and nearly all 
who had been connected with us during the past three years, as well as several new 
comers, were converted,” Hardie explained, and he also emphasized, “they too had been 
praying crowned with a gracious outpouring of the Spirit’s power.”463  
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After finishing the Bible Study class in Kangwon province, under the strong 
leading of the Lord, Hardie delivered the revival fire to the other two MECS mission 
places in Songdo [Kaesung] and Seoul during March and April 1904. Hardie wrote, “At 
the close of this service [in Kangwon province] it appeared to be plainly the Lord’s 
leading that I should go on to Seoul, and as opportunity opened up for work there and in 
Songdo, I began to realize that the promise in Josh. 14:9 was larger than I had at first 
expected.”464 Defining Hardie’s Songdo meeting as “genuine Methodist revival,” Rev. 
Willard Gliden Cram (1875–1969), who graduated from Asbury College in 1898 and 
came to Korea in 1902 as an MECS missionary, described: 
About the first of March [1904] Dr. Hardie, our missionary stationed in 
Wonsan, began a series of revival services in the city of Songdo which 
reached not only the city memberships but also our country constituency. 
In that meeting our Korean helper and colporteurs began to realize the 
power of the gospel; the meaning of sin; the experience of the new life; the 
fullness of the Holy Ghost as they had never realized these truths.465 
 
Rev. Cram added, “Last spring [in 1904] a revival of old time power and spiritual fervor 
was held in Songdo. Many received forgiveness of sin and entered into the divine life. 
Some also received the Holy Spirit.”466 
Hardie came to Seoul in March 1904 to lead the revival meeting at Ja-Kyo church 
for ten days. In this meeting, many MECS Christians in Seoul and in the vicinity were 
awakened and became transformed from professing Christians to Christians with spiritual 
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power to live in the Word of God and to witness the Gospel. Rev. J. Robert Moose, an 
MECS missionary in Korea from 1899 to 1924,467 wrote: 
In March [1904] Dr. Hardie came to Seoul and conducted a ten days 
meeting in the Chat-Coal church [now, Ja-Kyo Methodist church] which 
was attended by most of our people living in the city and some few came 
in from some of the country churches. This was a most wonderful meeting 
in which conviction for sin was so deep that it led to many most 
disgraceful confessions and restitution of stolen goods. Many of our 
people were brought to know for the first time what sin and forgiveness 
really mean. The results of this meeting are abiding in the new lives of 
those who attended and received the blessing. These meetings have proved 
to us all that the Holy Spirit does move on the hearts of Koreans, resulting 
in conviction and the witness to present salvation. Too often it has been 
the case that our converts to Christianity in this country have had only a 
conversion of the head, while the heart remained ignorant of the cleansing 
power of the Holy Spirit.”468 
 
In particular, for Rev. Moose, the result of the revival was not church growth, but true 
repentance and forgiveness, evidenced in a life of perfect love and fullness of the Holy 
Spirit.469 After proclaiming the strong manifestation of the Holy Spirit within the MECS 
mission fields (e.g., Wonsan, Songdo, and Seoul) during the years of 1903 to 1904, Rev. 
Moose encouraged MECS missionaries and Christians to pray for all native Christians, 
including those belonging to different denominations, saying, “Let us pray that this 
revival spirit may spread till every native Christian in all this land shall have been 
touched by its power.”470  
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 As a result of both the prayer of MECS missionaries and Korean Christians and 
the Hardie’s significant role, the revival fire began to spread out to MEC mission areas, 
such as Seoul, Pyongyang, and Incheon beginning late in 1904. Hardie led revival 
services at the First Methodist Church, MEC (now Jung-Dong Methodist church) in 
Seoul from September 26 to October 9, 1904. In these meetings, “The power of the Spirit 
was presen [sic] in a marked degree,” and many churched and un-churched people 
became converted and experienced revival.471 Afterwards, Hardie and Rev. Moose headed 
for Pyongyang, and from October 16, 1904 on they held a series of revival services in 
which “The Lord has been with us in power,” and “A number of our [MEC] people, 
including several of our [Korean] preachers, have been convicted of having sin is their 
lives.”472 “In Sin Chang [within Pyongyang], the largest place, there has been a very 
marked and wonderful growth, not only in numbers, but in grasp of spiritual truth,” Rev. 
A. L. Becker (an MEC missionary in Pyongyang) reported for the year 1904. In addition, 
he wrote, “Among some of the members there has been a definite and earnest seeking 
after the “infilling of the Spirit,” with such result as to make one’s heart rejoice at the 
possibilities before even this people.”473 
Hardie also delivered the revival fire to the areas around Incheon before leaving 
Korea in November 1904.474 In his writing, published on December 10, 1904, an MEC 
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missionary in Incheon, Rev. E. M. Cable reported, “One of the most satisfactory and 
genuine revivals held on the West Korean District [of MEC] was conducted by Dr. Hardie 
of the Methodist Church, South, in our Wesley Church [now, Incheon Nae-Ri church], 
Chemulpo [Jaemulpo].”475 The strong manifestation of the Holy Spirit influenced the 
church at first and then swept over the places surrounding the church with the evangelical 
fever of the infilling of the Spirit experienced at Hardie’s meeting. Rev. Cable wrote: 
This gracious work of grace began principally within the church but its 
influence has been felt to a large extent over the entire district. Those who 
were present and received the blessing have gone out and preached in to 
others, and I feel sure it is just the beginning of a great revival over the 
entire work.476 
 
The revival fire that was ignited by Hardie in Wonsan in 1903 moved to other places, 
such as Kangwon province, Songdo, Seoul, Pyongyang, and Incheon in the MECS and 
MEC mission boards during the years of 1903 to 1904.  
 The revival phenomena not only occurred repeatedly in the mission fields of the 
two Methodist churches, but also occurred at different denominational churches, such as 
Presbyterian worship during the period from 1905 to 1906. More importantly, during 
Hardie’s furlough from November 1904 477  to December 1905, 478  the revival fire 
continually spread out through the entire Korean peninsula. This clearly presents that the 
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early Korean revival occurred not by Hardie’s human attempts but by the sovereign will 
of God. Through Hardie’s involvement the Holy Spirit directly convicted many sinners 
and revived many Christians in various places where those who already experienced 
revival in Hardie’s meetings (e.g., Misses Knowles and Carroll, and Revs. Cram and 
Gerdine) led Bible classes. Within the women’s Bible classes in Wonsan (February 1905), 
in Kangwha (February 1905),479 and in Songdo (April 1905), many Methodist women 
(MEC and MECS) not only increased their knowledge of God’s word and the love of 
Jesus Christ, but also received “revived spiritual blessings”480 or “the power of the Holy 
Spirit to keep from sin.” 481  The Songdo meeting was led by Rev. Cram and Miss 
Carroll.482 Also, a Korean traditional custom was transformed and widely conducted as a 
Christian offering, the so-called Sungmi (성미, ??, Holy Rice) from the MECS North 
Ward Songdo church in 1905. Rev. Cram explained: 
The women in this [North Ward Songdo] church said that when they 
served the devil they did it with so much zeal that every time the family 
rice was cooked a handful of rice was taken out and the end of a certain 
period this rice was offered to the devil in sacrifice, therefore; since they 
had become Christians they should serve the Lord with as much zeal at 
least and thereupon they would as before give a handful at each cooking 
and have it sent in for the support of their circuit preacher. Their example 
was followed the next month by the women of some of the other 
congregations and now it has spread to all the churches of both [North 
Ward and South Ward Songdo] circuits, bringing in quite a sum each 
month for pastoral support.483 
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After receiving the genuine outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the Songdo Christians not only 
changed their lord from the devil to the true God, but also became passionate Christians. 
Around the Korean New Year’s Day in 1906, Rev. Gerdine went to Hamheung in 
Hamkyung province (now, in North Korea) to help Rev. and Mrs. Edith F. McRae who 
were CPC missionaries there. At first, Rev. and Mrs. McRae wanted Gerdine to focus on 
evangelism for non-believing people, but when he came to Hamheung the plan changed.  
For Gerdine, the main purpose of revival meetings was not church growth, but the 
baptism or fullness of the Holy Spirit for people who were already Christians. “After our 
Brother’s [Gerdine’s] arrival, however, it was decided rather to hold meetings for the 
Christians and those who had begun to attend our church, about three hundred in all, with 
a view to deepening spiritual life,” Mrs. McRae explained, and she stressed, “The people 
were evidently hungering for strong food, and as I have said never before did I realize the 
miracle of the Spirit’s teaching as shown during those wonderful days.”484 
 After coming back to Korea in December 1905, Hardie led a Bible conference for 
both Methodist and Presbyterian missionaries of Pyongyang in August 1906. The main 
subject of this conference was “the deepening of our [MEC and PCUSA missionaries’] 
spiritual life,” and Hardie greatly help those missionaries.485 Rev. Graham Lee (a PCUSA 
missionary in Pyongyang) confessed, “At that meeting was born the desire in our hearts 
that God’s Spirit would take complete control of our lives and use us mightily in His [sic] 
service.”486 Another PCUSA missionary in Pyongyang (Rev. George S. McCune) testified, 
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“We missionaries had our union meetings with the Methodists [MEC] one week before 
the class [Bible class for PCUSA Korean Christians in January 1907, which was regarded 
as the starting point of the Pyongyang great revival] began.”487 This implies that the 
Pyongyang missionaries were awakened in Hardie’s meeting and began to pray for the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit among the Korean Christians in Pyongyang. 
In October 1906, Rev. Gerdine was invited to lead a revival meeting in Mokpo (a 
port in the Julra province on the southwestern tip of the Korean peninsula) by a PCUS 
missionary (Rev. J. F. Preston). “The object of the meeting was to arouse and quicken 
Christians, rather than to reach directly the outsiders, and the object was attained most 
gratifyingly,” Rev. Preston mentioned, and he also described:  
As the Spirit, through him [Gerdine], took the Word and reasoned of 
righteousness, and temperance, and the judgment, of the sinfulness of sin, 
and the necessity of cleansing, a deathlike hush fell on all, cutting deep 
down into men’s [sic] hearts and laying bare secret sins and hidden 
cancers of the soul.488 
 
In November of 1906, January and February of 1907, many MECS Christians in Songdo 
North circuit including Kangwon province experienced the strong manifestation of the 
Holy Spirit. “In the month of November [1906] the work lying in the north of the Kang-
won province was visited with a genuine revival, and the remainder of the circuit 
received the same blessing during the months of January and February [1907],” Rev. W. 
G. Cram noted, and which he depicted in the following, “The Holy Spirit minifested 
[manifested] Himself [sic] in great power, honoring the work of these humble men [sic], 
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convincing of sin, regenerating the penitent, and bringing a wide-spread desire upon the 
part of the whole church to live closer to the teachings of Christ.”489  
Along with its influence on various kinds of people, the early Korean revival, 
which was ignited by Hardie in Wonsan of 1903, spread out the almost all Korean 
mission fields from Methodists to Presbyterians (e.g., Wonsan, Kangwon province, 
Songdo, Seoul of MECS from 1903; Seoul, Pyongyang, Incheon of MEC from 1904; 
Hamheung in Hamkyung province of CPC from 1905; Pyongyang of PCUSA from 1906, 
and Mokpo of PCUS from 1906). Therefore, the Wonsan revival was authentically a great 
revival with Hardie as the primary figure as God’s instrument for the Wonsan great 
revival.  
 
Revival by Repentance? 
Many scholars and church leaders, both Korean and Western, have usually 
considered the repentance of Hardie as the reason for the Wonsan great revival. Therefore, 
during the centennial anniversary of the Pyongyang great revival in 2007 “revival by 
repentance” was a popular formula for a resurgence of the great revival among Korean 
churches. Many Korean Christians believed that if they repented of their sins, God will 
allow great revivals and even believed this to be biblical teaching. Nevertheless, revival 
by repentance is not a biblical principle, and some points in terms of Hardie’s repentance 
should be reexamined. 
The best known verse used as a biblical principle for revival is 2 Chronicles 7:14, 
“if my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my 
face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their 
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sin and will heal their land.” Considering this verse, many Korean Christian leaders have 
asserted that our repentance and prayer make a revival happen. However, although he 
accepted the importance of prayer for revivals, Iain H. Murray offered a different idea by 
insisting that this verse does not mean revival but rather refers to the restoration of Israel 
and its land. Rev. Murray explained further: 
The promise cannot be of revival, for revival has to do with the abundant 
giving of the Holy Spirit and that giving, as Old Testament Scripture made 
clear, lay in the future. It was in the future for Joel, for Ezekiel and all the 
prophets: ‘It shall come to pass afterward [emphasis added] that I will 
pour out My Spirit on all flesh’ (Joel 2:28; Ezek. 47:1-10).490 
 
As many prophets predicted in the Old Testament, God will pour out the Holy Spirit in 
the future (after Jesus’ death and ascension), bringing true revival. Additionally, Jesus did 
not say that the disciples should repent to receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit; instead, 
He said, “Do not leave Jerusalem, but wait for the gift my Father promised, which you 
have heard me speak about. For John baptized with water, but in a few days you will be 
baptized with the Holy Spirit” (Acts 1:4–5). In this sense, revival by repentance is not a 
biblical idea. Also, repentance is not really connected to revival; rather it is more directly 
related to conversion or sanctification, even though an authentic revival often will cause 
people to confess their hidden sins, bringing true repentance. 
 From studying the case of Hardie, it may be concluded that repentance is not the 
mechanism for making a revival but a result of the Spirit baptism and a driving force for 
regeneration and sanctification under the general work of the Holy Spirit.491 The time of 
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Hardie’s repentance in the Wonsan great revival must be reconsidered when examining 
Hardie’s case. Based on the understanding that revival is defined as the coming or 
baptism of the Holy Spirit to people who were already Christians, the personal revival 
experience of Hardie happened before his confession of sins. Hardie reported, “The first 
duty the Holy Spirit required when He [sic] came upon me was acknowledgement to 
those before whom the greater part of my missionary life had been spent, of my past 
failure, and of the cause of that failure.”492 This shows that Hardie’s repentance was not 
revival but resulted from the Spirit baptism.  
Furthermore, even though it is well-known that he confessed his “national 
efficiency,”493 “racial supremacy,”494 or “his superiority as a white man,”495  when he 
repented his “pride, hardness of heart and lack of faith”496 before the congregation of the 
First Church Wonsan in 1903, Hardie did not repent of his feelings of white supremacy. 
In fact, Hardie sustained his white supremacy until 1923. Hardie left the president 
position of the Hyupsung (Union) Methodist Seminary (now, Methodist Theological 
University in Seoul) in 1923 due to his white supremacy which had resulted in a debate 
with three Korean students (i.e., Jin-Ku Lee, Who-Seung Shin, and Ju-Bu Jun) about sins 
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of the United Kingdom which occupied and afflicted many countries of Africa and Asia 
(e.g., India and China). 497  In the same way, Mrs. Hardie “was proud of her Irish 
lineage.”498 Nonetheless, God chose Hardie for the early Korean great revival. Based on 
this, revival by repentance does not explain Hardie’s case or the Wonsan great revival. 
Moreover, it is commonly said that while Hardie was a failure in his mission work 
before his revival experience, his mission was successful after the revival. By saying this, 
many suggest that Hardie struggled with a low numerical increase of converts and church 
members. In fact, in his 1903 report, Hardie confessed his failure in missions, but this did 
not indicate a small byproduct of converts or of church members. Rather, his failure 
referred to the spiritual dimension of professing Christians. Hardie wrote: 
Although not conscious of any obstacle in myself that could account for 
the absence of results in my work, yet as I labored and chafed under it, 
there was forced upon me more and more the consciousness of a lack of 
spiritual power, which was in itself a sufficient cause for failure in a work 
which is as God has said, “Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit.”... 
On the contrary discipline when necessary has not been neglected, and 
although we have found it necessary to reduce its membership the church 
has not been weakened thereby. Whenever we have work established there 
are some who give evidence of advance in the spiritual life, and on the 
whole work is, I believe, in a more satisfactory and hopeful condition than 
it was last year [1902].499 
 
After realizing the fact that human efforts could not produce true conversions and deepen 
spiritual lives, Hardie confessed his mistake that he was not fully dependent on the Holy 
Spirit, who gives Christians spiritual power to overcome sins and to evangelize the 
Gospel. According to the writing of L. H. McCully, “Fruits of the Revival,” she regarded 
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not church growth but the spiritual and witnessing power of Christians as fruits of revival. 
McCully wrote: 
During the first week in January she [Bible woman Hannah] attended 
revival services in Ham Heung [now North Korea] and there for the first 
time intelligently claimed the baptism of the Holy Spirit for service. At 
later services these experiences became deeper and she learned as never 
before wherein the true secret of power lies and made a very full surrender 
of herself to God. In the spring, as the [she] accompanied me on 
intinerating trips to various out stations, it was easy to see the great change 
that had come over her and the earnest spirit with which she entered into 
her work was most inspiring. As she herself spoke of what she had 
experienced she said “I used to do my work according to the flesh, but 
now I see how little that accomplishes and that I must always have the 
power of the Holy Spirit.500 
 
Although the ultimate goal of missionaries and Korean Christians was evangelization, 
their first aim did not produce an increase of church members, and they came to realize 
that when the coming of the Holy Spirit on Christians makes their evangelistic efforts 
more powerful, as well as effective, for people to become truly converted and 
transformed. For this reason, both missionaries and Korean Christians prayed for revival 
and this atmosphere came from Hardie’s initial revival experience and his later 
evangelistic work. 
 
Why Hardie 
It could be asked why God allowed the great revival to occur in Korea and chose 
to use Hardie for that work if it was not contingent on Hardie’s personal repentance. The 
ultimate answer depends on the sovereign will of God. Indeed, as Donald A. McGavran 
insisted, “Human beings can neither command it [revival] nor make God grant it [revival]” 
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because revival is dependent on God’s sovereign will.501 Nevertheless, there may be four 
possible explanations that can be posed: (1) Hardie’s knowledge of revival, (2) his prayer 
for revival with devotional Bible study, (3) his pursuit of high ideals, and (4) his lofty 
motivations. Whereas the first two factors were fundamental elements, the last two 
elements were more essential aspects in explaining why God utilized Hardie for the great 
revival. Hardie once confessed, “High ideals and lofty motivations are not enough 
without the necessary spiritual power to carry them out.”502 The original intention of this 
statement was to highlight the importance of the Holy Spirit and the word of God: “Not 
by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit” (Zechariah 4:6). Nonetheless, Hardie’s focus 
on “high ideals and lofty motivations” distinguished him in comparison with the other 
foreign missionaries in his time era, and God surly recognized Hardie. 
First of all, Hardie understood what revival or Spirit baptism is. Hardie described 
his revival experience by saying, “I had received the baptism of the Holy Spirit.”503 This 
means that Hardie regarded the baptism of the Holy Spirit as a revival. Hardie had also 
been familiar with revivals from his regular attendance at the Methodist class meetings at 
his high school.504  When he was an independent missionary in Wonsan, Hardie had 
already realized the importance of the Holy Spirit for missions and the baptism of the 
Holy Spirit. In his report on June 14, 1894, Hardie emphasized, “I have of late felt the 
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need of a fresh baptism of the Spirit.”505 Later, through reading books by Adoniram 
Judson Gordon506 (1836–1895), a Baptist preacher and founder of the Boston Missionary 
Training Institute (now Gordon–Conwell Theological Seminary in Boston) in 1889, 
Hardie became more fascinated for the baptism of the Holy Spirit. Hardie mentioned the 
two books of Dr. Gordon: The Holy Spirit in Missions, 507  and The Ministry of the 
Spirit,508 in his writing on August 6, 1895: 
Dr. Gordon’s emphasis of the fact that without the aid and guidance of the 
Holy Spirit we labor in vain, is his strong point and is worthy the study of 
all engaged in missionary work, whether at home or on the field. This 
recognition of the absolute need of the presence of the Spirit lies at the 
root of all success.509  
 
Hardie knew the importance of the leading of the Holy Spirit in missions and ministries, 
and also believed that Christians need the infilling, baptism, and fullness of the Holy 
Spirit, which gave them the assurance and power to overcome their sins and to become 
brave witnesses for the Gospel. He did not, however, severely discern the specific work 
of the Holy Spirit for the real conversion of non-believing Koreans from Spirit baptism 
for Christians. Therefore, the notion that knowing about true revivals is what is required 
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in order for God to allow revivals, and the tendency regarding rapid church growth or 
evangelistic campaign for just increasing the numbers of church memberships as revivals 
should be corrected. 
Second, along with his supporters and some missionary colleagues, Hardie had 
been praying for a revival or the Spirit baptism with prayerful Bible study. Hardie once 
requested, “I wish that you and other members of the [Canadian College Mission] Board 
would make a special point of asking that we may be wholly possessed by the Spirit, so 
that all with whom we have to do may see in us only the Spirit of the Lord Jesus.”510 
When his Toronto friends supported Hardie, his Canadian sponsors prayed for Hardie’s 
missions every Saturday night at 9 o’clock, which corresponded with the time of the 
Sunday worship at 11 a.m. in Korea.511  Because they already knew about the “true 
meaning of a life filled with His [Holy Spirit’s] power” through Dr. A. J. Gordon who 
visited Toronto in 1894 and passed away in February 1, 1895,512 and received the prayer 
requests of Hardie, the Toronto supporters had probably prayed for the Spirit baptism for 
both Hardie and his Korean Christians at least since 1894. In addition, Hardie’s 
missionary colleague, Mrs. Josephine P. Campbell (an early MECS female missionary in 
Seoul) in a piece of writing from 1902 revealed her desire for the Spirit baptism as 
follows: 
We are one of the seven branches our Southern Methodism whose integral 
number is one and a half millions of people, and small though our branch 
may be success or failure on our part will affect the whole body; one truly 
Holy Ghost baptized Christian in Korea will quicken and stimulate the 
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healthy growth of each of the other branches, represented in China, Brazil, 
Mexico, Japan and Cuba with also a reflex influence on the great body in 
our Southland.513 
 
Mrs. Campbell prayed for the Spirit baptism of one MECS (probably female) missionary 
in Korea, and hoped that the revival fire would spread throughout all MECS Woman’s 
mission fields, including the Southern United States. Due to the previous prayers which 
were based on devotional Bible study for revival by Hardie’s supporters, co-workers, and 
Hardie himself, which started from at least ten years previous and lasted until God 
answered these prayers, God allowed the Wonsan great revival in 1903 through Hardie. 
 Third, Hardie pursued high ideals. As previously stated, the early Methodist 
(MEC and MECS) missionaries focused on producing authentic Christians instead of 
professing and nominal Christians and increasing the number of church attendance. The 
Methodist missionaries strictly classified Korean Christians into four groups: inquirers, 
probationers, baptized probationers, and full members. This mission strategy was defined 
as “a high ideal” by a leading PCUSA mission leader, Robert E. Speer (1867–1947) who 
visited various mission fields including Korea in 1896-1897.514 Like those Methodist 
missionaries, Hardie had focused on making real Christians as the result of doing his 
mission and evangelistic work. For example, Hardie received twenty-three transferred 
Korean Christians in Hak-ik Tong (“a small mountain village 18 miles from Wonsan”) 
from the MEC mission of Dr. McGill, and among them two or three were baptized as full 
members and eleven were baptized as probationers, but Hardie reported all of them just 
as probationers. Hardie explained: 
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My second visit to Hak-ik Tong was unexpected and when my helper and I 
arrived at the leader’s home, where the class was accustomed to meet, 
preparations were being made for the observance of a heathen festival. An 
investigation followed, and better things were promised. Most of the 
members here are very weak and they have not yet been received into full 
communion. All the members of this group are therefore reported in this 
[1902] year’s statistics as probationers.515 
 
In order to prohibit both the misuse of the Church of Christ by those who wanted only 
worldly protection and the making of nominal Christians within his mission field, Hardie 
refused raising the church flag, which originally started in 1894 by Rev. William John 
McKenzie in order to distinguish the Sorai church from Korean indigenous shrines and to 
protect the Sorai Christians from Donghaks.516 Hardie described: 
The turning to Christianity in this region [the Northwestern counties of the 
Kangwon province]  was not for the sake of salvation but in the hope that 
in it might be found a source of protection against extortion practiced by 
the “Pedlar’s Guild,” which since the overthrow of the Independence club 
in 1898, has had to a considerable extent government recognition. Some 
went further than this, taking the names of Christian and building what 
they called churches, with the express intent of themselves carrying on 
extortion. The “flag pole” which since the Tong Hak rebellion in 1894 has 
been in many parts of Korea the distinguishing feature of a church lot, was 
invariably erected beside these buildings, not simply as a church sign, but 
as a warning against the “Pedlar’s Guild” and other would be extortioners, 
and in some cases as a whipping post for the more effectual enforcement 
of extortion…. Early in the summer I requested that all flag poles should 
be removed from the meeting places of groups bearing our name. But one 
leader, a man who had been transferred to me from another circuit, refused. 
He was at once expelled and all recognition of the group he had in charge 
was withdrawn.517 
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It can be understood how much Hardie pursued the high ideals of making real rather than 
nominal Christians in doing missionary and evangelistic work based on his actions of 
removing the church flag pole. After the Wonsan great revival happened, Hardie pointed 
out, “I had for years been yearning to see Koreans convinced of sin and led to a 
repentance and faith evidencing the fruits thereof, but up to that time I had not seen in 
connection with my own work, any examples of plain, unmistakable, and lasting 
conversion.”518 Under the strong influence of Hardie, many missionaries in Korea in 
particular since 1903 had focused more on spiritual growth and genuine conversion in 
doing mission and evangelism rather than numerical output. One MEC missionary in 
Pyongyang, Rev. John Z. Moore wrote, “There are signs of growth everywhere. The 
important thing is not how big, but whether or not there is life. If there is life there will be 
growth.”519 The General Council of Evangelical Missions in Korea suggested to hold a 
simultaneous revival meeting at the New Year season of 1906 among all Methodist and 
Presbyterian mission stations in Korea, the first aim of the revival meeting being a 
“spiritual work within the church, rather than the enrollment of new names.” The General 
Council proclaimed, “Let the work first be deep, and breadth will naturally follow.”520 
Last, Hardie kept lofty motivations. The main purpose of his life and work was 
Jesus Christ and therefore, Hardie sought to choose the way God wanted. In order to 
maintain loving Jesus Christ, Hardie remained sincere toward people, and followed not 
money but God’s will. As presented previously, Hardie did not betray his Canadian 
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supporters even though they could not fully provide for him as they promised. Hardie 
could have easily transferred his affiliation from the Canadian group to one of the firmed 
denominational groups. However, Hardie did not change his affiliation until finishing the 
contract period of eight years, out of respect to his Canadian supporters who tried to 
support Hardie with money and prayer and because of the promise which was made 
before God. Through both keeping his sincerity toward people and following God’s will, 
Hardie revealed his lofty motivation which was based on loving Jesus Christ. As already 
presented, upon hearing the news that Fenwick considered joining the Australian Church 
(PCV), Hardie regrettably wrote in his report on February 24, 1894, “How many live and 
labor in order that they may minister to the cause of Christ? Few, alas!”521 In his writing 
in Wonsan on August 6, 1895, Hardie affirmed: 
Love to Christ is the greatest and should be the first motive to missionary 
service. If believers could be led to realize the debt of love they owe to 
Christ, to know by experience what the baptism of the Spirit means, and to 
give to God’s Word prayerful study, the missionary problem would be 
solved. Every fresh baptism of the Spirit marks a new triumph—
sometimes indirectly, but none the less surely—for the missionary cause. 
If you in your work this autumn can teach any of Christ’s followers these 
things, if you can lead them to love Christ indeed, to receive their 
heavenly Father’s gift freely, and to search the Scriptures daily, you will 
have led them to consecrate themselves, their future labor as well their 
present substance, to the cause of Christ in the regions beyond.522 
 
In short, because Hardie understood the true meaning of revival or Spirit baptism, he 
prayed for revival with sincere Bible study, pursued high ideals making real Christians, 
and kept lofty motivations based on loving Jesus Christ. Therefore, God not only allowed 
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the early Korean great revival, but also utilized Hardie to do it. When asked what he 
would do to bring about a revival, Hardie answered, “I would give God a chance to use 
me, by boldly appropriating what He [sic] has promised [e.g., Luke 11:9–13, and John 
14:12–14], and by humbly obeying what He [sic] commands, for this is surely my 
privilege and obligation.”523 Therefore, the idea that Hardie’s repentance produced the 
Wonsan great revival should be corrected with the understanding that individuals must 
wait for revival by studying about Spirit baptism and by praying to God through the 
pursuit of high ideals and lofty motivations. It must be noted however, that although 
repentance is not directly connect with revivals, all Christians must live a holy life by 
repenting of their sinful lives under the general guidance of the Holy Spirit and the Bible. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ONE GREAT REVIVAL FROM WONSAN TO PYONGYANG 
 Many undervalued Hardie, saying he contributed only to the Wonsan revival, and 
that the Pyongyang great revival occurred as a result of the foreign revivals in Wales, the 
United Kingdom (1904–1905) and in the Khasi Hills, India (1905–1906). However, the 
Pyongyang great revival was strongly influenced not by the outside revivals but by the 
Wonsan great revival and Hardie, which suggests that the Wonsan revival and the 
Pyongyang revival were one single great revival. 
 
Korean Revival and Outside Revivals 
Many scholars, both Korean and Western, are apt to deem that the Pyongyang 
great revival was directly influenced by both the Welsh revival in the United Kingdom 
(1904–1905) and the Khasi Hills revival in India (1905–1906). One such scholar, Yong-
Kyu Park, asserted that the Pyongyang great revival happened in connection with the 
foreign revivals in Wales and India.524 Even though he did not deny Hardie’s influence on 
the Pyongyang great revival, Park devaluated Hardie’s role and highly elevated the 
impact of a PCUSA mission director, Rev. Howard Agnew Johnston, who visited various 
mission fields in Syria, India, China, Korea, Japan, and the Philippines after leaving New 
York on June 30, 1905.525 For Park, Johnston’s mention of both the Welsh revival and the 
Indian revival strongly resulted in the Pyongyang great revival. Based on the writing of
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In-Suh Kim, a Presbyterian Korean pastor and historian in the 1930s, Park stressed that 
Johnston brought the great revival fire from Wales and India to Pyongyang, and that this 
fire was stronger than the Wonsan revival fire that Hardie brought to Pyongyang.526 
Similarly, Wesley L. Duewel underscored, “A visiting Presbyterian leader [Johnston] in 
the fall of 1906 reported that he had seen God’s blessing and revival come to India 
following the great revival in Wales in 1904–1905.”527 However, the Pyongyang revival 
cannot be set apart from the Wonsan revival, for three reasons. 
First, unlike the common idea that Johnston mentioned two revivals, one in Wales 
and one in India, he actually only mentioned one revival in India. When Rev. Jonathan 
Goforth, (who led the Manchuria revival of 1908 in China), interviewed Rev. W. L. 
Swallen (a Presbyterian missionary in Pyongyang during the revival period) in 1907, 
Swallen answered, “we got our eyes opened at Seoul, in September, 1906, when Dr. 
Howard Agnew Johnston, of New York, told us of the revival in the Kassia Hills, India, in 
1905–6, where they had baptized 8,200 converts during the two years.”528 The senior 
pastor of the Pyongyang Jangdaehyun church during the revival period, Rev. Graham Lee 
stated, “Dr. Johnston came to Pyeng Yang [Pyongyang] and while here spoke to our 
Korean Christians, telling of the wonderful manifestations of the Spirit in India, and his 
telling of it gave some of our people a great desire to have the same blessing.”529 In 
addition, Rev. William Newton Blair (one of the leading Presbyterian missionaries in 
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Pyongyang during the revival period) wrote, “Dr. Johnson [Johnston] told us about the 
blessings received in India and left a hunger in many hearts for similar manifestations of 
God’s grace among us.”530 Even though another report “Recent Work of the Holy Spirit 
in Seoul” discussed the two revivals in Wales and India: “Last September Dr. Howard A. 
Johnston of New York came and addressed the Seoul Bible Conference daily on “Steps to 
Spiritual Power,” telling also of the marvelous manifestations of the Spirit in Wales and 
in India.”531 It may be because the Presbyterian missionaries (i.e., Revs. Swallen, Lee, 
and Blair) were present at Johnston’s meetings in both Seoul and Pyongyang, that 
Johnston mentioned only the Indian revival. This proves that at least the Pyongyang great 
revival was not directly related with the Welsh revival. 
Second, although the Pyongyang Presbyterian missionaries and Korean Christians 
were praying for the great revival after hearing the news of the Indian revival in the fall 
of 1906, the original desire of all Pyongyang missionaries and Christians for the great 
revival began at Hardie’s meetings. Rev. Blair explained: 
In August of 1906 we missionaries of Pyengyang [Pyongyang]; both 
Presbyterian and Methodist, realizing the gravity of the situation, met 
together for one week of Bible study and prayer. Dr. Hardy [Hardie], of 
Wonsan, whom God had greatly blessed, came to Pyengyang [sic] to lead 
us. The First Epistle of John, which came to be our textbook during the 
revival, was selected for special study....Before the meeting closed the 
Spirit showed us plainly that the way of victory for us would be a way of 
confession, of broken hearts and bitter tears. We went from those August 
meetings realizing as never before that nothing but the baptism of God’s 
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Spirit in mighty power could fit us and our Korean brethren for the trying 
days ahead.532  
 
As Blair wrote, even before the Presbyterian missionaries heard the news of the outside 
revival from Rev. Johnston in Seoul in September 1906 and in Pyongyang in October 
1906, Pyongyang missionaries, both Methodist and Presbyterian, already experienced 
revival or the baptism of the Holy Spirit, when Hardie taught the First Epistle of John in 
August 1906. “Dr. Hardie of Won San [Wonsan] came and helped us greatly,” Graham 
Lee stated, and then he asserted, “At that meeting was born the desire in our hearts that 
God’s Spirit would take complete control of our lives and use us mightily in His [sic] 
service.”533 Also, it cannot be ignored that many missionaries and Korean Christians, 
(mostly Methodists), in Pyongyang had already experienced revivals in Hardie’s 
meetings or Bible conferences before 1906. Hardie had spread the fire of the Wonsan 
revival to Methodists in Pyongyang by 1904.534 In this manner, although undeniably the 
desire for a great revival was enhanced by the news of the outside revival (notably the 
Indian revival), the Pyongyang great revival of 1907 was not directly influenced by the 
outside revivals.  
Lastly, the Pyongyang great revival showed different characteristics than the 
foreign revivals. While both the Welsh revival and the Indian revival emphasized 
somewhat emotional aspects such as singing and dancing, the Pyongyang great revival 
resulted from praying and teaching the Word of God without emotional emphases. For 
example, whereas three-fourths of Evan Roberts’ (a leading figure of the Welsh revival in 
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1904–1905) meetings consisted of singing in Wales,535 “for half an hour each morning 
they [Korean Christians in Pyongyang in 1907] sang, and then for three hours more they 
heard God’s Word expounded and taught.” 536  One description of the Welsh revival 
meetings explained, “When, at seven o’clock, the service began, quiet 2,000 people must 
have been present. The enthusiasm was unbounded. Women sang and shouted till the 
perspiration ran down their faces, and men jumped up one after the other to testify.”537 Dr. 
Elfion Evans, a church historian for the Welsh revivals, evaluated the leading style of 
Evan Roberts as follows: 
Unhappily, Roberts did not always observe the biblical safeguards for the 
proper exercise of spiritual gifts. As a result, a ministry of the Word was 
often absent, depriving the congregations of basic teaching which was 
crucial not only to a right understating the faith, but also to ensure proper 
growth in it. This gave rise to some excesses of emotionalism, and placed 
the converts’ experience at the mercy of individual idiosyncrasies and the 
psychological fashions of the day. The later repercussions were even more 
serious, for it led to a rapid decline in the spiritual discernment and vigour 
of many, whose love, unbuttressed by knowledge, grew sadly cold.538 
 
Indeed, as Dr. Lalsangkima Pachuau insisted, unlike the previous revivals in Wales, 
which focused on preaching, “the [Welsh] Revival of 1904–5 was more emotional and 
dramatic.”539 Also, as the “children of the Mother-church [Welsh church]” the Indian 
churches in the Khasi Hills and later in the Mizo Hills had experienced “a similar revival” 
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with the Welsh revival, exemplified the main actions of the Indian revivals which were 
“praying, joyful singing, dancing, weeping, and trembling.” 540  Naturally, stressing 
emotional aspects with singing and dancing happened in the Indian revival meetings.  
In contrast, as Jonathan Goforth averred in his 1910 work, the Korean revival 
meetings had “no wild gust of religious enthusiasm.”541 In terms of the Pyongyang great 
revival of 1907, Rev. George S. McCune illustrated, “There was an absence of the 
sensational, the “emotional” (in the sense in which the word is so often used), and there 
was perfect concentration in the prayer of each one.”542 In order to stop the weeping and 
praying of Korean Christians in Pyongyang, Presbyterian missionaries would sing a song. 
Rev. Graham Lee explained, “The audience kept on weeping and it seemed as if they 
could not stop. At last we had to sing a hymn to quiet them, for we feared that some 
might lose control of themselves.”543 This signifies that the Pyongyang great revival of 
1907 was not similar to either the Welsh or the Indian revivals in its characteristics.  
The tendency to highlight the teaching of God’s Word and praying for forgiveness 
of sins originally came from Hardie. Hardie and his followers (e.g., Rev. Gerdine) did not 
attempt to stir up the emotion of the Korean Christians in order to spark a revival. Instead, 
Hardie focused on prayer and the Word of God. Dr. Sherwood Hall recalled, “Dr. Hardie 
did not speak eloquently, nor even emotionally, but directly and sincerely from his heart 
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to the hearts of his listeners” in Pyongyang in 1906.544 According to Alfred W. Wasson, 
Hardie was “not at all the type of man frequently found leading emotional revivals… a 
tireless and conscientious worker, not given to exaggeration or excitement.”545  
Considering the significant role of Rev. Gerdine at the Hamheung revival in 1906, 
Mrs. McRae emphasized, “Perhaps you will say it is only the result of emotional 
preaching. No, for the speaker [Rev. Gerdine] has given his message in the quietest, 
gentlest style, and much was direct quotation from the Word,” and she asserted, “It was 
the Miracle of the Spirit convicting of sin.”546 Gerdine’s style for leading revival services 
was derived from Hardie. It can be concluded that Hardie was not trying to make a 
revival by stressing emotionalism, but rather was following the stream of the Holy Spirit 
through prayer and teaching the Bible.  
In addition, the early Korean great revival was characterized with the public 
confession of sins and reparation under the strong working of the Holy Spirit. For Hardie, 
repentance was not just a simple regret but a true life change and public confession 
before God and neighbors as well as reconciliation with victims through reparation. “I 
have frequently seen our servants and helpers go to one another and ask forgiveness for 
unkind words and even thoughts,” Hardie stated, and he also stated, “in our prayer and 
testimony meetings, the majority of our members have exhibited a like frankness and 
determination that no roof of bitterness should be allowed to spring up and do despite 
unto the Spirit of grace.”547  Sung-Kun Yun (an MECS circuit preacher in Kangwon 
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province) repented of his sins and then compensated with money after attending both 
Hardie’s and Franson’s meetings in Wonsan in 1903. Hardie wrote: 
On his way to his home in Kangwon Province he kept praying that God 
would bring to his mind all past sins for which amendment could be made. 
He then recalled that twenty years before when he was working in the 
Royal Mint (long before he had heard of Jesus Christ) he had been 
overpaid to the amount of four dollars. He gave that amount to Dr. Hardie 
to be returned to the finance department of the government. The receipt for 
this restitution, perhaps the first conscience money ever returned to the 
Korean government is still in Dr. Hardie’s possession.548 
 
Indeed, the main reason why the conviction and restitution had become the main 
characteristics of the early Korean great revival (including the Pyongyang great revival) 
rather than other forms of spiritual phenomena (e.g., healing and speaking in tongue) is 
because of Hardie’s emphasis on genuine repentances and reparation under the strong 
leading of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the Pyongyang great revival of 1907 should be 
regarded as an extension of the Wonsan great revival itself because the Pyongyang great 
revival was more similar to the Wonsan great revival than the Welsh or Indian revivals in 
these characteristics.  
 
One Great Revival from Wonsan to Pyongyang 
Many early figures, including Hardie, regarded both the Wonsan and Pyongyang 
revivals as one single, continuous great revival (1903–1907), and the year 1907 was 
considered its climax or “culmination.”549 Hardie wrote, “It was at a conference for Bible 
study and prayer held at the Wonsan [MECS] station in August of 1903 that the great 
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revival began which swept over all Korea and reached its climax in North and South 
Pyeng An [PyongAn] provinces in 1906–7.”550 “[T]wo great wars and a great revival 
changed the character of the people politically and spiritually,” George T. B. Davis wrote, 
and he continued, “It was during the year 1903 to 1907 that Korea was visited with a 
gracious outpouring of the Holy Spirit and consequent revival which thrilled the Christian 
world,” and “It was in Central [Jangdaehyun] Church, Pyeng Yang [sic], that the Revival 
reached its climax.”551 Rev. J. L. Gerdine stated, “The part that Dr. Hardie played as 
God’s chosen instrument in the great revival which began in Wonsan in 1903 and spread 
to all parts of Korea is already a part of history.”552 Rev. M. B. Stokes insisted, “The 
outstanding contribution of Korean Methodism to the Christian movement in this land 
and in the world is the great revival of 1903–7.”553 According to Hardie, God allowed 
“the first general revival in Korea,” in “the early years of the new [20th] century” and the 
great revival that began in Wonsan of 1903 and culminated in Pyongyang of 1907.554 
 
Presbyterian-Centered Nationalism and Denominationalism  
Due to both indigenous and denominational issues, some have tried to 
overemphasize the Pyongyang revival by undervaluing the Wonsan revival and Hardie’s 
crucial role. In general, the year of 1930 was a distinguishing time when some 
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Presbyterian leaders started to underrate Methodist churches including the Wonsan 
revival and Hardie. Before 1930, the Presbyterian journal, Shinhak Jinam (신학지남, 
???南, The Theological Review) introduced Hardie’s writings in 1922555 and some 
writings by Presbyterian pastors who accepted that the Wonsan revival of 1903 was the 
first great revival in Korea. For example, in his 1927 writing, “Buhwenge Wonri” (??의 
??, 부흥의 원리, The Principle of Revival), Rev. In-Suh Byun insisted that the Korean 
great revival happened in 1903.556 Notwithstanding, since around the year 1930, to some 
who highly stressed the role of Korean Presbyterian leaders and churches for the Korean 
revival, the Pyongyang revival had become either the first revival or the only great 
revival in Korea, and also the Wonsan revival and Hardie had been underestimated.  
It is generally accepted that while foreign missionaries such as Hardie and 
Gerdine led the early revival (1903–1906), Koreans started leading the revival in 1907.  
Due in part to an atmosphere in which Christian missionaries were sometimes used as 
pioneers for Western colonialism, many scholars tended to underscore the key roles of 
native church leaders, such as Sun-Ju Kil, (a foremost member of the Jangdaehyun 
Presbyterian Church, one of the first seven graduating students of the Pyongyang 
Presbyterian Seminary in 1907, and one of thirty-three national representatives for the 
March 1st Movement in 1919, the Korean populace independent movement against the 
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Japanese occupation). In his Evangelical Awakenings in Eastern Asia, J. Edwin Orr 
pointed out:  
It is significant that the evangelists raised up by the early twentieth century 
awakenings became outstanding leaders in Korean Christianity. A prime 
example may be found in Keil Sun-ju [Sun-Ju Kil], a leader in the Revival 
in Pyungyang [Pyongyang], famed afterwards as an evangelist and a 
Korean patriot, his name a household word in church and state.557 
 
Sun-Ju Kil was not the first or most important indigenous figure for the early Korean 
great revival despite his important roles in the revival meeting of Pyongyang 
Jangdaehyun church in 1907, the evangelism to non-believing people after finishing the 
great revival, and the Korean national independent movement in 1919. This is because 
the great revival had been spreading out to the entire Korean peninsula through many 
unknown Korean Christians since 1903 and then it finished in 1907. For instance, for the 
MECS Songdo meeting for Korean women in 1905, where Rev. Cram and Miss Carroll 
led the daytime meetings, “at night the native helpers held evangelistic services.”558 “In 
the month of November [1906] the work lying in the North of the Kang-won Province 
was visited with a genuine revival, and the remainder of the Circuit received the same 
blessing during the months of January and February [1907],” Rev. Cram wrote, and he 
affirmed, “These meetings were conducted in almost every instance by [Korean] native 
helpers.” 559  This implies that before Sun-Ju Kil many awakened Korean Christians 
became both the means of spreading the great revival fire and brave witnesses of the 
Gospel. Nevertheless, in his 1932 writing about Sun-Ju Kil, Rev. In-Suh Kim insisted that 
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“the first revival of the Korean churches” occurred in 1907, and Sun-Ju Kil played a 
significant role for the revival.560 As Yong-Kyu Park already pointed out, the writing of 
In-Suh Kim made errors in terms of the Pyongyang great revival having written twenty-
five years after the Pyongyang great revival of 1907, and did not base his writing on 
reliable sources but rather on oral tradition.561 Nonetheless, without any comments on 
Kim’s error, Park cited In-Suh Kim’s statement considering the Pyongyang great revival 
of 1907 as the first revival in Korea, which shows that Park agreed with Kim’s idea in 
order to highlight the role of the Presbyterian Korean leader, Sun-Ju Kil.562 
As examined, the early Korean great revival started in the MECS churches from 
1903, and then spread out to the MEC churches from 1904 and to the Presbyterian 
churches from 1906.563 Under this stream, the Pyongyang great revival took place in 
1907 as its climax and culmination, which means that the great revival ended in 1907. 
However, in order to emphasize the first strong revival among Presbyterian churches in 
Pyongyang, some scholars have tried to make the Pyongyang revival the only great 
revival in Korea by connecting it with the foreign revivals in Wales and India. The first 
contributor for the connection was Rev. William D. Reynolds, a PCUS missionary in 
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Korea from 1892 to 1937, (his Korean name, 이눌서, ?訥?, Nul-Suh Lee).564 Through 
writing the article, “YoungKook Wales, Indo, Choson Samchue Buhweng Yunrak” [?國 
웨일스, ?度, ????의 ????, 영국 웨일스, 인도, 조선삼처의 부흥연락, The Revival 
Connection among Wales, India, and Korea] in 1935, Rev. Reynolds attempted to relate 
the Pyongyang great revival with the Welsh and Indian revivals.565  Even though he 
briefly made mention of Hardie’s leading the Bible conference in Pyongyang in 1906, 
Rev. Reynolds emphasized that Rev. Johnston delivered the great revival fire from both 
Wales and India to Korea, and as a result the Pyongyang great revival occurred in 
1907.566 
 
Debate between Methodist and Presbyterian in the 1930s 
Attempts at underscoring the Pyongyang revival and the foreign revivals were the 
basis of the Presbyterian-centered denominationalism, which began with the union of 
MEC and MECS in 1930. A theological debate between Methodists and Presbyterians in 
Korea over the ordination of women beginning in 1931, climaxed in 1935. Even though 
their trials to be united in Korea commenced in March 1924,567 MEC and MECS became 
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one Methodist Church in Korea on December 2, 1930.568 This partnering was prior to the 
union of MEC and MECS in the United States in 1939.569 When MEC and MECS were 
united in 1930, they decided to give ordination to female missionaries, who had been 
fully involved in missionary work for eight years in Korea, and to admit them into the 
Annual Conference of the Korean Methodist Church through “a two-thirds vote of the 
Conference.” 570  As a result, Ju-Sam Ryang, the General Superintendent, gave the 
ordination certificate to fourteen female missionaries: “Misses Cooper, Marker, Edwards, 
Wagner, Scharpff, Miller, Snavely, Tinsley, Bair, Haynes, Oliver, Hess, Mrs. Chaffin and 
Dr. Culter” on June 14, 1931 in Songdo, Korea. 571  “On Sunday, June 14th, 1931, 
fourteen missionary women, whose total service in Korea was 338 years, were ordained 
as ministers of the Church of God [the Korean Methodist Church],” Ju-Sam Ryang wrote, 
and he continued, “two days afterwards were received into the Annual Conference as full 
members.”572 Even though Korean women were excluded in this first women’s ordination, 
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they were not disappointed. The Discipline of the Korean Methodist Church states “there 
is no discrimination made against women, so that the Korean women are elligible 
[eligible] not only to church membership but to every office the church has to offer, with 
no distinction between men and women.”573 Korean women workers could be ordained 
like Korean men if they met the required qualifications (e.g., four-year-trial-membership 
of the conference with satisfactory work, theological studies, recommendation of the 
examination committee and the need of a majority vote by secret ballot), thus stimulating 
the Presbyterian churches.574 In contrast to their conservative stance toward women’s 
ordination, Presbyterian churches had negative views about the Methodist policies. As the 
voice for women’s ordination strongly erupted within Presybterian churches, the 
discomfort between Presbyterian churches and the Methodist churches grew worse, 
eventually developing into a theological debate in 1935.575 The main issue was in terms 
of The Abingdon Bible Commentary576 which was translated in 1934 by ten missionaries 
and forty-two Korean pastors from both Methodist and Presbyterian churches under the 
Methodist general editor, Rev. Hyung-Ki Ryu.577  However, in 1935 the Presbyterian 
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churches defined the commentary as a forbidden book by pointing out the book contains 
some liberal theological ideas such as biblical criticism and asked the Presbyterian 
translators to reveal their opinion against The Abingdon Bible Commentary.578 Naturally, 
the harmony between Methodists and Presbyterians in Korea was broken. Under this 
climate, some Presbyterians tried to highlight the priority of the Korean Presbyterian 
Church by stressing the Presbyterian indigenous leader (Sun-Ju Kil) and the Pyongyang 
great revival.  
 
World-Wide Acceptance 
The Presbyterian-centered denominationalism for the early Korean great revival 
became common in Korea and was affirmed world-wide. When dealing with the 
Pyongyang revival, many Korean scholars tended to focus on the Jangdaehyun 
Presbyterian church in spite of the existence of other churches’ revival in Pyongyang, 
such as the Methodists’.579 Furthermore, they mention little about other churches’ revivals 
except to explain the spread of Jangdaehyun church’s great revival to them. They also 
attempted to prove why the Pyongyang revival was so great by revealing some significant 
affairs in the history of the Korean Presbyterian Church, such as the establishment of an 
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independent Korean General Assembly, the first graduation and ordination of seven 
students from the Pyongyang Presbyterian Seminary, and the appointment of Ki-Pyong 
Lee (one of the students) to Je-ju Island in 1907.580  
Some Western scholars endorsed the Presbyterian-centered understanding of the 
Korean revival. Wesley Duewel called the early Korean revival the “Korean Presbyterian 
Pentecost.”581 Colin Whittaker described the connection of the Pyongyang revival with 
the Welsh and Indian revivals by Rev. Reynolds:  
News of the 1904 Welsh Revival had quickly reached Welsh Presbyterian 
missionaries labouring in India in the hills of Assam. As they prayed with 
renewed faith for a similar visitation, revival broke out among them with 
results as striking as those ‘back home in the Welsh valleys.’ News of this 
awakening in Assam reached their Presbyterian colleagues in Korea, who 
were likewise moved to pray for revival. 582 
 
In the same way, Elmer Towns and Douglas Porter stressed the important role of 
Presbyterians in the revival period although misstating the speaker for the Pyongyang 
missionary meeting in August 1906 as Johnston rather than Hardie, as follows: 
As had been their custom in recent years, the missionaries gathered at 
Pyongyang for a week of prayer and Bible study in August 1906. Speaker 
Dr. Howard Agnew Johnston told Korean missionaries of the Welsh 
Revival and other awakenings in India. Half of the missionaries then in the 
nation were Presbyterians and were deeply moved by accounts of revival 
among Welsh Presbyterians and Presbyterian missionaries in Asia.583 
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A Pentecostal scholar, Allen Anderson wrote, “Missionaries who had visited the revival in 
Wales and India visited Korea and inspired the Korean Presbyterians to expect a similar 
event.”584 
 Interestingly, although both Welsh and Indian Christians used the name 
Presbyterians, their original name was the Calvinistic Methodists and could therefore be 
called Methodists, 585  their passion for revival also being derived from Methodism. 
Christopher Catherwood’s explanation is helpful in understanding this point. In his 
writing about D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, Catherwood explained about Welsh Calvinistic 
Methodists as follows: 
Many people have asked the secret of his uniquely powerful preaching 
ministry. He might have a first inkling of its roots as what we would now 
call a teenager, in 1913. That year he visited the Summer Association of 
Calvinistic Methodists, held in Llangeitho. To many the very idea of a 
Calvinistic Methodist might sound a contradiction in terms. Surely Calvin 
and Wesley were almost opposites? But the genius of the historic Welsh 
Calvinistic Methodist Church was that it combined the very best of both. 
They had the fire, zeal and passion of the great eighteenth-century 
Methodist Revival. But they also had the powerful intellect and logic of 
Calvin’s Reformed theology.586 
 
Although the Welsh revival (1904–1905) and the Indian revival (1905–1906) were 
different than previous Methodist revivals in England, Wales and even Korea, and despite 
the fact that they associated themselves with the Presbyterian Church in Wales and in 
northeastern India, their passion for revival was derived not from Calvinism but from 
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Methodism, and therefore, the Welsh and the Indian Christians could be called 
Methodists in terms of revivals. 
 
New Understanding of the Korean Great Revival 
For a better understanding of the early Korean great revival, several matters are 
significant. First, the Wonsan revival could be classified as a great revival, based on the 
reality that it influenced various people (Joel 2:28b) and swept almost all areas of the 
Korean peninsula (e.g., Wonsan, the Kangwon province, Songdo [Kaesung], Seoul, 
Pyongyang, Hamheung, Mokpo, and Incheon). Second, the Wonsan revival occurred not 
due to Hardie’s repentance but as the result of Hardie’s understanding of revival (Spirit 
Baptism), his prayer for revival based on devotional Bible study, his pursing high ideals 
(true Christians), and his lofty motivations (Jesus Christ). Third, the Pyongyang great 
revival was predominantly due to the Wonsan revival and Hardie’s influence, even 
though the news of the foreign revival(s) contributed to Pyongyang Christians fascination 
for great revivals. Last, the early Korean great revival which started in Wonsan in 1903 
and culminated in Pyongyang in 1907 was an authentic, great revival lacking the 
characteristics of emotional singing and preaching, but rather exhibited public confession 
and restitution from Wonsan in 1903 to Pyongyang in 1907. Undoubtedly, Hardie was 
one of the most influential figures during the early Korean great revival, but he has 
unfortunately remained underrated.  
The atmosphere of conflict between Methodists and Presbyterians in Korea during 
the 1930s, caused some Presbyterians (e.g., Rev. In-Suh Kim and Rev. William D. 
Reynolds) to begin to highlight the priority of the Presbyterian churches. Unfortunately 
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this new emphasis, led to the elevation of Rev. Sun-Ju Kil and the Pyongyang great 
revival, while Hardie and the Wonsan great revival were overlooked either intentionally 
or unintentionally. This tendency became common in Korea, and was eventually accepted 
as historical fact by many Western scholars and church leaders. This thinking influenced 
the writing of Yong-Kyu Park on the early Korean great revival finally not only affirmed 
that  the Pyongyang revival was the only great revival in Korea, presenting a Presbyterian 
centered historical view, but also undervalued Hardie’s significant role for the great 
revival (1903–1907).  
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PART III 
FORGOTTEN MISSIONARY (1908–1935) 
 
CHAPTER 7 
FOR THE MATURITY OF THE KOREAN CHURCHES 
Near the end of the great revival (1903–1907), Hardie paid more attention to the 
development and maturity of the Korean Churches. Hardie not only tried to develop the 
theological education and Christian publication, but also insisted on the requirement of 
the rural enlightenment and the church union movement. In spite of his various and 
sincere attempts, Hardie’s late achievements have been overlooked.  
 
Hyupsung (Union) Theological Seminary 
When they started Korea missions, both MEC and MECS missionaries considered 
training Korean native preachers and pastors. For example, under the strong prohibition 
of the Korean government for religious propaganda, Rev. Appenzeller confidentially 
opened a theological department for some of his Baejae students in 1888. Rev. 
Appenzeller reported, “Our theological department, because of the absence of religious 
liberty, has not been formally opened. There are eight earnest students of the word who 
meet their teachers outside the regular school-hours.”587 In the same way, after MECS 
began their Korea missions, in the Second Annual Meeting in 1898 Dr. C. F. Reid “stated 
that plans for future institutions were not fully developed, yet we know what our first 
needs are: 1st a Bible Training School for Seoul, and 2nd a Manual Training School for
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Songdo.” 588  Indeed, apart from the Bible classes for laypersons, the two Methodist 
Churches had separately held special, temporal classes for theological education from 
their early mission period.  
The united work for theological education between MEC and MECS began in 
1902, was developed during the time of great revival (1903–1907), and solidified in 1910. 
In his 1902 report, Rev. John Robert Moose explained: 
One of our greatest needs is better native helpers and teachers such as we 
may not hope to have for some years to come. At present we have no 
schools for the training of such helpers, except the Bible classes which we 
hold once a year for about ten days. This work is better than no effort at 
training men for the work which we want them to do but it does not and 
cannot meet the demands for trained helpers which we all so much feel. It 
is with much pleasure that I record the fact that the mission of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church and our [MECS] mission are united in this 
class work, so that we hold our classes together the teaching being done by 
the members of both missions.589 
 
Later in 1904, Rev. C. G. Hounshell suggested that MEC and MECS held the training 
classes in Baejae Hakdang for three months containing the winter season for better 
education of Korean preachers who could serve during the remaining nine months for 
local churches.590 However, unlike his original intention, the training classes lasted for 
two or three weeks in 1905. Rev. Hounshell described: 
The training class for helpers and the theological class for preachers were 
held at Pai chai [Baejae] this year [1905], and the teaching was done by 
several missionaries of the two Methodist Missions. The native preachers 
and helpers from the various Circuits came to Seoul and spent two or three 
weeks in the study of the Scriptures and other subjects that will better fit 
them for preaching the Gospel.591 
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In the year of 1907, MEC and MECS missionaries decided to establish the Union Biblical 
Institute in order to meet the demands of the revived churches that needed trained Korean 
preachers and pastors for the effective evangelization of Korea.592 Hardie illustrated: 
The Annual Meeting of 1907 met in Carolina Institute, Seoul, June 20–25. 
Bishop A. W. Wilson presiding. Mrs. Susan B. Cobb, [and] Dr. W. R. 
Lambuth were also present. The most important feature of the meeting 
was four joint sessions with the Annual Conference of the M.E. Church, 
the principal result of which was the organization of the Union Biblical 
Institute and the appointment of a missionary from each church to give 
four months annually to the training of a Korean ministry. The next year 
they were instructed to hold two sessions of three months each, the 
autumn session to held [sic] in Songdo, and the spring session in Seoul.593 
 
As “an experienced missionary” 594  for the Biblical Institute, Hardie had actively 
participated in helping and rearing Korean church leaders since 1907. In his missionary 
report for 1908, Hardie explained his teaching ministry for the Biblical Institute as 
follows: 
The month of November, 1908 was spent in teaching in the Biblical 
Institute in Seoul. Ninety six students divided into three grades took the 
entire course of lectures on Systematic Theology, Homiletics, Exegesis, 
Church History and the Discipline. The written examination at the close of 
the course indicated that the majority of the men had done good work and 
give promise of being acceptable as cantidates [candidates] for the 
ministry. Fifty-five men made an average of over 60%, 13 of the senior, 20 
of the intermediate, and 22 of the junior grade.595 
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In particular, Hardie led the Biblical studies––the Epistle to the Galatians for the senior 
class and the First Corinthians for the junior class in 1908.596 In 1909 Hardie, who moved 
from Wonsan to Seoul, was appointed for three places: Water Gate Station, Chi Kyung 
Teh Circuit (with a Korean helper, Yi Wha Choon), and the Biblical Institute in the Seoul-
Songdo District. 597  Hardie had wrought for various ministries including theological 
training work for the Union Biblical Institute that was temporally opened and moved to 
multiple places (e.g., Seoul and Songdo).  
 As more theological training classes that were held, more the Methodist 
missionaries realized their need for a permanent Union Theological Institute for deeper 
theological and Biblical education and training.598 Thus, in a  joint meeting on June 12, 
1909 in Seoul, MEC and MECS unanimously decided that they start “permanent 
Theological Class with an enrollment of 45, that there be two terms during the next 
twelve months, one to meet in Songdo, the other in Seoul,” whose dates are “Sept. 15 to 
Dec. 15 and March 1 to June 1 [1910].”599 J. L. Gerdine and R. A. Hardie (MECS), W. A. 
Noble and E. M. Cable (MEC) were appointed for the committee of the united 
theological work for the year of 1910.600 Methodist missionaries chose Seoul to establish 
the Methodist Theological Seminary instead of Songdo in 1910, because (1) it was “a 
strategic centre for evangelization,” (2) it had accessibility to experienced missionaries 
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for seminary faculty, (3) it had the possibility of uniting with Woman’s Bible Schools, 
and (4) it provided evangelistic workers’ convenient contact with “the Bible and Tract 
Societies, publishing interests, [and] general committees.”601 Hardie noted: 
In 1910 it was decided that the Institute should be permanently located in 
Seoul. The present site was purchased for $6,000, the course of the study 
extended and the name changed to Union [Hyupsung] Methodist 
Theological Seminary [now Methodist Theological University in Seoul, 
Korea]. The first class was graduated from the Seminary in Dec. 1911. The 
number graduated was 45, six of them being preachers of our [MECS] 
Church.602 
 
Hardie insisted in regards to the starting date of the Union Methodist Institute, “In June 
1907, the Union Methodist Theological Seminary was organized and the first class (45 
men) graduated, Dec. 1911.”603 Rev. E. M. Cable asserted, “This institution was formally 
created June 23rd, 1910 although it had been in embryo for some [time] previous to 
this.”604 The identity of the first president of the Union Methodist Institute is unclear. 
However, James Earnest Fisher affirmed that Hardie was the first president of the Union 
Methodist Theological Seminary from 1913 to 1922,605 and according to the change of 
his title in Kidoksinbo (긔독신보, 基督??, The Christian Messenger) he kept the 
presidential position until June 1923.606 It seems that the union theological training work 
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of MEC and MECS was conducted and developed by the committee members who came 
from both Mission boards until 1912, and elected Hardie as the first president after it was 
officially established through “the Constitution of Union Methodist Theological 
Seminary” in 1913.607 Indeed, in his statistical report to the MECS’ Board of Education 
for the school year of 1913–1914, Hardie presented himself as the president of the Union 
Methodist Theological Seminary, receiving a salary of $1,350.608 As the first president, 
Hardie wanted to develop the seminary facility including dormitories and class rooms. He 
noted, “The buildings now used by these schools, both dormitories and class rooms, are 
far from satisfactory, and it is desirable that the Board of Missions be urged to provide for 
the erection of suitable premises at the earliest date.” 609  Also, Hardie helped the 
establishment of one inter-denominational Bible School, the Arthur T. Pierson Memorial 
Bible School (now, Pyongtaek University), which started in 1912 as the preliminary 
course for the Seminary education.610 “The enrollment and attendance at the above school 
[Pierson Memorial Bible School] for the Autumn, Winter, and Spring terms was 14, 22, 
and 25 students respectively,” Hardie reported. He also stated, “At the close of the Spring 
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term 19 students graduated, only two of whom were members of our [MECS] Church. 
This was the first class graduated from the Pierson Memorial [in 1913].”611 Because the 
Pierson Bible School shared the same building of the Methodist Seminary, Hardie really 
wanted more facilities for the better education. Hardie wrote: 
In 1912 and 1913 the Theological Seminary was carried on in connection 
with the Pierson Memorial Bible School in Korean buildings on the 
Seminary compound, three terms’ work being completed each year. The 
administration building, the gift of Mrs. Fannie Gamble of the M.E. 
Church, was completed in 1915, largely destroyed by fire in 1918 and 
restored in 1920–21.612 
 
Also, as the treasurer of MECS mission in Korea, Hardie managed mission funds “for 
missionaries’ salaries and the support of schools and other institutions.”613 
More importantly, Hardie tried to keep the balance between theological education 
and practical training in planning the seminary curriculum. “The Seminary curriculum 
covers three years of two terms each, the first opening in April and the second in 
September,” Hardie indicated, and he emphasized, “The first three months of each term is 
spent in class work in the Seminary, and the second three months in practical work under 
the direction of a Senior Pastor or District Superintendent.”614 Furthermore, “In order to 
quicken and build up the spiritual life of the students at least two or three days of each 
term are entirely devoted to waiting upon God in special services, prayer and 
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meditation.”615 Many Methodist Seminary students experienced “a gracious outpouring 
of the Spirit of God” especially, in the special services lasting four days from February 9, 
1923.616 
In short, realizing the importance of training Korean native church leaders, Hardie 
had been more involved in the establishment of the Methodist Seminary for Methodist 
workers and the Pierson Memorial Bible School than all Protestant workers in Korea 
especially from the ending of the great revival in 1907. For Hardie, the Korean churches 
revived by the strong outpouring of the Holy Spirit required efficiently and sincerely 
trained workers for the effective evangelization of the entire Korean peninsula. 
 
Christian Publication 
In addition to his teaching and managing in theological and Biblical schools, 
Hardie contributed to the maturity of the Korean churches through publishing various 
Christian writings. First of all, while he was the president of the Union Methodist 
Theological Seminary, Hardie started editing Sinhak Saegae (신학세계, ???界, The 
Theological World) from February 1916,617  until January 1935,618  which was at first 
quarterly and a year later (1917) published bi-monthly by the Union Methodist 
Theological Seminary. In terms of the purpose of The Theological World, Hardie 
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presented two aims: (1) “to provide suitable literature for the preachers and educated 
laymen of the Korean Church,” and (2) “to cultivate Korean Christian writers and to 
encourage and inspire them to enter the field of literature in a larger way.”619 In other 
words, Hardie began publishing The Theological World not only to help Korean Christian 
leaders and laypeople, but also to find Christian authors to help “the kingdom of God in 
Chosen [Korea].” 620 Thus, Hardie introduced a variety of sources (e.g., Church historical, 
systematical, biographical, homiletic, and comparative religious studies) through The 
Theological World. The homiletic materials, including Wesley’s Sermons and sermons by 
foreign as well as Korean pastors, were very welcomed for Korean preachers.621 “Three 
years ago [1916] the publication of THE THEOLOGICAL WORLD was commenced,” 
Hardie wrote, and he continually explained, “Since the beginning of 1917 this magazine 
has been published bi-monthly providing each year over 1,000 pages not only of Biblical 
and Theological Material, but also of History and Biography, and of Devotional and 
Sunday-School literature all of permanent value.”622 Hardie also contributed to the birth 
of the Presbyterian theological journal, Shinhak Jinam (신학지남, ???南, The 
Theological Review), which had been published by the Presbyterian Churches in Korea 
since March 1918 as “a lusty child” of The Theological World.623 
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On December 10, 1924, Hardie became the president of The Christian 
Messenger,624 which was an influential Christian newspaper published by Methodists and 
Presbyterians since 1915,625 and he was its editor.626 During 1927, H. H. Underwood 
reported, “In the newspaper field the “Christian Messenger” has climbed to a paid 
circulation of almost 4,000 per week and a reading circulation easily five times that 
number.”627 Hardie regarded The Christian Messenger as “the organ of the Protestant 
Churches in Korea.”628 
Furthermore, Hardie contributed in the publishing of various Christian books 
while he was working for the Christian Literature Society of Korea. This society was 
established by both Methodist and Presbyterian missionaries on June 25, 1890 under the 
name of “The Religious Tracts Society;” its name was changed to the “Religious Book 
and Society” in 1916; and “The Christian Literature Society of Korea” in 1919.629 He was 
a member of the Executive Boards of the society from 1913, and became its president 
during both 1921–1926 and 1927–1928.630  Jang-Sik Lee maintained that Hardie had 
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already published forty-nine books, and thirteen were prepared for publication around his 
retirement in 1935, which totals sixty-two books. 631  Similarly, considering Hardie’s 
achievements in Christian literatures, The Christian Messenger reported that among a 
total of sixty-seven books by Hardie, forty-six books were already published; sixteen 
books were printing; and five books were prepared for publication.632 However, among 
the book list of The Christian Messenger, some books were either written or translated, 
not by Hardie, but by other foreign and Korean authors even if Hardie helped to publish 
those books. For example, Indo dosange Christ (인도도상의 그리스도, Christ of the Indian 
Road), which is the thirty-second of Hardie’s book list in The Christian Messenger, was 
written by E. Stanley Jones and translated by Do-Whan Park in 1930.633 Therefore, one 
wonders whether he wrote or translated all the books or how he contributed to the 
publication of those books, but certainly  Hardie directly wrote and translated about 
twenty-two books (refer to Table 7.1.). 
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Table 7.1. Hardie’s Book List from Jang-Sik Lee’s Sources 634 
No. Title Author Translator(s) Year 
1 Man Without a Soul 무혼한 의귀주 긔담 Laura G. Evans Hardie 1918–1919 
2 Acts of the Christ 그리스도 행적 Hardie  1921 
3 Life of St. Paul 바울행젹 James Stalker Hardie 1920–1921 
4 Book of Daniel, Commentary 다니엘서 강해 Hardie  1920–921 
5 
Introduction to the Books of O.T. 
Part I 
구약총론 
Hardie Nam-Suk Paik,  K. S. Lyu 1921 
6 The Standard Catechism 표준교리문답 Hardie  1922–1923 
7 Illustration of Answers to Prayer 긔도응답 H.C. Trumbull 
Hardie, 
Sang-Hyun Choi 1924–1925 
8 
The Pupil and the Teacher, Part 
2 
교사와 학생, 2 권 
L.A. Weigle Hardie,  Sang-Hyun Choi 1924–1925 
9 Prayer, It’s Nature and Scope 긔도의 원측 H.C. Trrumbull 
Hardie,  
Sang-Hyun Choi 1925–1926 
10 The Valley of Decision 판결골작이 Hardie  1925–1926 
11 The Spark of Life 생명의 씨 Margaret W. Morly 
Hardie, 
Y.W. Ko. 1925–1926 
12 The Social Idea of Christianity 긔독교 사회사상 D.A. Macdonald 
Hardie,  
Sang-Hyun Choi,  
Kwon-Sik Kim 
1926–1927 
13 Children’s Story Sermons 소년소녀 선교미담 Hugh T. Kerr 
Hardie,  
Sang-Hyun Choi 1926–1927 
14 Illustrations for Preachers 전도담총 Hardie Tae-Won Kim 1927–1928 
15 Commentary on Epistles of John 요한서신강해 Hardie S.H. Choi 1927–1928 
16 New Hope for Farmers 농민의 활노 Hardie  1928–1929 
17 The Wonderful Feast 별스러운 잔치 Hardie  1928–1929 
18 Commentary on Genesis 창세긔 주석 Hardie Sang-Hae Choi 1929–1930 
19 The Son of Man in His Kingdom 예수의 텬국관 Alfred Gandier 
Hardie, 
T.W. Kim 1929–1930 
20 Introduction to the New Testament 신약젼서총론 Hardie 
S.H. Cho, 
T.W. Kim 1929 
21 The White Life for Men 순결한 생활 Margaret W. Morley 
Hardie, 
Y.W. Ko 1929–1930 
22 Facing our Social World 현대사회 문뎨 Paul Read 
Hardie, 
T.W. Kim 1931–1932 
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Considering his involvement in various fields, Hardie contributed to the development of 
Christian literatures and to the maturity of Korean churches through the publication of the 
theological journal, the Christian newspaper, and various books and by rearing Korean 
Christian writers and translators. 
 
Rural Church 
Hardie deemed the importance of agricultural development on small churches in 
rural areas of Korea. Through his five series of articles in The Christian Messenger on 
August 28, September 4, 11, 18, and 25, 1929, Hardie introduced agricultural lectures by 
Francis O. Clark, who was the Vocational Dean of the Garden Department at Berea 
College in Kentucky for eleven years and visited Korea in March 1929.635  In citing 
particular arguments of Mr. Clark, Hardie dealt with a variety of techniques from farming, 
stock-farming, gardening, marketing, decorating goods to manual industry for the 
development of Korean agricultural and economic situations.636 Rev. William M. Clark, a 
PCUS missionary in Korea from 1907 to 1940,637  wrote, “There is also a collection of 
articles on farming previously published in the Christian Messenger,” and he continued, 
“It goes without saying that if the [rural] pastor is up-to-date and progressive he will be a 
reader of the only church news-paper—the Christian Messenger, and will find in its 
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columns week after week inspiration as well as valuable information.”638 What Rev. 
Clark mentioned here pointed out Hardie’s articles in The Christian Messenger. Hardie 
also wrote, Nongmine Whalro (농민의 활노, New Hope for Farmers) in 1928, 639 and 
published Choson Nongchon Kujaechek (??農? 救??, 조선농촌 구제책, Relief 
Measures of Korean Rural Community) written by Min-Hyung Cho in 1929.640  
Hardie encouraged many Korean church leaders to participate in the rural 
enlightenment movement. Among them, a young Methodist woman, Yong-Shin Choi 
(1909–1935), who graduated from the Lucy Common Women’s High School in Wonsan, 
and entered the Hyupsung (Union) Women’s Theological School in Seoul in the same 
year of 1928, became a role model for the enlightenment movement in Korean rural areas 
after being influenced by Min-Hyung Cho’s book.641 After the Korean War (1950–1953), 
the Korean Methodist Church decided to establish another Methodist Theological 
Seminary in Daejeon for training rural pastors and workers, and in 1954 the Daejeon 
Methodist Theological Seminary (now, Mokwon University in Daejeon, Korea) was 
established by Dr. Charles Davis Stokes (1915–1997) who graduated from Asbury 
College (now, Asbury University) in 1936, Asbury Theological Seminary in 1938, and 
Yale University (Ph.D.) in 1947. 
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Hardie realized that the development of the Korean Churches was dependent on 
small churches in rural areas, and he pointed out that of his current influential pastors and 
laypeople in big cities, most came from small country churches.642 However, most rural 
churches were in poor situations and had met with visiting pastors only once or twice a 
month due to their limited support for the pastors. In order to overcome these problems, 
Hardie suggested two solutions: (1) volunteer evangelization of rural church members, 
and (2) forming book clubs or discussion groups. 643  Hardie thought that the rural 
churches could not become self-supporting without the spontaneous personal 
evangelization of the church members. At the same time, Hardie not only offered making 
book or discussion clubs in the rural churches for supplementing the limited pastoral 
teachings, but also wanted various articles of The Christian Messenger and Christian 
books to be used as the resources of the clubs.644 To conclude, Hardie’s efforts for the 
development of rural areas and churches may be regarded as achievements in making the 
roots of the Korean Churches wholesome in the long run. 
 
Church Union 
 Making “One Korean Evangelical Church” was Hardie’s long-term burning issue. 
From the inception of Protestant missions in 1885, the two frontier mission boards, the 
MEC and PCUSA, worked together for Korea missions. Many missionaries from the two 
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Methodist and four Presbyterian Churches put more of their attention on the union 
movement after experiencing the early great revival. Around the time the great revival 
spread out during 1904–1905, Protestant missionaries not only organized a church union 
association, The General Council of Protestant Evangelical Missions in Korea, in 
September 1905,645 but also decided on making one national Korean Church. Hardie 
explained: 
In closing, let us recall some of the union movements of the revival period, 
beginning in Aug. 1903. In Sept., the Annual Meeting of the M. E. Church 
South, appointed a committee to confer with the Canadian Presbyterians 
regarding division of territory which was accomplished. Summer Bible 
Conferences were held by missionaries in various stations in 1904–6. The 
General Council of Protestant Evangelical Missions organized in 1905, 
looked forward to “Co-operation in mission efforts, and eventually the 
organization of but one native evangelical Church.” In this year co-operation 
was also realized in one Church Hymnal, publication of “The Korea Mission 
Field,” and uniform Sunday School Lessons; and in further division of 
territory during 1906–9. The General Council appointed committees on 
harmonization of doctrine and of polity. The acknowledged aim of a mass 
meeting of the missionaries was the establishment of a National Christian 
Evangelical Church.646 
 
In spite of the various efforts of the missionaries in Korea, united the two Methodist 
Churches and four Presbyterian Churches to make one evangelical Korean Church was 
failed. Hardie regretted that the missionaries lost a good chance in 1909. Hardie 
described: 
At the Fifth Annual Meeting of the General Council (Oct. 8, ’09) a paper 
read, referred to the “transfer of 10,000 church members from their original 
connection without a note of discord.” Union could have been realized at 
that time, but we missionaries missed our opportunity, and adopted the 
visionary slogan “A Million Souls for Christ” in one year. 647 
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Later in 1929, Hardie surveyed various church leaders in Korea about the church 
union issue intending to use the information for the columns of The Christian Messenger. 
He received thirty-six responses out of seventy-eight Christian leaders (thirty-nine 
Korean pastors, twenty-eight laypeople, and eleven missionaries), and Hardie introduced 
the results in The Korea Mission Field by translating their answers into English.648 
Moreover, Hardie wrote twice about the Union of the Canadian Churches in The 
Christian Messenger in 1925649 and 1930.650 All of Hardie’s efforts were to show that he 
really wanted to make one Evangelical Church in Korea. “Is it too much to hope that the 
Korean church may succeed where the missions failed?” Hardie asked, and then he 
asserted, “What we all need is more of God’s Spirit and another nation-wide revival 
which can be realized only in answer to prayer. Let us as representatives of the missions 
pray earnestly the prayer of our Saviour, “That they all may be one.”” 651  After 
establishing the union between MEC and MECS in 1930, Rev. J. L. Gerdine hoped for 
the church union among all Protestant Churches in Korea, emphasizing, “A baptism of 
the Holy Spirit is all that is required in either case to wipe out all differences and unite 
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into one body.” 652  Hardie and Gerdine believed that another great revival could 
accomplish uniting all the Churches of Korea as one body of Jesus Christ. 
After considering the crisis of Christianity in Korea during the 1920s, Rev. Ju-
Sam Ryang insisted that the entire evangelization of Korea should be done by Korean 
Christians and in order to accomplish this goal, four things were urgently needed: 
(1) a more trained, consecrated, efficient, and spirit-filled ministry, including 
some special workers for the youth of the nation; (2) more high grade, wide 
range, and up-to-date Christian literature; (3) more emphasis on social 
service, including rural work; and (4) a united front of the entire Christian 
Church.653 
 
These four required matters were what Hardie attempted for training and supporting 
Korean church leaders after the great revival (1903–1907) in Korea. Thus, Hardie may be 
respected as one of the most significant figures for the maturity of the Korean Churches.
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CHAPTER 8 
THEOLOGICAL AND MINISTERIAL THOUGHTS 
As a theologian and minster, Hardie had some biblically authentic as well as 
practically effective theological and ministerial ideas. Among them, the issues on biblical 
criticism, church, laity, women, and personal evangelism are significant.  
 
Liberal or Evangelical 
As previously presented, Methodists and Presbyterians had disharmony between 
them during the 1930s in Korea, biblical criticism as the main issue of that theological 
debate. Many conservative Presbyterians criticized Methodists as liberal Christians who 
denied the authority of the Bible, and Hardie was often criticized as its originator in the 
sense that he introduced biblical criticism with his writings. However, Hardie was not a 
liberal theologian but an evangelical theologian who accepted logical, reliable biblical 
studies and the authority of the Bible.  
Considering the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, in his two books: Kuyak 
Chongnon Sang (구약총론 샹, An Introduction to the Books of the Old Testament, Part 1) 
in 1921654 and Changsaeki Jusuk (창셰긔주셕, A Commentary on the Book of Genesis) in 
1929,655 Hardie insisted that Moses did not write the whole of the Pentateuch. In order 
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to support his opinion, Hardie offered several arguments. First, even though some biblical 
verses indicated that Moses wrote the Law (e.g., Exodus 17:14, 24:3–7, Numbers 33:2, 
Deuteronomy 28:58–61, 31:24, Joshua 1:7–8, 8:31–34), no explanation points out that 
Moses wrote all of the Biblical Pentateuch.656 Second, the idea that Moses wrote all of 
the first five books in the Old Testament was based not on biblical truth but on Jewish 
tradition, and some New Testament verses (e.g., Matthew 15:3, 6, Mark 7:9, 13) teach 
readers not to rely on the Jewish tradition.657 Third, Moses could not write about his death 
and funeral (Deuteronomy 34:1–8).658 Thus, based on a knowledge of the history and 
study of the biblical higher criticism from Astruc in 1753 to Daniel D. Whedon in the 
1880s,659 Hardie asserted that although Moses wrote many parts of the Pentateuch, it was 
written and edited by many writers including Moses. 660  Naturally, most Methodist 
missionaries and Korean Christians accepted Hardie’s study, but Presbyterians did not do 
so.  
Along with the topic of women’s ordination among Presbyterians, which 
exploded due to a Korean Presbyterian pastor, Chun-Bae Kim, the General Assembly of 
the Presbyterian Korean Church in 1934 dealt with the issue of the Mosaic authorship of 
the Pentateuch especially for the Book of Genesis which was ignited by another 
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Presbyterian pastor, Young-Ju Kim.661 The Presbyterian fundamentalists regarded the two 
issues (i.e., female ordination and the Mosaic authorship of the Torah) as destroying both 
the authority of the Bible and the basis of Christianity. In 1935, they criticized Methodists 
by denying The Abingdon Bible Commentary, which was translated in 1934 by both 
Methodist and Presbyterian leaders.662  
However, Hardie did not try to destroy the authority of the Bible. Rather, in order 
to understand God’s Word better, he investigated various biblical studies in hopes of 
keeping with the basic teachings and truths of the Christianity. First, Hardie believed that 
the main author of the whole Bible is the Holy Spirit.663 Second, he discerned between 
the ancient Near East myths and the Bible, even if some biblical stories in the Book of 
Genesis are similar to them.664 Third, when involved in translating and revising the Old 
Testament, Hardie did not follow the biblical criticism but kept literal translation. For a 
more Koreanized Bible, James Gale retained paraphrased or abbreviated translation 
principles reflecting modern higher criticism and documentary hypothesis, which became 
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a crucial issue of controversy among translators and revisers. Gale resigned his position 
on March 21, 1922.665 
 As the president of the Bible Committee and a reviser for the Old Testament, 
Hardie tried to pursue more a reliable translation for Koreans’ understanding as well as 
literal translation without paraphrasing or omitting the Hebrew and English versions.666 
These examples represent Hardie’s desire to not ignore the authority of the Bible. More 
importantly, unlike some later Koreanized theologians or religious pluralists (e.g., Sung-
Bum Yun, Tong-Shik Ryu, and Sun-Hwan Pyun) in the 1960s-1980s, who graduated from 
and taught at the Methodist Theological Seminary, Hardie believed that Jesus Christ is 
the only way for salvation. Therefore, Hardie should be considered not as a liberal 
theologian but rather as a neo-orthodoxy, evangelical theologian.  
 
Church, Laity, and Woman 
Hardie understood churches as spiritual, social, and cultural communities and 
therefore, he had more holistic perspectives on ecclesiology. As spiritual organizations, 
all Christian Churches, on the basis of the intimate loving fellowship with God and 
people, should try to evangelize all people. “The [Korean Methodist] Church should be a 
spiritual association of Christians having similar ideals and aims, who have been inspired 
by their love to God, to one another, and to all their fellow-men,” Hardie wrote, and then 
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he stressed, “The Christian Church exists because Jesus Christ commanded His followers 
to go “into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.”” 667  
As social communities all Churches should have social responsibility for caring 
and transforming their regional society through participating in various fields such as 
medicine and education. Hardie insisted, “This Christian association should have freedom 
in carrying on all worthy social aims and plans,” and he explained, “caring for the sick, 
healing, and teaching are sacred callings, and the work of relieving pain and of delivering 
men [and women] from ignorance is giving Korea a larger and richer view of life.”668 
As cultural communities every church should be contextualized in its indigenous 
place. Hardie suggested that the newly started Korean Methodist Church should be 
“adapted to Korean ideas and customs.” 669 
In addition, Hardie deemed that without the help and interaction of laity, including 
women, the Korean Methodist Church could not become a sound church with the ability 
to realize its spiritual, social, and cultural values. Laypeople are important for several 
reasons when accomplishing this work. First, laypeople have a greater advantage over 
clergy for communicating the gospel. Unlike salaried pastors who might be often 
“suspected of having some personal or selfish motive” when evangelizing non-believers, 
“A Christian teacher, doctor, merchant, or farmer can much more easily influence those 
with whom he [or she] comes in contact in his [or her] daily work.” 670 Second, as a 
member of diverse societies in the world, a layperson could become Jesus’ ambassador 
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who transforms the world and helps non-believing people know Christ Jesus, if he or she 
is “in every honest walk of life, here and now.”671 To expound, if laypeople sincerely live 
their daily lives as following the will of God, not only the society they belong to become 
healed or transformed, but also their co-workers will be converted. “The winning of 
converts to a new religion is not an easy task,” Hardie said, and he continued, “but 
members of any class of society can be won more naturally to Christianity by men [sic] 
who are in some way related to that class, especially, if in doing their ordinary duties of 
every-day-life they faithfully and favorably represent the faith they have adopted.”672 
Third, in certain matters the experience of laypeople who are experts in their secular 
works would be more helpful for churches than that of pastors having no experience. For 
example, laity “who have had experience in secular business know better how to conduct 
the business affairs of the Church than those who have had little or no such 
experience.”673 Last, but by no means least, without the involvement of lay leaders, the 
Korean Methodist Church would have had difficulty being a Koreanized Church. Almost 
all Korean pastors were already Westernized due to their education and training from 
Western missionaries and Western church polity. “It is unfortunate that thus far the 
Korean clergy have been educated and influenced in their ideas of Church polity almost 
entirely by missionaries and foreign text-books,” Hardie explained, and he asserted, “In 
order to have an organization that will be better adapted to Korean ideas and customs, the 
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Church must have the help of thinking laymen who more easily than the clergy will see 
things from the Korean point of view.”674 
Accordingly, in order to accomplish spiritual, social, and cultural values of the 
Christian Church, Hardie not only insisted that male and female lay leaders, who were 
concerned with “true religion,” should have “an equal standing with the clergy in all the 
administrative and executive affairs of the Church,” but also welcomed the starting of the 
Korean Methodist Church in 1930 whose administration boards consisted of “an equal 
number of ordained and lay representatives, several of the latter being women.”675 Hardie 
affirmed:  
There is no valid reason why the laity should not be in all respects on an 
equality with the clergy. “God is no respecter of persons.” In matters of race, 
sex, rank, or possessions, God has no favorites. The attributes that are 
valuable in His [sic] sight are those intellectual and spiritual qualities which 
make for personality, especially the qualities of mercy and love founded on 
the principles of righteousness and truth.676  
 
Hardie understood the importance of the laity and women for the Korean Churches, and 
the Korean Methodist Church has kept this principle about laypeople and women until 
today having been a lay missionary for about ten years from his coming to Korea in 1890 
until his ordination from MECS in 1900,. 
 
Personal Evangelism 
As an earnest evangelist, Hardie emphasized the importance of personal 
evangelism through the writing of six series of articles from January 1923 to February 
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1924 in The Theological World.677 These articles were mainly based on a variety of 
experiences of Hardie and Henry Clay Trumbull (1830–1903), a great evangelist, Civil 
War chaplain, and Sunday School missionary, who wrote many books including 
Individual Work For Individuals.678 In these writings Hardie dealt with the definition, 
significance, method, and purpose of personal evangelism. As a duty of all Christians 
both laity and clergy, personal evangelism may be defined as Christians sharing the love 
of Jesus Christ with non-believing people based on their personal experience in order that 
they might experience and enjoy God’s love and salvation.679 Personal evangelism is 
important as a biblically authentic as well as practically effective method for soul 
winnings particularly because Jesus utilized personal evangelism in calling his disciples 
and this method is still effective until today.680  
Hardie offered various methodologies: (1) communication with non-believers 
with an attitude to understand and respect them;681 (2) same interests with them unless the 
interests are unacceptable before God, such as gambling, drinking, and smoking;682 (3) 
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right applause for their works and good points;683 (4) start with worldly matters (e.g., pain, 
depravity, and dissatisfaction) because most non-believers are not interested in afterworld 
matters;684 (5) avoidance of religious debate with other religious people;685 (6) avoidance 
of start with the Bible because they are not familiar with the biblical verses, which may 
be often regarded as criticizing them;686 and (7) use of the Bible in order to lead them into 
the true way, if they have biblical knowledge.687  
For Hardie, the purpose of personal evangelism is for saving a lost person and not 
about an evangelist gaining satisfaction about their participation on evangelistic 
activities688 or about the number of people gathered in their churches.689 Hardie, who was 
used as God’s instrument for the great revival (1903–1907), insisted that personal 
evangelism is better than mass evangelism or revival meetings, because without saving a 
person through personal evangelism many people cannot be saved.690 This may serve to 
correct some mistakes of today’s illusionists who believe that the world’s evangelization 
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will be accomplished only through mass evangelism, revival meeting or even true revival. 
Therefore, all Christian churches should remember Hardie’s teaching that personal 
evangelism should become a priority of all ready Christians, both laity and clergy, during 
revival period and times of no revival in order to save all who are not yet Christians. 
 Hardie contributed in the development and maturity of the Korean Churches in 
various fields especially after the great revival, but his outstanding accomplishments have 
gradually disappeared in the United States, Canada, and even Korea. In this sense, Hardie 
could be called a “forgotten missionary.” 
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CONCLUSION 
Today, Hardie remains admired and respected for the part he played in the 
Wonsan revival. However, mainly due to the lack of primary sources, his early life stories 
from his birth until acting as an independent missionary in Korea are not well-known, so 
that Hardie may be defined as the unrecognized missionary. As a Canadian orphan who 
lost his parents when he was ten years old, Hardie not only overcame his suffering by 
turning it into creative energy, but also became a school teacher. In addition, because of 
his altruistic mindset and strong influence from the SVM, after graduating from the 
Medical School of Toronto University Hardie became a foreign missionary. Hardie 
arrived in the Hermit Kingdom (Korea) in 1890 accompanied by his one-year-old 
daughter, Eva Lillian, and his wife, Margaret Matilda Kelly, who was pregnant with their 
second daughter, Annie Elizabeth. Among his nine children, including his adopted 
Korean daughter, Hardie lost four when they were young and the his two eldest daughters, 
Eva Lillian and Annie Elizabeth, became missionaries to Korea due to the strong 
influence and prayer of their parents. As an independent missionary who did not affiliate 
with any denominational mission boards, Hardie faced various denominational, financial, 
political, social, and physical hardships. Nevertheless, Hardie overcame those difficult 
situations by focusing on direct mission works in strongly believing in God, and also kept 
his sincerity or noble-minded motivation to God and his Canadian supporters. 
His equally significant role in the early Korean great revival is underestimated. In 
dealing with the early Korean revivals, many, both Korean and Western, scholars have 
not only separated the Wonsan revival (1903–1906) and the Pyongyang revival 
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(1907), but also regarded the Wonsan as a “general” revival and the Pyongyang as a 
“great” revival. With this argument, many people have mistaken believed that while 
Hardie contributed only to the Wonsan general revival, the Pyongyang great revival 
happened in connection with foreign revivals in Wales, the United Kingdom (1904–1905) 
and in the Khasi Hills, India (1905–1906). However, it has been asserted by early figures 
who experienced the early Korean revivals that the Wonsan revival was also great, and 
the Wonsan and Pyongyang revivals were one single “great” revival. According to Hardie, 
the Korean great revival occurred in Wonsan in 1903 and climaxed in Pyongyang in 1907. 
The Wonsan revival was a great revival, because it included all kinds of people and was 
widespread to other places, two of the criteria suggested for great awakening by Jonathan 
Edwards (1703–1758). 
 Furthermore, many scholars and church leaders have misrepresented the 
connection between Hardie’s repentance and the genuineness of the Korean revival. For 
this reason, when the Korean churches celebrated the centennial anniversary of the 
Pyongyang great revival of 1907 in 2007, the main focus was “repentance,” which was 
often regarded as the formula for revivals. More specifically, many people have thought 
that whereas before Hardie’s repentance missionary work produced little fruit or results, 
after his repentance Hardie produced numerous fruits and results. This idea, while based 
off of Hardie’s writings, the true meaning of the existence of fruit and results represented 
the authentic conversion of Korean believers. Unlike the common idea that numerical 
success was fruitless before his repentance in 1903, Hardie not only contributed to the 
development of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South’s Korea mission, but also gained 
many professing Korean Christians in his mission fields. Upon realizing that the power of 
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the Holy Spirit could make it possible to produce not simply nominal, but real Christians, 
Hardie confessed his pride in attempting to make true Christians with his own endeavors.  
The Wonsan revival did not occur as the result of Hardie’s repentance if revival is to be 
defined as an outpouring or baptism of the Holy Spirit. Only after the Holy Spirit came to 
him and he received the Spirit baptism did Hardie repent of his sin. Thus, revival by 
repentance does not explain the Wonsan revival. Rather, after receiving the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit, Hardie and many Korean believers publicly confessed their sins. 
Therefore, Hardie’s sincere motivation for missions and his unchangeable goal for 
making authentic Christians are the answers for the question is a more reliable reason 
why God chose Hardie for the great revival are requisite, in addition to his understanding 
what revival is and praying for revival with devotional Bible study. 
In discussing the relation among the Pyongyang revival and the outside revivals, 
two issues are important. The first issue is whether people, who desired and experienced 
a great revival in Pyongyang in 1907, had heard the news of both the Welsh revival and 
the Khasi revival. Many scholars have pointed out the fact that the Korean natives and 
foreign missionaries in Pyongyang at that time heard the news of the two revivals (i.e., 
the Welsh and the Khasi) from Howard Agnew Johnston (an American Presbyterian 
mission director in New York) who visited in Seoul and Pyongyang in the fall of 1906. 
Accordingly, based on the only above fact many Korean and Western scholars have 
considered that the Pyongyang great revival occurred in 1907 after the forerunner 
revivals: the Welsh revival from 1904 to 1905 and the Khasi revival from 1905 to 1906. 
However, according to the testimonies of some eyewitnesses of the Johnston’s meetings, 
Johnston mentioned only the Khasi revival without referring at all to the Welsh revival. 
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This conflicts with the common story and indicates that only news of the Indian revival 
(not the Welsh revival) was available to the Pyongyang Christians to the desire for a 
strong manifestation of the Holy Spirit or a great revival in Korea. 
The second issue is more important and has to do with the amount of influence 
the Pyongyang revival received from foreign revivals. The Welsh revival apparently 
strongly influenced the Khasi revival because many Welsh missionaries worked in the 
Khasi Hills areas. Naturally, the main characteristics of the Welsh and the Khasi were 
similar, and somewhat emotional aspects (e.g., singing and dancing) were predominant in 
the two revivals. However, the Pyongyang revival was different from the outside revivals 
in that it was not emotionally centered but rather centered on God’s Word. The Wonsan 
revival focused not on sensational and emotional aspects but on the Word of God under 
the strong leading of the Holy Spirit. In short, in its focus on preaching God’s Word 
instead of inciting emotional reactions, the Pyongyang revival mirrored the Wonsan 
revival more than those in Wales and India. It is very important to realize that many 
Methodist and Presbyterian missionaries as well as Korean indigenous believers in 
Pyongyang had already experienced revivals in Hardie’s meetings from 1904 to 1906. 
Therefore, although news of outside revivals (notably in India) had an impact, the 
original, most immediate impetus for Pyongyang Christians’ desire for great revival came 
from the Wonsan revival already occurring and Dr. Hardie.  
The tendency to insist that the Pyongyang revival was the only great revival in 
Korea and that it happened following to the Welsh revival and the Indian revival resulted 
from Presbyterian-centered nationalism and denominationalism. Since some Presbyterian 
church historians (e.g., In-Suh Kim, William D. Reynolds, Yong-Kyu Park) attempted to 
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highlight the significant contributions of Presbyterian Korean native leaders (e.g., Sun-Ju 
Kil) and churches for revivals, they undervalued the Wonsan revival and Hardie’s role by 
connecting the Pyongyang revival with the other Presbyterian revivals in Wales and India. 
No direct connection is made between the Pyongyang revival and the outside revivals, 
and in the strict sense the Welsh revival and the Indian revival occurred not with just 
Presbyterians but with Calvinistic Methodists who followed Calvinism in soteriology as 
well as Methodism in pneumatology. Accordingly, because he was undervalued in dealing 
with the early Korean great revival (1903–1907), the value of Hardie’s role must require 
reassessment and elevation. 
Especially after the revival until his retirement in 1935 Hardie had played a most 
important role in the development of various fields (e.g., theological education, Christian 
publishing, rural mission, Bible translation, and personal evangelism), but his 
contributions have been forgotten by today’s Korean Christians. For instance, even 
though many church history books and journals covering Hardie’s time period have been 
published in Korea and the United States, most writings only mention his role in the 
Wonsan revival. This is due, in general, not from the lack of primary sources but from 
indifference about his late life and legacy.  
When he started his missionary work in Busan on April 14, 1891 with confronting 
various hardships, on one of his letters to his Toronto supporters, Hardie wrote, “My 
prayer is that I may be faithful to the trust given me. Nothing but the conviction that God 
would have me elsewhere will take me from the foreign mission field. I would not today 
change places with any of you.”691  As he wrote, without changing his mission field 
                                                 
691
 Harley Smith, “A Review of Dr. Hardie’s Work in Corea,” in CCM, Vol. 6, No. 5 (May 1896), 
70. 
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Hardie had faithfully accomplished various missional and evangelical works in Korea for 
forty-five years (1890–1935). After their retirement on April 23, 1935, Dr. and Mrs. R. A. 
Hardie left their second home692 and lived in Lansing, Michigan, where Mrs. Hardie 
passed away on July 16, 1946693 and Dr. Hardie on June 30, 1949694 at eighty-four years 
of age. 
During his whole lifespan in Korea, Hardie was a sincere medical missionary, 
evangelist, God’s genuine instrument for the great revival (1903–1907), professor, 
administrator, editor, Bible translator, enlightener, evangelical theologian and much more. 
Nevertheless, until now his early life and work have gone unrecognized; his main role in 
the great revival has been undervalued; and his other accomplishments have been 
gradually forgotten in collective memory of church historians, missiologists and even 
Korean Christians. Thus, Hardie can be called an “unrecognized, undervalued, and 
forgotten” missionary in Korea. 
                                                 
692
 Hariyoung (하리영, R. A. Hardie), “Jaeie Koyangryul Tunamyonshu Saranghanun 
Ryorobunkae,” [제이고향을 떠나면서 사랑하는 여러분께, Dear Loving People as Leaving the Second 
Home], in The Christian Messenger (May 18, 1932). 
 
693
 Margaret Hardie’s Certificate of Death (Local File No. 558, Ingham County, Michigan 
Department of Health). 
 
694
 R. A. Hardie’s Certificate of Death (Local File No. 553, Ingham County, Michigan Department 
of Health). 
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